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1
Introduction

Compliant mechanisms (CMs) are flexible mechanisms in which the transmission of force, energy or motion
occurs by the virtue of elastic deformations within the system. When comparing CMs to conventional multi-
part mechanisms some considerable benefits can be found. These benefits are, amongst others, absence of
backlash, absence of internal wear, high attainable precision, no need for lubrication and increased relia-
bility [1]. CMs have already shown their potential in different fields of research, with the likes of aerospace
engineering [2], precision engineering [3] and medical engineering [4] at the leading edge of these innova-
tions.

CMs can show different types of stability behaviour depending on the number of static equilibrium positions
that are present over the range of motion. The existence of stable positions over this range directly relates
to the potential energy profile of the system; local energetic minima represent stable static equilibrium po-
sitions. The number of energetic minima over the range of motion indicates the type of the stability profile.
Most CMs show only one such minimum. These systems are said to be monostable. Mechanisms with multi-
ple stable points exist as well, e.g. bistable or multi-stable systems. A peculiar class of CMs is formed by mech-
anisms that remain in continuous equilibrium during deformation of the system. CMs that show this kind of
behaviour are called neutrally stable compliant mechanisms (NSCM). Over the neutrally stable range these
systems show no tendency of snapping into a preferred position. Rather, each position is equally favoured.
During a configurational change of NSCMs, the total amount of potential energy remains equal. The change
in configuration thus does not require any external work [5]. Due to this characteristic behaviour NSCMs can
well be utilized as motion-facilitating devices, both on the micro [6] and macro scale [7]. All mechanisms
that show more than one stable static equilibrium position over their range of motion are referred to as non-
monostable systems in this work.

NSCMs require an internal prestress field to propagate their neutral stability [7]. Also other types of stability
behaviour (e.g. some types of bistable systems) require such stress fields for their specific stability profile.
The application of prestress to CMs during assembly is found to be almost exclusively induced by manual
actions [7–9]. These manual operations have a negative influence on both the production consistency as well
as the production throughput. As indicated in literature, functional prestress proves to be a difficult factor
to incorporate in mass production processes [10]. Moreover, this manual way of applying prestress poses
problems onto the geometrical freedom that designed parts can have. Current methods of applying prestress
are found to be very case specific and they do not show much flexibility towards application in other geome-
tries [11]. The manual way of prestress application furthermore poses implication on the dimensional scal-
ability of parts. This is especially prevalent when going to small scales; hand-operated prestressing actions
are only feasible up to a certain scale and size. CMs with a tailored stability profile could be of tremendous
relevance for developments within the precision industry [12]. Dimensional scalability is hereto evidently an
important contributing factor.

From the above mentioned remarks a desire arises to have an accurate and scalable method with which a
prestress profile can be imposed onto a monostable CM. With this imposed prestress, the structure could
then permanently be morphed into a mechanism with non-monostable stability behaviour. To solve the
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2 1. Introduction

aforementioned issues, additional prerequisites for this new prestressing method entail a sufficient degree of
design freedom and the ability to operate at different dimensional scales. A possible solution to this is formed
by utilization of inherent features of the manufacturing method with which a part is created. Accuracy, re-
peatability and design freedom will then be directly dictated by the limits of the production method, rather
than by limits of the designer or the assembly process. The feasibility of utilizing manufacturing-induced
stresses for obtaining non-monostable compliant mechanisms is investigated in this thesis project. In con-
ventional production methods the introduction of stresses during manufacturing is generally considered to
be a negative by-effect of the process [13–15]. In this work the existence of these stress-inducing mechanics
will rather be exploited to add functionality to the parts that are produced. From a preliminary study, which is
included in appendix A of this report, Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) appeared to be an especially suitable
production method in this regard. By using FFF, significant stresses (and therewith strains) can be obtained
when introducing heat to the parts after printing. This project therefore specifically focusses on imposing
prestress onto parts that are created with the FFF production method. The prestress field will solely be ac-
quired by the combination of adjusting process parameters, together with the introduction of heat to the part
after printing. The goal of this thesis is to build the foundation for a method with which systems can acquire
a predefined internal stress field. This stress field is ought to permanently change the stability behaviour
from monostability into non-monostability. The results of this project should form the onset for the further
creation of multi- and neutrally stable compliant mechanisms in different geometrical form factors and on
different dimensional scales.

In chapter 2 the use of heat introduction as a means to obtain variable thermal shrinkage strain in FFF
printed parts is presented. This variable thermal material shrinkage is, when applied properly, able to in-
duce prestress to selected regions of the part. Herewith a change in the stability profile of the systems under
consideration can be achieved. In chapter 3 a more fundamental approach to the polymer mechanics that
cause the heat-induced material shrinkage is presented. By understanding what mechanics contribute to
this shrinkage behaviour, the prestress inducing method can be tailored with a focus on the factors that are
of major influence on the shrinkage behaviour. Chapter 3 mainly serves the purpose of broadening the gen-
eral understanding of the principles at play. In chapters 4 and 5 the discussion and conclusion are presented
respectively. In the appendices supplementary material to chapters 2 and 3 is provided. Also a review on the
(pre)stress inducing potential of different manufacturing methods is included in the appendix.
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A study into heat-induced shrinkage of FFF printed

parts for obtaining bistability

Jonathan Linssen Giuseppe Radaelli Just Herder

Abstract - When a PLA Fused Filament Fab-
rication (FFF) printed part is exposed to a
temperature higher than the glass transition
temperature, it will show significant material
shrinkage. Moreover, over this shrinkage range
the PLA is able to deliver mechanical work.
This phenomenon can be used as a method to
induce prestress onto a printed part. Herewith a
compliant mechanism with a bistable or neutrally
stable stability profile can be obtained from a
monostable part. The shrinkage magnitude and
the delivered work are both directly dependent on
several design parameters. In this paper the influ-
ence of the printing speed, geometric variables and
the post-process heating time and temperature
on the shrinkage behaviour is investigated. All
parameters are found to show increasing shrink-
age magnitudes for increasing parameter values.
Maximum attainable shrinkage values of over 20%
are found. When subjected to a resisting force,
shrinkage values of 2% could still be obtained.
Practical applicability of this method is shown
by realising a permanent monostable-to-bistable
stability switch in a demonstrator mechanism.

Index terms - Fused Filament Fabrication, compli-
ant mechanism, stability, shrinkage, PLA

1. Introduction

Compliant mechanisms (CMs) are flexure-based
mechanisms in which the transmission of force, energy
or motion occurs by the virtue of elastic body defor-
mations. CMs can show different types of mechani-
cal stability behaviour. This behaviour is oftentimes
monostable [1–4], but it can e.g. be bistable [5–7],
multi-stable [8–10] or neutrally stable [11–13] as well.
This stability notion directly refers to the number of
possible system configurations in which the system
sits in a local energetic minimum. As long as the sys-
tem statically resides in such a minimum there is no
tendency to leave its current configuration; the local
energetic minimum presents a stable static equilib-
rium position. For a monostable system only a single
energetic minimum can be found over the allowable
range of motion. For bistable systems two such min-
ima are found. The numeral stability prefix thus indi-
cates the amount of energetic minima that are present
over the range of motion.

Obtaining a neutrally stable stability profile or a
bistable stability profile in which the two energetic
minima are of equal magnitude (from here onwards
called symmetrically bistable) within the realm of
CMs requires the presence of an internal or external
prestress profile. Moreover, to enable shifting through
the different stable positions, a system is ought to
have the geometrical freedom and compliance to al-

low for the deformational motion that accompanies
this shift. The latter factor can well be designed for.
The former factor on the contrary poses a problem
of implementation; prestress generally is a complex
factor to controllably add to mass fabrication pro-
cesses [14]. The plethora of available literature on
non-monostable CMs shows that, during assembly,
prestress is nearly exclusively applied in a manual
manner [11,13,15].

Additive manufacturing (AM ) methods, also
known as 3D printing methods, are an often used
technique for producing CMs [16–20]. Benefits of
AM in comparison to conventional subtractive man-
ufacturing methods such as milling and lathing are,
amongst others, the freedom of design, the minimiza-
tion of waste material and the low production cost
of customized parts and prototypes [21]. AM com-
prises of many very different production methods. Of
these methods Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF ),
also known by the commercial name Fused Deposition
Modelling� (FDM ), is an especially popular method.
FFF is used both for rapid prototyping purposes as
well as for industrial production purposes [22]. Its
grand popularity is underlined by the fact that FFF
held a total market share of 31% amongst all AM tech-
nologies in 2021 [23]. FFF is a melt extrusion based
printing method in which a thermoplastic polymeric
filament is melted and deposited onto a print bed.
After deposition the material swiftly re-solidifies [24].
By letting the printing nozzle sequentially move in the
three Cartesian directions, a 3-dimensional geometry
can be composed in a layer-by-layer fashion.

Parts that are produced by FFF have mechanical
and thermal material properties that are inferior to
the bulk material properties [25–28]. A way of sig-
nificantly improving these material properties is by
post-process annealing of the workpieces [29,30]. Be-
sides improving mechanical and thermal properties
due to this annealing, as a side-effect also signifi-
cant material shrinkage is observed [31–33]. As the
shape, dimensions and tolerances of the workpiece are
strongly affected by annealing, this post-processing
step should only be considered when the improve-
ment of material properties is of higher priority than
the correctness of geometrical tolerances. Although
the occurrence of heat-induced shrinkage for FFF
printed parts is often unwanted, it also presents an
interesting opportunity for thermally induced shape-
shifting behaviour. New engineering domains such
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as 4D printing delve deeper into the possibilities of
adding stimulus responsive elements to 3D printed
parts with the goal of adding time-dependency to
the printed workpieces [34]. In the work by Rajku-
mar and Shanmugam [35] the possibility of applying
a thermally actuated shape-transformation in several
FFF printed thermoplastics is explored. These shape-
transformations cover both 1D to 2D and 2D to 3D
transformations successfully. In this work a qualita-
tive relation between the printing speed, printing di-
rection and the thermally induced shrinkage strain is
found. This very relation is also mentioned in the
work by Zhang et al. [36, 37]. Zhang et al. attribute
the specific shrinkage behaviour to the combination
of shape memory capabilities of polymeric materials,
together with filament-nozzle interactions that come
into play when printing these materials. In their work
a bi-layer material, consisting of sheet paper and FFF
printed Polylactic Acid (PLA), is presented that is
able to deform from a planar sheet into a 3D geome-
try. Shape-shifting is activated by an elevated temper-
ature that makes only the PLA layer shrink. Since the
paper remains as is, the result is out-of-plane bend-
ing of the bi-layer material. Wang and Li [38] suc-
cessfully created a computational simulation of the
pre-programmed shape memory behaviour of FFF
printed PLA by utilizing a 1D shape memory poly-
mer (SMP) constitutive model. To underline the sim-
ulation’s quality, several actual temperature-induced
folding origami structures are created for comparison.
These structures showed strong correspondence to the
simulation results. Van Manen et al. [39] use temper-
ature changes as a trigger to alter the shape of flat
material into a pre-programmed 3D shape. The pa-
rameters used to dictate the magnitude and form of
the shape-shift are the directional stacking of printed
layers as well as the width and thickness of the printed
strips.

Kačergis et al. [40] researched the influence of sev-
eral FFF process parameters on the shape-shifting be-
haviour of PLA and TPU structures. When exposed
to heated water, the shape memory of these structures
is activated, consequently resulting in the shape-shift.
Variations to the printing speed, the build plate tem-
perature and the number of active layers were made.
All three parameters showed an increasing shrinkage
magnitude for increasing parameter values. Also An
et al. [41] showed the direct influence of printing speed
as a determining factor for the magnitude of heat-
induced shrinkage of FFF printed parts.

All of the aforementioned literature finds common
ground in the occurrence of (partial) material defor-
mation when exposed to heat. Although shrinkage
figures of up to 25% [36] are reported on, and even
though the overall shrinkage potential seems rather
significant, all literature that is found on this topic
is limited to deformational paths in which only the
gravitational field of the structure itself needs to be

overcome. This oftentimes is not more than just the
weight of a thin sheet of polymeric material. This
gives rise to the question whether the true and full
potential of thermally-induced material shrinkage of
FFF printed parts has yet been established. When
material shrinkage can deliver significant amounts of
work, combined with the possibility of imposing vari-
able shrinkage magnitudes over the volume of a work-
piece, predefined prestress profiles could be imposed
onto FFF printed parts. With this method at hand,
neutrally stable and symmetrically bistable compliant
mechanisms can be produced in which no manual pre-
stressing step is required during assembly. This will
evidently result in both increased production consis-
tency of the mechanisms, as well as an increased pro-
duction throughput. When successful, this technique
will prove itself useful to a whole variety of compliant
mechanisms with tailored stability behaviour.

The objective of the current work is therefore
to identify both the maximally attainable material
shrinkage, as well as the maximum force-delivering
potential of FFF printed material that is heated. To
investigate how both factors can be maximized, the
influence of multiple design parameters on the heat-
induced shrinkage magnitude of FFF printed parts
is examined. From this investigation an optimum
parameter set will follow with which a maximum
shrinkage yield can be obtained. The eventual goal
of the here investigated method is to utilize heat-
induced material shrinkage as a means to apply pre-
stress to monostable systems, such that they perma-
nently morph into neutrally stable or symmetrically
bistable compliant mechanisms. To emphasize the
strong focus on applicability, included in this work
is the demonstration of a permanent monostable-to-
bistable stability alteration for a rotational compliant
mechanism.

2. Method

The material that is used throughout this study is
PLA. It is a cheap, accessible and easy to print
biodegradable material that possesses the required
SMP property. Due to its semi-crystalline nature,
PLA has pronounced transition points for both the
glassy-to-rubbery state transition (glass transition
temperature Tg of around 50◦C-60◦C [42]) as well
as for the rubbery-to-rubbery liquid state transition
(melting temperature Tm of about 170◦C-180◦C [42]).
These relatively sharp transition points will show
their usefulness for enabling (T > Tg) or disabling
(T < Tg) the shape memory effect.

Several tests are performed to investigate the
shrinkage behaviour of FFF printed PLA in reaction
to post-print material heating. The testing goals are
twofold; the results are ought to reveal the impor-
tance of a variety of design parameters on the shrink-
age behaviour, as well as showing the potential of this
shrinkage behaviour as a means to apply prestress to a
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mechanism. Following this dual research objective the
current investigation is split up into two sections. In
section 2.1 the influence of several design parameters
on the PLA shrinkage magnitude is analysed. Sec-
tion 2.2 builds upon the results of section 2.1; here
the gained knowledge is used to transform a monos-
table geometry into a symmetrically bistable compli-
ant mechanism by application of shrinkage-induced
prestress.

2.1. Parameter testing

The influence of 4 different parameters on the heat-
induced shrinkage magnitude and the force-delivering
potential of PLA is investigated. Testing is done
through parameter variations on FFF printed sam-
ples. The parameters that are examined are the print-
ing speed, the heating temperature, the heating time
and the cross-sectional area of the printed samples.
Cross-combinations of parameter variations are not
explicitly explored.

2.1.1 Measuring device

To measure the shrinkage of each sample in a con-
sistent manner, a slider mechanism is created. This
mechanism functions as a guiding frame for the
shrinking samples. Moreover, the mechanism allows
for easy shrinkage measurements. To this slider mech-
anism compression springs can be attached to provide
stiffness in the axial direction. The slider mechanism,
both with and without springs, is shown in figure
1. Also the name convention used to indicate the
three perpendicular shrinkage directions with respect
to this measuring device is shown in the figure.

Figure 1: Shrinkage measurement test device, without attached
springs (top) and with attached springs (bottom).

In the slider mechanism samples are clamped be-

tween a fixed steel endplate and the steel sliding cart,
see figure 1. These two plates will be referred to as the
mounting plates from here onwards. Clamping is re-
alised by adding steel clips with a slightly undersized
slit to both ends of the PLA sample on the outside
of both mounting plates. Friction between the sam-
ple and the clip holds the sample in place, even under
heat-induced deformation. Since the cart slides over
the steel guiding rails, sleeve bearings are added to the
system. These bearings should provide low amounts
of both static and dynamic friction. Furthermore they
should withstand temperatures that can go as high
as the melting point of PLA (170◦C), above which
no measurements will be performed. PTFE matches
both requirements and is chosen as the bearing ma-
terial. The PLA samples are inserted in the test de-
vice such that they pull the cart in its exact centre-
line. This minimizes the risk of mechanical jamming.
Springs of various diameters can be mounted on the
conical spring beds that are present at both mounting
plates.

Any functional non-monostable compliant mecha-
nism that will be prestressed in the way as proposed
in this work will experience internal forces that orig-
inate from the in compression loaded (prestressed)
members. These forces are transferred internally and
impose tension on the shrinking members of the mech-
anism. The magnitude of the exerted tensile force is
dependent on the geometric design of the to be pre-
stressed members, as well as on the Young’s mod-
uli of the materials used. To include the effect of
exerted forces on the shrinking PLA samples in the
measurement test device as well, compression springs
can be attached to the test device to provide a linear
force profile directed oppositely to the shrinkage di-
rection. The springs that are used during testing have
an equivalent parallel spring stiffness of 0.158 N/mm.
This stiffness is chosen such that it roughly corre-
sponds to the axial buckling stiffness of the demon-
strator model that will be introduced in section 2.2.
Both the linearity and the stiffness of the springs have
been validated by tests on a PI M-505 translational
stage (Physik Instrumente GmbH & Co. KG, Karl-
sruhe, Germany) combined with a LSB200 low capac-
ity load cell (FUTEK Advanced Sensor Technology,
Inc., Irvine, CA, USA).

When a sample is inserted in the measurement test
device, a lengthwise measurement prior to heating is
done. With this measurement the normal distance
between the opposing inside faces of the mounting
plates is measured with a digital calliper. After this
measurement, the shrinkage measurement device (in-
cluding sample) is put in a preheated oven for a dura-
tion that matches the duration of the respective test.
When the total heating time has passed, the device is
taken out of the oven and a post-heating measurement
is performed in the same manner as the pre-heating
measurement. This measurement is done directly af-
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ter heating, i.e. the system has not cooled down yet.
When no springs are attached to the test device, the
distance between the mounting plates is the only dis-
tance that needs to be measured post-heating. When
springs are attached there might be the possibility of
a partial retraction of the cart due to the push back
force exerted by the springs. As heating of polymeric
material to a temperature higher than Tg generally
weakens the material’s stiffness significantly [43], the
system might reach a turning point within its heating
time at which the spring force exceeds the sample’s
contracting force. This then results in re-stretching
of the shrunk material. At the end of the heating cy-
cle this yields a net observed shrinkage that is lower
than the maximally attainable shrinkage. To be able
to keep track of the maximum achieved shrinkage, ad-
ditional sliding rings are added to the guiding rails
on both sides of the cart. These rings are shown in
figure 2. The rings are pushed to the extreme po-
sitions of the cart. There is only a coupling in the
pushing direction. The rings will therefore remain
in the extreme positions, even though the cart may
have moved backwards. To report on both the maxi-
mally attained shrinkage and the net observed shrink-
age, shrinkage max and shrinkage net (see figure
2) are both recorded. The sliding rings are not di-
rectly pushed forward by the mounting plates, but
rather by the extended sleeve bearings. This distance
must be corrected for as to convert the shrinkage val-
ues to the actual sample shrinkage values.

Figure 2: Measurement indicators: sliding rings indicate ex-
treme values (i.e. initial length and shrinkage max).

2.1.2 Samples

All samples are printed with an Ender 3 Pro 3D
printer (Shenzhen Creality 3D Technology Co, Ltd.,
Shenzhen, China). The default flexible print bed is
interchanged for a tempered glass print bed. This
is done to both enhance the bed levelling procedure
as well as increasing filament adhesion. To fully ex-
clude the potential influence of colouring agents on the
shrinkage behaviour a natural 1.75 mm PLA filament
type is used (DAS FILAMENT, Emskirchen, Ger-
many). Generation of the g-code of the bottom layer
of the sample is done in PrusaSlicer (version 2.4.2 -
Prusa Research, Prague, Czech Republic). To obtain
the g-code that corresponds to the complete sample, a
self-build Matlab script is used that copies and stacks

the g-code of this first layer for a set amount of in-
stances. The resulting g-code corresponds to a sample
of rectangular shape. The infill pattern is set to paral-
lel rectilinear such that all filament lines are deposited
collinearly. From literature it has become evident that
deposited filament lines have one dominant shrinkage
direction when being exposed to heat. This direction
in referred to as the major shrinkage direction. The
shrinkage magnitude of this direction far exceeds the
shrinkage magnitudes of the two other directions (the
minor shrinkage directions). The major shrinkage di-
rection of a filament line is collinear with the print
direction [31]. For this reason it must be ensured
that the rectilinear printing pattern is set parallel to
the axial direction (i.e. the only degree of freedom in
the measuring device), as defined in figure 1. Dur-
ing measurements only the shrinkage corresponding
to the major shrinkage direction is recorded.

Each sample has a variation in one of the 4 param-
eters that are considered in this work. All parameter
variations are applied to a baseline sample design of
which the design parameters are shown in table 1.
The geometric baseline parameters are chosen such
that the samples properly fit in the test device. The
printing parameters are set according to the default
PLA printing values as provided by the PrusaSlicer
software. The heating parameters are chosen based
on preliminary test results.

Table 1: Baseline sample design parameters.

Parameter Value
Width 10 mm
Height 2 mm
Length 130 mm
Printing speed 60 mm/s
Bed temperature 60◦C
Nozzle temperature 215◦C
Infill density 100%
Infill pattern parallel rectilinear
Fan speed 0%
Heating time 75 s
Heating temperature 110◦C

2.1.3 Testing

Heating of the samples is done in a Silvercrest 9-in-1
Airfryer. This heating device is chosen for its broad
operational temperature range (40◦C to 200◦C). This
low-budget oven does not provide an external temper-
ature readout, hence a digital oven thermometer (Hot-
loop, Chongqing Lainike Network Technology Co.,
Ltd.) is added to monitor, and if necessary manu-
ally adjust, the oven temperature.

The parameter variation is split up in 4 separate
sequences. The varied parameters and the setpoints
per test sequence are shown in table 2. The upper
and lower limits for the printing speed parameter are
based both on limits provided by the printer manu-
facturer, as well as on observations regarding print
quality done during preliminary testing. The range
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of the heating temperature is prescribed by the PLA
Tg at the lower limit and the Tm at the upper limit.
The heating time starts at a value of 30 seconds and
is roughly doubled for each subsequent setpoint in or-
der to capture both short-time heating effects as well
as long-time heating effects. The cross-sectional area
starts at a value of 1 mm2. As small cross-sectional
areas are of most interest for this study, the focus is
on areas ≤ 20 mm2. To also capture shrinkage be-
haviour of larger cross-sectional areas two additional
setpoints of 50 mm2 and 100 mm2 are included. As
the samples corresponding to the latter two areas have
a significantly longer thermal penetration depth, sam-
ples with these areas are kept in the oven for as long
as shrinkage is visually observed. This differs from the
default heating time as presented in table 1. To still
be able to draw general conclusions about the influ-
ence of the cross-sectional area, only shrinkage max

(see figure 2) will be reported on. By not accounting
for shrinkage net, the heating time-dependence is
automatically excluded from the results.

Table 2: Variations on the baseline sample design (see table 1)
per test sequence. The values shown in bold correspond to the
baseline default values.

Seq. Variation Setpoints

1 Printing speed [mm/s] 5, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105

2 Heating temperature [◦C] 50, 80, 110, 140, 170

3 Heating time [s] 30, 75, 150, 300, 600, 1200, 2400

4 Cross section [mm x mm] 1x1, 5x1, 10x1, 10x2, 10x5, 10x10

Each setpoint as shown in table 2 will be tested
both with and without springs attached to the test-
ing device separately. This is done to give insight in
the maximum attainable shrinkage of the material as
well as showing the realistic shrinkage one can obtain
when prestressing a system that has a linear stiffness
profile. The axial shrinkage of the PLA samples is di-
rectly calculated from the pre- and post-heating mea-
surements. In order to get statistically sound results a
minimum of 4 samples per setpoint is used over which
the results are averaged.

2.2. Demonstrator

To show that heated FFF printed material indeed has
the ability to induce prestress onto a compliant mech-
anism such that the stability behaviour is altered,
a demonstrator mechanism is here proposed. This
mechanism should demonstrate a permanent trans-
formation of its stability profile from monostable to
bistable, solely obtained by heat-induced shrinkage of
a PLA member.

2.2.1 The demonstrator design

Switching through stability states by using active ma-
terials has been researched by Ahmad [44]. The
demonstrator used in the current study is based on the
CANS-J prototype as mentioned by Ahmad. Modi-
fications are made to this design to improve both its

general behaviour as well as making it comply with
the requirements and boundaries of the current study.

Figure 3: The CANS-J prototype as proposed by Ahmad [44]

The CANS-J prototype is shown in figure 3. In
this design both ends of 4 separate leaf flexures are
glued onto two FFF printed PETG cross-like rigid
frames. Between both crosses’ centres, a flexinol wire
is mounted that is able to contract under the influ-
ence of electric current. When contracting, the flexi-
nol wire exerts a compressive force onto the leaf flex-
ures via the frame. If this force surpasses the critical
buckling load of the 4 combined leaf flexures, simulta-
neous buckling of the flexures will occur. As a result
a relative rotational motion between the two crosses
around the centreline is observed.

Figure 4: L: CAD render of the demonstrator - steel laser cut
crosses in red, wire flexures in black, PLA beam in blue. M:
Top view of laser cut steel cross. R: PLA sample with magnified
view of the extruded end.

PETG is a polymeric material which means that it
loses stiffness when heated above its Tg of roughly
80◦C [45]. To exclude potential influences of
heat-induced structural weakening when putting the
demonstrator in the oven, the PETG crosses are re-
placed by laser cut steel crosses of thickness 2 mm.
These steel crosses are indicated by the red areas in
figure 4. In the centre of these crosses a slit is cut
in which a printed PLA beam sample (blue in fig-
ure 4) can be inserted. The PLA samples are printed
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parallelly rectilinear in the longitudinal direction of
the sample, such that the major shrinkage direction
aligns with this longitudinal direction. The PLA sam-
ple has widened extrusions at both ends such that the
sample does not slide through the slit during material
shrinkage. The leaf flexures of the CANS-J have been
substituted for spring steel wire flexures of length 0.1
m and diameter 0.3 mm. By this substitution the
rotational resistance under buckling of the demon-
strator reduces due to the axisymmetric shape of
the wire flexures, herewith eliminating a specific pre-
ferred buckling orientation. To prevent temperature-
induced glue failure from happening, heat resistant
cyanoacrylate glue is used that has an operational
range up to at least 135◦C (MESA products, Almelo,
The Netherlands).

The spring stiffness of 0.158 N/mm that is used in
the shrinkage measurement test device of section 2.1
approximates the secant buckling stiffness of 4 paral-
lelly connected spring steel wire flexures of length 0.1
m and diameter 0.3 mm. From finite element mod-
elling, on which an elaboration can be found in section
2.2.3, this secant stiffness is found to be 0.195 N/mm.
Due to limited availability of compression springs in
this stiffness range, a parallelly connected spring com-
bination with an equivalent spring stiffness of 0.158
N/mm was deemed the best option for the measuring
device.

2.2.2 Testing

Before testing of the demonstrator takes place, first
the printing and heating parameters will need to be
chosen. This choice will be based on the results of
the parameter testing. The goal is to find the com-
bination of design parameters that yields the high-
est bistable range of motion (i.e. highest axial PLA
shrinkage), while still having sufficient compliance to
allow for the rotational motion. When parameter val-
ues are determined, the PLA samples can be printed
and inserted into the demonstrator. The longitudinal
sample length is also measured in this step. Hereafter
the demonstrator is put upright in a preheated oven
for a heating time that also follows from the param-
eter testing. To prevent tipping over during heating,
the demonstrator is put in a cylindrical glass with a
slightly larger internal diameter than the outer diam-
eter of the crosses. When the heating time has passed,
the demonstrator is removed from the oven and both
the sample length as well as the now existing relative
rotation angle between the crosses is recorded. As
a next step the demonstrator is put in a ZwickRoell
Z005 torsion machine (ZwickRoell GmbH & Co. KG,
Ulm, Germany) with which the moment-angle curve
of the system is measured. The complete procedure is
executed for a second -identical- PLA sample as well.
The demonstrator as clamped in the torsion machine
is shown in the left picture of figure 5.

Figure 5: L: Demonstrator clamped in the ZwickRoell Z005
torsion test machine. N.B. the white paper label contains the
sample number and is not functional. R: The demonstrator
when taken out of the oven.

2.2.3 Finite element simulation

A finite element (FE) simulation of the shrinkage be-
haviour and the bistable snap-through path of the
demonstrator is made. This simulation allows for a
comparison between the results from the torsion tests
and the FE results. Moreover, it will provide a means
to establish the secant buckling stiffness, and it can
be used to predict the general kinematic behaviour of
the demonstrator. The simulation is done in the AN-
SYS APDL software (version 2021 R2 - Ansys, inc.,
Canonsburg, PA, USA).

The goal of this simulation is not to model the poly-
mer shrinkage behaviour on a fundamental level, as is
for instance done in [46]. Instead, the material shrink-
age is imposed on the PLA middle beam, hereby forc-
ing a relative rotational motion between the top and
bottom crosses. In this manner the kinematic demon-
strator behaviour is simulated. The simulation is per-
formed fully in the mechanical domain. Heat-induced
PLA shrinkage is realised by assigning a coefficient of
thermal expansion (CTE) to the PLA alone; for the
steel parts the CTE is set to 0. In the first simula-
tion step the ambient temperature is lowered, result-
ing in PLA shrinkage only. As a consequence of the
PLA shrinkage, the wire flexures will be prestressed.
This results in flexure buckling when the critical buck-
ling load is exceeded. After buckling the simulation
proceeds to the next step, where the rotational snap-
through behaviour of the now bistable demonstrator
is simulated.

In this simulation 2-node beam elements
(BEAM188 elements) are used. Geometric non-
linearity is accounted for while the materials are
assumed to be linear. Even though the geometry
does allow for the use of symmetry planes to reduce
computational time, the full geometry is modelled
as the computation time was not significant. The
assigned material properties and a depiction of the
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FE model are shown in figure 6. The steel elements
are modelled isotropically whereas the printed PLA
element is modelled as a transversely isotropic ma-
terial, adhering to the constitutive relation as given
by Yao et al. [47]. Material properties for PLA are
obtained from the work by Song et al. [48]. KeyPoint
1 in figure 6 is constrained in all translational and
rotational directions. KeyPoint 2 has freedom in
both the translational and rotational Z-direction.
All other degrees of freedom are constrained for this
point. The indicated CTE values for PLA (αx, αy

and αz) are calculated values with which a desired
PLA shrinkage magnitude is obtained during the
simulation. These values do not correspond to the
actual CTE values of PLA.

Figure 6: The undeformed (wireframe) and deformed (solid)
ANSYS simulation results of the demonstrator model. L: side
view of model. R: Oblique view of the model. B: Material
properties used in the model - Ei = Young’s Modulus, νij =
Poisson’s ratio, Gij = shear modulus, αi = CTE.

3. Results

3.1. Parameter testing

The first parameter that is varied is the printing
speed. In figure 7 the results are shown for both the
case where no springs are attached (i.e. not loaded
- figure 7a) as well as the case where springs are at-
tached (i.e. loaded - figure 7b). For the latter case
two separate result sequences are shown; shrinkage
max and shrinkage net. As already briefly explained
in section 2.1 shrinkage max shows the maximum
shrinkage that is attained over the course of heat-
ing. This can be considered to be the upper limit of
the shrinkage potential of the PLA when an equiv-
alent spring stiffness of 0.158 N/mm is attached.
Shrinkage net shows the eventual shrinkage at the
end of the heating cycle. Here re-elongation due to
the combined effect of temperature induced stiffness

reduction and an applied stretching force may have
lowered the shrinkage value. In figure 7b it is ob-
served that the error bars increase significantly at a
print speed of 105 mm/s. During the printing process
it is observed that samples printed with this print
speed show significantly worse layer-to-bed and layer-
to-layer adhesion. Moreover, printing speeds of over
100 mm/s are, albeit technically possible, discouraged
by the manufacturer of the used 3D printer. The in-
crease in shrinkage magnitude scatter at 105 mm/s is
not visible for the case where no springs are attached
(figure 7a). The maximum shrinkage max value in
loaded configuration occurs at either 90 mm/s or 105
mm/s. Due to the overlapping ±σ no single high-
est value can be appointed here. The shrinkage value
at 90 mm/s does have a significantly lower spread
than the results at 105 mm/s. Based on the results
there seems to be a clear correlation between an in-
creasing print speed and the increase in resulting ax-
ial shrinkage magnitude for both the cases with and
without attached springs. For both shrinkage max

and shrinkage net this trend becomes more ambigu-
ous from a printing speed of 30 mm/s onwards; even
though the average shrinkage values still increase, the
±σ of these results increase in size and start over-
lapping. When comparing the shrinkage max values
of the loaded case with the shrinkage values of the
not loaded case, the shrinkage magnitude is roughly
a factor 5 lower for all setpoints.

(a) Shrinkage without added spring stiffness - i.e. not loaded

(b) Shrinkage with added spring stiffness - i.e. loaded

Figure 7: Axial material shrinkage as a function of the printing
speed.
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Figure 8 shows the results that are obtained by
varying the heating temperature. During this pro-
cess it is observed that samples that are heated up to
170◦C are at the upper limit of the rubbery range. As
the samples are close to the turning point of becoming
a rubbery liquid polymer, extreme sag is observed un-
der the influence of its own weight. It can be seen that
this state change around 170◦C has influence on the
scatter of the shrinkage magnitude in figure 8a. The
shrinkage net in figure 8b is found to be lower than
0 for a heating temperature of 170◦C. This negative
shrinkage is also attributed to the extreme sag during
the heating cycle. First, the force delivered by the
springs re-stretches the shrunk PLA sample to a net
shrinkage of 0. As the increasingly sagging material
hereafter starts to touch the oven’s bottom plate, the
moving cart is pushed slightly further than the zero
shrinkage point, yielding a negative shrinkage. This
negative shrinkage is thus no result of internal poly-
mer interactions. In the loaded setting the maximum
shrinkage max is found at 110◦C. For shrinkage

net it can be observed that at 140◦C the shrinkage
goes back to 0. At 50◦C no shrinkage is observed for
the cases both with and without attached springs as
this temperature is most likely still below Tg, albeit
marginally. At this temperature the material does not
enter the rubbery state and the shape memory is not
activated. Both in the loaded and not loaded case
there is an increasing shrinkage magnitude for an in-
creasing heating temperature. From 110◦C onwards a
plateau is observed within the ±σ ranges, indicating
that the maximum attainable shrinkage was reached.
For temperatures higher than 80◦C, shrinkage net

values start to deviate from the shrinkage max val-
ues. When comparing shrinkage of the not loaded case
with shrinkage max of the loaded case, it is observed
that the mutual relationships are more intricate than
for the printing speed results. Here no single scaling
factor can be appointed that approximately relates
the shrinkage results of each mutual setpoint in both
cases.

In figure 9 the results from the variation in heating
time can be found. Maximum shrinkage in the not
loaded case can be found after 150 s, after which the
results seem to reach a plateau. In the loaded case
shrinkage max also is at its maximum after 150 s of
heating time. The data points higher than 30 s of
heating time show a strong reduction in shrinkage

net magnitude. The heating time thus seems to be
an important parameter to set correctly in order to
obtain and maintain a maximum shrinkage yield.

Figure 10 presents the results for variations in the
cross sectional dimensions. In figure 10b shrinkage

net is not displayed. The reason for this is provided
in section 2.1.3. In figure 11 the shrinkage magnitude
results are shown again, now grouped on their minor
cross-sectional dimension. For the unloaded case, as
shown in figure 10a, initially the shrinkage strongly

(a) Shrinkage without added spring stiffness - i.e. not loaded

(b) Shrinkage with added spring stiffness - i.e. loaded

Figure 8: Axial material shrinkage as a function of the heating
temperature.

increases up to a maximum point of just over 20%
shrinkage for a cross-sectional area of 10 mm2. After
this point, a gradual decline of the shrinkage magni-
tude for increasing cross-sectional areas is visible. For
the loaded case it can be seen that the maximally at-
tainable shrinkage increases monotonically for an in-
creasing cross-sectional area. When grouping the re-
sults on their minor cross-sectional dimension, the re-
sults are effectively grouped on their shortest thermal
penetration depth. By doing this, insights regarding
the influence of the major cross-sectional dimension
might become visible. In figure 11a it can be seen
that by keeping the minor dimension at 1 mm, an
increasing major dimension gives a higher shrinkage
value. Maximum shrinkage is observed for 1×10 mm2.
When reducing the aspect ratio while further increas-
ing the total cross-sectional area, the maximum at-
tainable shrinkage reduces slightly. In the loaded case
(figure 11b) the aspect ratio between the major and
minor cross-sectional dimensions seems to matter less
than the total cross-sectional area; shrinkage mono-
tonically increases with the cross-sectional area re-
gardless of this aspect ratio.

3.2. Demonstrator

Based on the results of section 3.1 design parameters
for the demonstrator samples are established. For
the printing speed a value of 90 mm/s is chosen as
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(a) Shrinkage without added spring stiffness - i.e. not loaded

(b) Shrinkage with added spring stiffness - i.e. loaded

Figure 9: Axial material shrinkage as a function of the heating
time.

the print quality at this speed is still sufficient while
also giving a close-to-maximum shrinkage max. For
the heating temperature the setpoint corresponding
to the largest shrinkage max values is taken. For the
heating time the setpoint with the largest shrinkage
net is chosen. The cross-sectional area of the PLA
middle beam directly influences the rotational stiff-
ness and as such, when picking a too large value,
it could obstruct the demonstrator’s rotation during
flexure buckling. A square cross-section is therefore
chosen that has a corresponding area of 10 mm2. This
gives the design parameters as presented in table 3.

Table 3: Design parameters chosen for the demonstrator sam-
ples.

Parameter Value
Width 3.2 mm
Height 3.2 mm
Length 100 mm
Printing speed 90 mm/s
Bed temperature 60◦C
Nozzle temperature 215◦C
Infill density 100%
Infill pattern parallel rectilinear
Fan speed 0%
Heating time 30 s
Heating temperature 110◦C

The post-heating measurements of the axial shrink-
age and the rotation angle for the two demonstra-
tor samples are shown in table 4. In figure 12a 3

(a) Shrinkage without added spring stiffness - i.e. not loaded

(b) Shrinkage with added spring stiffness - i.e. loaded

Figure 10: Axial material shrinkage as a function of the cross
sectional area.

instances of the bidirectional bistable moment-angle
curve for the first sample are plotted. In this plot also
the ANSYS result for this particular PLA shrinkage
magnitude is plotted as reference. In figure 12b the
same information is shown for the second demonstra-
tor sample. Both samples show correspondence with
the ANSYS model both in their respective extreme
torque values as well as in the range of motion. The
torque-angle curves all show a slight amount of hys-
teresis.

Table 4: Shrinkage and rotation angle results for the 2 demon-
strator samples.

Sample 1 Sample 2
Axial shrinkage [-] -0.056 -0.051
Range of motion [rad] -1.09/+1.10 -1.04/+1.05

4. Discussion

4.1. Parameter study

In the parameter study both shrinkage max and
shrinkage net are reported on. As the heating time
as stated in table 1 was set beforehand, it was ex-
pected that a discrepancy between shrinkage max

and shrinkage net might occur due to the com-
plex interplay between heating time, heating temper-
ature and the time-dependent nature of the temper-
ature penetration. As found in the results that are
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(a) Shrinkage without added spring stiffness - i.e. not loaded

(b) Shrinkage with added spring stiffness - i.e. loaded

Figure 11: Axial material shrinkage as a function of the cross
sectional area, grouped on the minor cross-sectional dimension.

presented in section 3, this discrepancy indeed was
found. To obtain the maximum shrinkage as indi-
cated by shrinkage max without having to deal with
re-elongation of the material, the heating duration
should be kept relatively short. This is also confirmed
by the lowest two setpoints in figure 8b, where the dif-
ference between shrinkage max and shrinkage net

remains relatively small.

The selection of relevant parameters for the param-
eter study is based both on the mentioning of param-
eters in literature (section 1), as well as on results
from a preliminary parameter study of which the re-
sults are not included in this paper. Parameters with
significant influence on the shrinkage behaviour were
selected to be investigated further. Significant shrink-
age is here defined as >10% of additional shrinkage
with regard to the smallest shrinkage value that is
obtained by the sole variation of the parameter under
investigation. This criterion is defined for the setting
where no springs are attached to the sample. Pa-
rameters that failed said criterion are the extrusion
multiplication factor (1.2% shrinkage), the cooling fan
speed (5.4% shrinkage) and the heated bed tempera-
ture (0% shrinkage).

For examination of the influence of the cross-
sectional area, discrete steps in the width and height
of the cross-section are made to increase this area. An
increase in cross-sectional area did however not nec-
essarily correspond to a variation of only 1 dimension
(e.g. 1 × 5 versus 2 × 10). Different cross-sectional

(a) Demonstrator sample 1

(b) Demonstrator sample 2

Figure 12: Torque-angle graphs for the two demonstrator sam-
ples.

areas might still have an equal temperature penetra-
tion time, as this time directly relates to the small-
est geometrical dimension. Geometries with an equal
smallest geometrical dimension (e.g. 1×1 and 1×10)
all experience an almost equal internal temperature
progression, making it valid to compare these results
to each other directly. Geometries with a non-equal
smallest geometrical dimension have a different in-
ternal temperature progression, potentially resulting
in a cross-sectional area fraction that has a tempera-
ture above Tg and an area that has not yet reached
this temperature. Above Tg the material will tend to
shrink whereas below Tg the material is stiff and solid.
This might lead to an internal shrinkage conflict, re-
sulting in a lower shrinkage yield. As shown in figure
11, where the shrinkage results are grouped on their
respective smallest geometrical dimension, this effect
seems visible in the not loaded case (figure 11a). Here
an increase of the minor geometrical dimension yields
a lower shrinkage value. In the loaded case (figure
11b) this effect seems to be limited; here the shrinkage
is monotonically increasing for an increasing surface
area, also when the minor geometrical dimension in-
creases. A possible explanation here is that the inclu-
sion of the springs vastly reduces the shrinkage rate,
hereby leaving relatively more time for homogeneous
heating of the system whilst not yet experiencing an
internal shrinkage conflict.
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4.2. Demonstrator

A crackling noise originating from the wire flexures
was heard during rotation of the bistable demonstra-
tor in the torsion machine. This noise might indicate
one or more failed glue connections, posing some de-
gree of rotational freedom to the flexures. Attempted
tests to confirm this rotational wire freedom were in-
conclusive. By the same tests it was however con-
firmed that no longitudinal play was present in the
glued connection points. As can be seen in figures
12a and 12b, the torque-angle curve for the clockwise
motion is somewhat different than the curve for the
anti-clockwise motion, revealing a small amount of
hysteresis. Failed glue connections might have con-
tributed to this hysteresis.

During heating of the demonstrator, the PLA cen-
tre beam is found to permanently rotationally deform.
In the oven the PLA enters the rubbery state in which
the material can be easily deformed. A twist deforma-
tion is imposed on the middle beam due to the com-
bination of the axial PLA shrinkage and the geomet-
rical constrains provided by the wire flexures. When
taken out of the oven the system re-enters the glassy
state, hereby freezing the twist in the centre beam.
This effect is not accounted for in the APDL simu-
lation. In the simulation the twisting motion during
axial shrinkage is modelled to be an elastic deforma-
tion. Moreover, PLA tends to get stiffer when it has
been heated [49]. This temperature dependent effect
is also not included in the ANSYS model. These fac-
tors might contribute to the differences between the
modelled torque-angle curves and the measured ones.

With the parameter values that are chosen for the
demonstrator, a shrinkage of about 2% was expected
based on the shrinkage max values from the param-
eter study. In section 3.2 it is observed that the axial
shrinkage for the demonstrator samples sits between
5% - 6%, which is a significantly higher value. A first
reason for this might be in the fact that the demon-
strator is put upright in the oven. When the demon-
strator would be orientated sideways, the steel crosses
would sit on the oven’s bottom plate, requiring extra
frictional force to be overcome by the PLA middle
beam during shrinkage. In the upright position this
effect does not occur, which is deemed to be a better
situation. In this position the weight of the steel top
cross does however still influence the resulting axial
PLA shrinkage. As gravity and the axial shrinkage
direction are parallelly orientated, gravity assists the
shrinking PLA in buckling of the wire flexures. Based
on perspective this might either be considered to be
a benefit or a disadvantage of the method. It was
observed that the weight of the steel crosses alone
did not result in flexure buckling. This observation
emphasizes the necessity of the PLA shrinkage ef-
fect for obtaining bistability. A second reason for the
relatively high shrinkage values might be in the fact
that all design parameters are chosen at their opti-

mum point of influence. When combining these opti-
mum settings, this potentially results in an amplified
shrinkage magnitude.

In the here presented work a symmetrically bistable
mechanism is obtained from an initially monostable
structure. In section 1 it is indicated that also neu-
trally stable compliant mechanisms may benefit from
the here proposed prestressing method. Neutral sta-
bility can be acquired from a symmetrically bistable
profile by adding a certain amount of parallel posi-
tive stiffness to the system. In figure 13 the bistable
torque-angle curve for sample 1 of the demonstrator is
shown, together with the by APDL obtained torque-
angle curve of the monostable stage of the demonstra-
tor. By depicting the bistable curve relative to the
monostable curve, one might argue that the bistable
mechanism already qualifies as a quasi-neutrally sta-
ble mechanism.

Figure 13: The torque-angle curve for demonstrator sample 1,
together with the torque-angle curve of the monostable stage
of the demonstrator as obtained with APDL.

4.3. Future research

Based on the here discussed topics some sugges-
tions for future research can be made. Firstly the
(in)dependence of design parameters should be in-
vestigated into more depth. Following from the re-
sults, a suspicion towards cross-correlations between
thermal and spatial variables has been risen. More-
over, the influence of other design variables (e.g. the
heated bed temperature and the fan speed) could be
researched as to obtain an even higher shrinkage yield.
Finally, as an extension to this work, focus could be
put on dual-material FFF printing. When two mate-
rials with sufficiently different Tgs are used, the here
presented techniques could be applied to induce pre-
stress to members of fully FFF-printed geometries.

5. Conclusion

In this work the influence of 4 different parameters on
the heat-induced shrinkage potential of FFF printed
PLA is investigated. This is done to assess the ap-
plicability of heat-induced shrinkage as a prestress-
ing method for obtaining non-monostable compliant
mechanisms. It is found that the printing speed,
heating temperature, heating time and cross-sectional
area all are of major influence on the obtainable
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shrinkage magnitude of the tested samples. In the
case where the samples do not need to overcome a re-
sisting force, a shrinkage magnitude of up to 20% can
be achieved with all parameters individually. When
the samples experience a linear stiffness profile that
is equivalent to the secant stiffness of 4 buckling wire
flexures, a more realistic representation of a prestress-
ing case is presented. By adding such a linear stiffness
profile to the test setup it is found that all individ-
ual parameters are able to give a maximally attain-
able shrinkage value of over 2%. To further prove
the usefulness of this prestressing technique, a per-
manent monostable-to-bistable system alteration is
successfully demonstrated through the use of a com-
pliant demonstrator mechanism. Parameters for this
demonstrator are based on the parameter study. A
resulting PLA shrinkage of over 5% is found for this
demonstrator model. This result exceeds the expecta-
tions from the parameter study and it further under-
lines the potential of this technique for utilization as
a prestressing method for obtaining non-monostable
compliant mechanisms.
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Abstract - Parts that are produced by the FFF
3D printing method generally show inferior ma-
terial properties compared to the bulk material.
Post-print annealing is way to improve upon
these material properties. As a by-effect of
annealing significant material shrinkage occurs.
In literature the origin of this shrinkage is either
fully attributed to a change in crystallinity of
the material, or fully to the activation of the
shape memory effect. In the current work the
contribution of crystallization-induced shrinkage
to the total shrinkage figures of heated PLA is
investigated in order to establish which of the two
phenomena is more likely to be the main cause
of the shrinkage. It is found that crystallinity
changes only result in minor shrinkage magni-
tudes, making this principle unlikely to be the
originator of the observed total shrinkage.

Index terms - crystallization, polymer, x-ray
diffraction, shrinkage

1. Introduction

Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF ) is a production
technique in which polymeric filament material is se-
quentially deposited in a 3D build volume. In a layer-
by-layer fashion a 3-dimensional geometry is hereby
constructed. FFF as a production technique is widely
used for rapid prototyping purposes. In recent years
it has also gained popularity as a means to produce
industrial-grade parts and components [1]. Parts that
are produced with FFF show reduced mechanical and
thermal properties in comparison to the bulk base ma-
terial. Properties that are affected by the FFF process
are, amongst others, the ultimate tensile strength,
the yield strength and the Young’s modulus [2–5].
An often used method to re-improve upon the ma-
terial properties of a printed part is thermal anneal-
ing [6, 7]. By thermal annealing the part is homoge-
neously heated to an annealing temperature Ta for a
duration that can vary from a few minutes to several
hours [8–10]. The Ta generally lies within the rub-
bery range of the respective polymer, i.e. between
the glass transition temperature (Tg) and the melting
temperature (Tm). By setting Ta to a value within
this rubbery range, the interlaminar toughness in-
creases [11], the crystallinity rises [8] and interlayer
bonding strengthens [12]. Consequently, the afore-
mentioned material properties increase significantly,
resulting in a part that is of better mechanical and
thermal quality.

An observation that is repeatedly reported on dur-
ing heat introduction to printed parts is the significant
anisotropic shrinkage of the printed geometry [13–15].

This shrinkage is of such magnitude that geometric
tolerances are strongly influenced. The major shrink-
age direction is reported to be collinear with the local
print direction. Both directions perpendicular to this
print direction show shrinkage figures that are signif-
icantly lower than the shrinkage of the major direc-
tion. A second observation that is done in literature
is the existence of a direct relation between the print-
ing speed and the shrinkage magnitude that follows
from heat introduction. A low printing speed results
in relatively small shrinkages whereas a high printing
speed gives relatively large shrinkages [16–20].

When reviewing literature on the topic of heat-
induced shrinkage of FFF printed parts, at least two
different hypotheses for this shrinkage behaviour can
be distinguished. The first hypothesis relates the ma-
terial shrinkage to an increase in the crystallinity frac-
tion of the annealed material. The second hypothesis
seeks an explanation in the shape memory property
that can be found in several polymeric materials.

1.1. Crystallization shrinkage

In semi-crystalline polymers the amorphous mate-
rial phase and the crystalline material phase are co-
existing. The mass ratio in which these two phases are
present in the material define the crystallinity frac-
tion (CF ) [21]. A CF of 0% implies a fully amor-
phous material whereas a CF of 100% would im-
ply a fully crystalline material. Generally a CF of
100% is not attainable. Due to the existence of poly-
mer cross-links and chain entanglements, crystalliza-
tion of amorphous regions is only limitedly possible.
The CF of semi-crystalline materials thus almost al-
ways lies below 100%. The maximum attainable de-
gree of crystallinity for PLLA lies for example around
60% [22]. As the polymer chains in the crystalline
phase are more orderly and densely packed than in
the amorphous phase, an increase in crystallinity frac-
tion generally gives a relative reduction of the to-
tal volume [23]. This volumetric reduction results
in material shrinkage. The crystallinity fraction of
semi-crystalline polymeric material is able to increase
by cold crystallization [24]. Cold crystallization oc-
curs when the material temperature is elevated from
sub-Tg to a temperature that sits in the range be-
tween Tg at the lower bound and Tm at the upper
bound [25, 26]. The rubbery amorphous polymeric
chains now have an attained mobility that allows the
chains to form the more energetically favourable or-
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dered crystal structure [27]. For temperatures lower
than Tg the polymer chains are said to be frozen; in
this state the chains have zero mobility. For temper-
atures higher than Tm the molecular crystal arrange-
ment is destroyed, giving an effective CF of zero [23].
With a change in crystallinity also mechanical mate-
rial properties such as the stiffness, the yield point
and the tensile strength are improved [28].

Cunha and O. Robbins [29] discuss the existence of
flow-induced molecular alignment in polymers. FFF
printers force viscoelastic heated filament through a
narrowing nozzle which can result in flow-induced
polymer alignment [30]. Due to polymer alignment
crystal nucleation sites in the filament can also align
along the extrusion direction [31, 32]. When the ma-
terial is annealed after printing, the crystallization-
induced shrinkage may therefore show a direction de-
pendence.

1.2. Shape memory induced shrinkage

The second principle with which heat-induced shrink-
age can possibly be explained finds its fundamentals
in the shape memory property that some polymeric
material have. A shape memory polymer (SMP) is
a material that is able to switch between a deformed
shape and an original shape. This state switch is often
triggered by thermal input, but it can also originate
from other stimuli such as electric current, magnetic
fields or moisture [33]. The thermally-triggered shape
memory effect works based on the change in poly-
mer mobility that occurs when the material’s tem-
perature surpasses the memory activation tempera-
ture. For most thermally-triggered SMPs this acti-
vation temperature is the Tg [34]. It is also above
this Tg where the memory must be imposed onto the
material. When residing in the rubbery state, the ma-
terial’s stiffness is strongly decreased, hereby allowing
for easy deformation of the material [35]. If polymeric
material is deformed in the rubbery state and kept in
that particular deformed shape while bringing down
the temperature to sub-Tg (the glassy range), the de-
formed shape is frozen into the solid material. The
material will show no tendency to go back to the ini-
tial undeformed shape for as long as the temperature
remains below Tg. When increasing the temperature
to a value that lies within the rubbery range again,
the system will transform back to its original shape.

When forcing filament through the narrowing print-
ing nozzle during FFF printing, this exact phe-
nomenon might occur. The filament has a temper-
ature that is higher than Tg. Moreover, the filament
is narrowed and elongated due to the interaction with
the nozzle. Herewith a memory is imposed onto the
printed filament. As deposited material quickly cools
down to a temperature that is sub-Tg, the memory is
stored in the printed workpiece. When reheating the
workpiece by annealing, the system tries to retrieve
its memorized shape. As the memory prescribes a

thickening and a shortening of all individual filament
lines, this can be observed as component shrinkage
at the macro-scale. Shrinkage will be predominant in
the filament’s printing direction.

1.3. State of the literature

Literature that pertains material shrinkage as a conse-
quence of post-print heating sometimes finds its expla-
nation in crystallization-induced shrinkage [15,36–39],
while in other occasions the shrinkage is attributed
to the shape memory effect [17, 40–42]. No litera-
ture that dedicates itself to abating this ambiguity is
found. The objective of the current work is therefore
to provide more clarity to this topic. The likelihood of
crystallization-induced shrinkage as the driving prin-
ciple behind heat-induced material shrinkage of FFF
printed parts is investigated. The effects of crystal-
lization are measured by using the x-ray diffraction
analysis method, yielding a quantitative value for the
crystallinity fraction of the analysed material. More-
over, analytical calculations are done on the shrink-
age magnitude that can be expected based on the
acquired changes in the crystallinity fraction. With
these results an assessment of the contribution of crys-
tallinity changes to the total shrinkage behaviour will
be made.

2. Method

The material that will be used throughout this study
is polylactic acid (PLA). PLA is thermoplastic poly-
meric material that is widely used in FFF printing
[43]. This material is of semi-crystalline nature and
it qualifies as a Tg thermally-actuated SMP [44]. To
eliminate the possible influence of colouring agents
on the test results, a natural 1.75 mm PLA filament
is used (DAS FILAMENT, Emskirchen, Germany).
PLA has a Tg that lies between 50◦C - 60 ◦C [45] and
a Tm that lies between 170◦C - 180◦C [45]. All sam-
ples that are used throughout this research are printed
on a Creality Ender 3 Pro FFF printer (Shenzhen Cre-
ality 3D Technology Co, Ltd., Shenzhen, China).

2.1. The samples

As established in previous research there is a direct
relation between the FFF print speed and the ob-
served post-printing heat-induced shrinkage magni-
tude [16–20]. This shrinkage magnitude is reported to
be of monotonically increasing nature for increasing
print speeds. When adhering to the shrinkage expla-
nation as provided in section 1.1, an increase in the
shrinkage magnitude should be caused by an increase
in the CF. A higher CF implies a higher crystalline-
to-amorphous weight ratio after heating of the mate-
rial. As crystalline material regions are more densely
packed, this gives a lower total material volume, i.e.
volumetric material shrinkage. According to this the-
ory, an increase in printing speed should thus show
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an increasing trend in the CF of the material after
heating.

To establish whether this relation actually exists
several FFF printed PLA samples are tested. All sam-
ples are printed with the exact same print settings
except for the printing speed, which is different for
each sample. G-code is generated with PrusaSlicer
(version 2.4.2 - Prusa Research, Prague, Czech Re-
public). The default PLA preset from PrusaSlicer is
used for slicing of the samples, with only the printing
speed altered. The sample dimensions are shown in
figure 1.

Figure 1: Representation of the sample and its dimensions.

The samples are printed with a parallel rectilinear
pattern. By printing with this pattern it is assured
that the parallel printing direction also corresponds
to the major shrinkage direction of the sample [13].
The infill density is set to 100% for all samples. The
assigned printing speeds are chosen such that they
encompass a broad speed range; by also including ex-
treme values in this range more pronounced shrinkage
and crystallinity results are expected. The assigned
printing speeds are 1 mm/s, 30 mm/s, 60 mm/s and
90 mm/s. For each speed setpoint two samples are
printed. These identical samples are each assigned to
a different test set; either set 1 or set 2. The two
test sets thus both comprise of 4 samples, of which
each sample is printed with a different printing speed.
These identical sets are indicated by set 1 and set

2 from here onwards.

As a first step several dimensions of the samples are
measured. These measured dimensions are the dis-
tances in figure 2 that are indicated with: 1-2, 2-3,
3-4, 4-5, 5-6, 6-7, 7-8, 1-8, 1-5, 3-7, 2-6, 4-8, 2-4,
4-6, 6-8 and 2-8. Numbering of the measuring points
is done with respect to the imprinted sample ID that
is added to the top left corner of each sample. This is
also shown in figure 2. These measurements are per-
formed for both sample set 1 and set 2. Also the
sample thickness at each of the 8 measuring points
is recorded As a next step all samples belonging to
set 1 are put in a preheated oven (Silvercrest 9-in-1
Airfryer). The samples are heated for a duration of
300 seconds at a temperature of 110◦C. Preliminary
testing has shown that this combined heating time
and temperature is sufficient for obtaining shrinkage
magnitudes of adequate significance. After heating,

the samples are cooled down to room temperature
and the aforementioned distances are measured again.
The average shrinkage of lines 3-4, 4-5, 7-8, 1-8, and
2-6 will be used as an indication for the average ax-
ial shrinkage magnitude (i.e. parallel to the printing
direction). The average shrinkage of lines 1-2, 2-3,
5-6, 6-7 and 4-8 will be used as an indication for the
average transverse shrinkage magnitude (i.e. perpen-
dicular to the printing direction). The shrinkage of
the top area of each sample is calculated by triangu-
lating area □1357 into 6 subdomains: △128, △234,
△456, △678, △268 and △246. For each individual
triangle Heron’s formula can be used to calculate the
area of this respective subdomain. When the areas of
all subdomains are added, an approximation for the
total top area is found. From preliminary testing it
has become evident that in-plane shrinkage cannot be
neglected. Oftentimes the in-plane deformation yields
an hourglass type of shape. In the here used trian-
gulated area approximation these in-plane shrinkage
deformations are accounted for. By multiplying the
now resulting top area with the average thickness of
all 8 measuring points, an approximate value for the
sample volume is obtained.

Figure 2: Measuring points on the sample. The grey lines
indicate the direction of the parallel rectilinear printing pattern.
The blue lines indicate the used triangulation pattern for each
sample.

The samples belonging to set 2 go through the
same steps as set 1, with the only difference being
that the samples are clamped between aluminium re-
straining frames during heating in the oven. A repre-
sentation of the restraining frame is shown in figure
3. Each sample is clamped between two frames, which
are connected by M3 bolt-nut connections. A visuali-
sation of this can be found in figure 3b. The restrain-
ing frames are asymmetrical, meaning that clamp-
ing only occurs in a single shrinkage direction. The
clamping direction is chosen such that the axial (ma-
jor) shrinkage direction is constrained. By including
the restraining frames, axial and transverse material
shrinkage is partially obstructed. As it is unknown
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whether this obstruction influences the changes in
crystallinity fraction, the results of set 2 might be
important for understanding the underlying physi-
cal principles of crystallinity-induced shrinkage. If
close-to-zero sample shrinkage is observed while still
a vast change in the CF is found, this would suggest
that changes in crystallinity are only limitedly relat-
able (and thereby limitedly accountable) for material
shrinkage.

(a) Representation of the restraining frame including its dimensions
in [mm].

(b) Representation of a sample that is clamped between two alu-
minium restraining frames.

Figure 3: The restraining aluminium frames that are used dur-
ing heating of the samples of set 2.

Next to set 1 and set 2 yet another set of sam-
ples (set 3) is created. Set 3 consists of 5 samples
that are manufactured in the exact same manner as
the samples from set 1 and set 2, with the only dif-
ference being that these samples are all printed with
an equal printing speed of 60 mm/s. The dimensions
of the samples belonging to set 3 are also measured
prior to heating and after heating in the same way
as explained for the samples of set 1 and set 2 (see
figure 2). The samples belonging to set 3 are not
constrained during heating in the oven. The param-
eter that is altered for the samples from set 3 is the
heating time. All samples from set 1 and set 2 are
heated for a fixed duration of 300 seconds. The sam-
ples from set 3 are heated for a duration of 0 s, 20
s, 300 s, 1800 s and 3600 s respectively.

2.2. XRD testing

When all samples of set 1, set 2 and set 3 are
heated and measured, the CF will be determined by

using an X-Ray Diffractometer (XRD). The machine
that is used for the XRD analysis is the Bruker D8 Ad-
vance diffractometer (Bruker Corporation, Billerica,
MA, USA) with a Bragg-Brentano parafocusing ge-
ometry. Cu-Kα radiation is used. The measurement
is a coupled θ - 2θ scan in which diffraction patterns
are made over a range of diffraction angles ranging
from 5◦2θ to 110◦2θ. The step size is 0.040◦2θ with
a counting time of 1 s per step. The X-ray generator
is set to a voltage of 45 kV and a current of 40 mA.
A Lynxeye position sensitive detector is used. The
detector is set to a lower level of 0.11 V and a window
width of 0.14 V. Divergence slit V12 is used and the
scatter screen height is set to 5 mm. Samples are fixed
in the Bruker PMMA holder L40. The XRD data is
evaluated with the Bruker DIFFRAC.EVA software.
The crystalline material phases are extracted from the
data by using the ICDD pdf4 database (International
Centre For Diffraction Data, Newtown Square, PA,
USA).
The crystallinity fraction χXRD is determined with

equation 1.

χXRD =
Acrystalline

Atotal
(1)

In this equation Acrystalline represents the combined
peak areas of the crystalline phases in the diffrac-
togram. Atotal is the total area under the diffrac-
tion pattern. Both area values are obtained with the
DIFFRAC.EVA software.

To only compare the relative increase of the CF
due to post-printing heat introduction, a non-heated
benchmark sample is analysed by the XRD method
as well. This sample is printed with a printing speed
of 60 mm/s. After printing, this non-heated sample
is subjected to the XRD analysis. The crystallinity
fraction for this benchmark sample is found to be 0%.
This indicates that printed samples can be considered
to be fully amorphous prior to heating. The CFs re-
sulting from set 1, set 2 and set 3 do therefore not
require a corrective action to account for pre-heating
crystallinity.

2.3. Crystallinity fraction calculations

The volumetric shrinkage values that are obtained by
the triangulation method as explained in section 2.1
can be used to calculate the theoretically correspond-
ing changes in crystallinity fraction. The density of
crystalline PLA is reported to be 1360 kg/m3 whereas
the density of amorphous PLA is reported to be 1250
kg/m3 [46]. It is assumed that conservation of mass is
applicable to the current study, see equation 2. This
implies that the sample mass prior to heating (mpre)
is equal to the sample mass after heating (mpost).

mpre = mpost (2)

Equation 2 can be rewritten as a function of the amor-
phous PLA density ρa, the crystalline PLA density ρc,
the sample volume prior to heating Vpre, the sample
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volume after heating Vpost and the sub-volumes Vpost,c

and Vpost,a, representing the crystalline and amor-
phous volume fractions of Vpost respectively. This re-
sults in equation 3

ρaVpre = ρaVpost,a + ρcVpost,c (3)

The total volume after heating consists of two compo-
nents; an amorphous volume Vpost,a and a crystalline
volume Vpost,c. By reorganizing this relation, an ex-
pression for Vpost,a is obtained (equation 4).

Vpost,a = Vpost − Vpost,c (4)

Vpost,a in equation 3 can be substituted by the formu-
lation of equation 4, resulting in equation 5.

ρaVpre = ρa(Vpost − Vpost,c) + ρcVpost,c (5)

Equation 5 only contains Vpost,c as an unknown,
meaning that the equation can be solved for this value.
Solving is done for all samples belonging to set 1, set
2 and set 3. Equation 6 shows the definition of the
weight crystallinity fraction χw [21].

χw =
va − vpost
va − vc

(6)

In equation 6 the specific volumes vpost, va and vc
are used. va is the specific volume of fully amorphous
PLA and vc is the specific volume of fully crystalline
PLA. These values are obtained by taking the recip-
rocal of ρa and ρc respectively. vpost is the result-
ing specific volume of the sample after heating. This
value is unknown in principle, but can be calculated
by using equation 7.

vpost =
Vpost

mpost
=

Vpost

mpost,c +mpost,a
(7)

In equation 7 mpost,c represents the total mass of the
crystalline material phase of the heated sample and
mpost,a represents the total mass of the amorphous
material phase of the heated sample. Equation 7 can
be rewritten into equation 8.

vpost =
Vpost

ρcVpost,c + ρaVpost,a
(8)

Vpost,c and Vpost,a are already available due to the
calculation of these values with equations 4 and 5.
By inserting the value for Vpost that is obtained with
the triangulated volume measurements, vpost is found.
Now χw can be calculated by using equation 6.

3. Results

3.1. Dimensional measurements and XRD testing

The measured average axial shrinkage of the samples
of both set 1 and set 2 are shown in figure 4a. For
the non-constrained set 1 the results show a mono-
tonic increase in the axial shrinkage magnitude. This

(a) Average axial shrinkage as a function of the printing speed.

(b) Average transverse shrinkage as a function of the printing speed.

(c) Average thickness shrinkage as a function of the printing speed.

(d) Volumetric material shrinkage as a function of the printing
speed.

Figure 4: Axial, transverse, thickness and volumetric shrinkage
values as a function of the printing speed. Results for set 1

and set 2.
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is in accordance with the literature as provided in sec-
tion 2.1. For the constrained samples from set 2 it
can be seen that the axial shrinkage is mildly nega-
tive and almost constant for all setpoints. Negative
axial shrinkage can be interpreted as expansion of the
material in that respective direction.

In figure 4b the average transverse shrinkage is
shown. For set 1 the transverse shrinkage magni-
tude values are monotonically decreasing for increas-
ing printing speeds. For the samples from set 2 the
shrinkage values vary between +2% and -2%. No clear
trend or progression can here be extracted.

In figure 4c the shrinkage in the thickness direction
is shown. For set 1 this value is negative for each
speed setpoint, thus implying an expansion. For a
print speed of 1 mm/s this increase is close to 0%.
For the other printing speeds the increase in thickness
lies around 20%. For the samples from set 2 the
shrinkage values are all close to 0% with again no
clear extractable trend in the shrinkage behaviour.

In figure 4d the approximated volume shrinkage
is shown as a function of the printing speed. For
the samples from set 1 the volume shrinkage stays
around a shrinkage value of 2% for the three lowest
setpoints. Only for the printing speed of 90 mm/s a
higher shrinkage of approximately 5% is found. For
the samples from set 2 for the printing speeds of 1
mm/s, 30 mm/s and 90 mm/s a volume shrinkage of
approximately 2% can be found whereas for the print-
ing speed of 60 mm/s a volume shrinkage of close to
0% is observed.

In figure 5 the crystallinity fractions for the samples
from set 1 and set 2 are shown. For set 1 it can be
observed that the CF for a printing speed of 1 mm/s
is approximately 5%. For higher printing speeds the
CF is significantly lower than 5%. The uncertainty
margin in the determination of the crystallinity frac-
tion follows directly from the DEFFRAC.EVA soft-
ware and has a value of ±0.5%. These margins are
also indicated in figure 5. The crystallinity fractions
for the samples from set 2 are consistently found to
be around 3%-4% for all printing speeds.

Figure 5: Crystallinity fraction as a function of the printing
speed.

The results for the samples belonging to set 3 are

shown in figure 6. In figure 6a it can be seen that
all axial, transverse and thickness shrinkage values go
to their respective extreme value at around 1800 s of
heating time. At 300 s the values are already close to
these extremes. The maximum volumetric shrinkage
is obtained at 300 s. In figure 6b the crystallinity
fraction for each sample of set 3 is shown. It can be
seen that at the maximum volumetric shrinkage (300
s) the CF is still far from its maximum vale. This
maximum CF is obtained around a heating time of
1800 s and yields approximately 20%.

(a) Average shrinkage values as a function of the heating time.

(b) Crystallinity fraction as a function of the heating time.

Figure 6: The shrinkage values and the crystallinity fraction,
both as a function of the printing speed. Results for set 3.

3.2. Crystallinity fraction calculations

By using equation 6 the theoretical change in crys-
tallinity fraction that is needed for the volumetric
changes as reported in figure 4d can be calculated.
The results of these calculations are shown in table 1.
In this table χXRD is the CF as found with the XRD
analysis. χcalc is the CF that is calculated by using
equation 6.

In table 1 a clear discrepancy between χXRD and
χcalc for all setpoints in both sets can be observed.
Only for the printing speed of 60 mm/s in set 2

χXRD seems to approach χcalc, albeit still by 1% off.
The values from table 1 can be added to figure 5, re-
sulting in figure 7. These calculations have also been
performed for the samples from set 3, giving the re-
sults as shown in table 2.
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Table 1: Comparison of the crystallinity fraction as obtained
by XRD and as resulting from calculations. Results for set 1

and set 2.

Print speed χXRD χcalc

s
e
t

1

1 5% 25.6%
30 2% 18.4%
60 3% 29.6%
90 2% 60.2%

s
e
t

2

1 3% 30.1%
30 3% 27.1%
60 4% 5.1%
90 3% 28.8%

Figure 7: Crystallinity fraction as a function of the printing
speed.

4. Discussion

With the results as presented in section 3.1 it is con-
firmed that the relation between the average axial
shrinkage magnitude and the printing speed as found
in literature (section 2.1) is indeed existing for the
samples belonging to set 1. When comparing the
results of both the axial shrinkage as well as the vol-
umetric shrinkage to the XRD CF results, it is found
that the crystallinity of printing speeds 30 mm/s, 60
mm/s and 90 mm/s are all of about the same value
of 2-3%. Only at a printing speed of 1 mm/s a higher
CF of 5% is found, which appears to be a clear out-
lier. There is no corresponding trend between the
axial shrinkage for set 1 and the change in CF of
the sample. Even though the axial direction is the
major shrinkage direction, the net material shrinkage
is best captured by the volumetric shrinkage. When
comparing the volumetric shrinkage magnitude of set
1 in figure 4d to the CF values in figure 5, again no
relation between the two can be observed.

When comparing the results from the XRD anal-
ysis for set 1 to the results from the calculations
in section 3.2, the likelihood of crystallization as the
prime cause of heat-induced shrinkage is even further
reduced. For obtaining the volume shrinkages that
are established during the geometrical measurements
an approximate crystallinity fraction of roughly a 5-
to-30 fold larger would be required compared to what
is found in the XRD analyses. This indicates that
shrinkage that follows from an increasing crystallinity

Table 2: Comparison of the crystallinity fraction as obtained
by XRD and as resulting from calculations. Results for set 3.

Heating time χXRD χcalc

s
e
t

3

0 0% 0.0%
20 0% 26.1%
300 3% 43.9%
1800 19% 50.9%
3600 18% 48.8%

fraction only has a minor influence on the total shrink-
age behaviour. It can however not be excluded that
crystallinity-induced shrinkage does to some degree
contribute to the total shrinkage figures, both axially
and volumetrically. This contribution does however
seem to be very limited.

The samples from set 2 are constrained in the ax-
ial direction. Consequently the axial shrinkage is in-
deed close to zero. Moreover, the transverse shrink-
age direction and the thickness shrinkage direction are
found to also display minute amounts of shrinkage
compared to the samples from set 1. Volumetrically
the observed shrinkage is however still found to be
of comparable magnitude as found for the samples of
set 1. Constraining of the samples thus has a major
impact on the directional deformation behaviour of
the sample. The imposed constraints do however not
impact the total volumetric shrinkage values consider-
ably. Moreover, constraining does not prohibit crys-
tallization from occurring, as the crystallinity values
for set 2 are of comparable magnitude as for set 1.
The volumetric shrinkage values for increasing print-
ing speeds of set 2 are of rather constant nature.
The CF is also found to be semi-constant. An ap-
proximate relation between the volumetric shrinkage
and the CF seems to be suggested here. When com-
paring the calculated CF to the CF following from
XRD, this suggestion is however rejected. A multi-
plicity of the found CF is required to result in the
observed volumetric shrinkage, meaning that crystal-
lization cannot be solely responsible for the complete
shrinkage.

The results from set 3 strengthen the idea that
crystallization actually has low influence on the even-
tual shrinkage magnitude. From figure 6 it appears
that after a heating time of 300 s the axial, trans-
verse, thickness and volumetric shrinkages are all close
to their maximum attainable value. The CF that cor-
responds to this point is 3%. At the heating time
of 1800 s a CF of 19% is found while no significant
increase in either of the four shrinkage values is found.

The XRD analysis method is a rather expensive
method of which the cost scales with the amount of
measurements performed. For this reason only 1 sam-
ple per setpoint is analysed. The choice to use a small
amount of samples has a direct influence on the sta-
tistical significance of the results. The trends that are
found in the data of the current study correspond to
trends found in literature. For this reason the results
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are deemed sufficient on a qualitative level. For quan-
titative interpretation of the data the low statistical
significance should be considered. As the shrinkage
magnitudes and crystallinity values span a relatively
broad range of results, small fluctuations in results
are not detrimental. On a quantitative level the data
is therefore also deemed to be of a level sufficient for
drawing conclusions.

When comparing the crystallinity fractions from
set 2 to the fractions from set 1 it can be seen that
the fractions for set 2 are consistently 1% higher at
printing speeds 30 mm/s, 60 mm/s and 90 mm/s. The
samples of set 2 show volumetric shrinkages that are
roughly equal (at 30 mm/s) or smaller (at 60 mm/s
and 90 mm/s) than the corresponding shrinkages of
set 1. This occurrence once more points towards a
relative independence between material shrinkage and
growth in the crystallinity. Due to the modest differ-
ence of only 1%, the low statistical significance does
pose uncertainty in this regard.

In figure 5 a high crystallinity fraction value of
5% for the lowest printing speed in set 1 is found.
This value is a significant outlier with respect to the
other values of both set 1 and set 2. When print-
ing a workpiece at this extremely low printing speed
the hot nozzle only slowly moves over the workpiece.
When the speed is sufficiently low, this might result
in reheating of the previously deposited material lay-
ers to a temperature higher than Tg. Hereby cold
crystallization is started, potentially resulting in a
slightly increased crystallinity. Since this elevated
crystallinity is not found for set 2 no definite con-
clusions on this can be made. More samples at this
setpoint should be tested to determine whether this
value is an outlier or a correct value. In future re-
search it would furthermore be useful to also measure
the CF of each sample prior to the oven heating stage.
In this way nozzle induced crystallinity changes could
be corrected for.

For the analytical calculation of the volumetric
shrinkage the method as explained in section 2 is used.
By triangulating the sample’s area into 6 triangles,
of which only the lengths of the edges are measured,
quite some shrinkage details could potentially be lost.
To assure that this triangulation method provides suf-
ficient accuracy in estimating the sample volume, a
comparative test is performed between the triangula-
tion measurement approach and an immersion test in
water. The immersion test for sample volume deter-
mination is in theory more accurate, but it is not used
for the samples of set 1, set 2 and set 3 as to not
contaminate the radiation surface for the XRD tests.
4 different samples are subjected to this comparative
test. The triangulated measurement results show to
lie within a deviation band of ±10% compared to the
immersion test. This uncertainty is deemed accept-
able for this study.

For the analytical calculations of the crystallinity

fraction, the PLA amorphous density ρa and PLA
crystalline density ρc are obtained from literature.
Even though the ratio between ρa and ρc is of more
importance than their absolute magnitudes, it is un-
clear how well the used values correspond to the re-
spective densities for a geometry that is printed in
a parallel rectilinear fashion with an infill density of
100%. When using other density values, the calcula-
tion outcomes will evidently change accordingly.
Based on the here presented results and discussion

it is very unlikely that heat-induced changes in the
crystallinity fraction are the main cause for the major
shrinkage that is found in the axial printing direction
of the PLA samples. The change in crystallinity does
have a contribution to the total shrinkage figures, but
its influence is only minor. As discussed in section
1.2, at least one other hypothesis exists on the origin
of heat-induced shrinkage of printed polymeric mate-
rials. With the results of the current work the plausi-
bility of this other explanation increases. It is evident
that further research into the SMP-based shrinkage
hypothesis should be conducted to ultimately deter-
mine whether this explanation is sufficient.

5. Conclusion

In this work the contribution of heat-induced crystal-
lization shrinkage on the total shrinkage magnitude
of heated FFF printed PLA is investigated. Based
on the presented results shrinkage caused by crys-
tallinity changes cannot be completely excluded as a
contributing factor to the total shrinkage figures. It
can however be concluded that crystallization shrink-
age proves to be a highly unlikely cause of the ex-
treme shrinkage values that follow from heat introduc-
tion to FFF printed PLA parts. The most significant
shrinkage direction (axial), as well as the more repre-
sentative volumetric material shrinkage do not show
a comparable trend between the geometrical shrink-
age values and their respective crystallinity fractions.
Moreover, based on the discrepancies that followed
from the analytical CF calculations in comparison to
the XRD CF values, the probability of crystallization
being the main cause of heat-induced shrinkage is fur-
ther lowered.
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4
Discussion

When reflecting on the goal of this work as stated in chapter 1, and when considering the results as provided
in chapters 2 and 3, this project can be deemed successful. Some remarks with regard to the performed work
and the acquired results can however be made.

The method as discussed in chapter 2 showed that a monostable-to-bistable stability transition can be ob-
tained by introducing heat to printed material. The heat-induced (pre)stressing method showed sufficient
employability on the macro scale for alteration of the stability behaviour. Scaling towards smaller scales is
in the first place limited by the FFF technique itself; geometric features smaller than the printing nozzle di-
ameter -generally 0.4 mm- is not possible with regular FFF printers. Moreover, geometrical scalability of the
prestressing method has not been explicitly investigated in this research. It is therefore unclear whether small
geometric scales show comparably sufficient results.

The results in this report currently only encompass a stability change from monostability to bistability. When
comparing the bistable torque-angle curves to the torque-angle curves of the monostable structure, the
bistable graph might even be considered to be quasi-neutrally stable. Strictly speaking neutral stability is
however not achieved with the demonstrator of chapter 2. To acquire stability profiles that are different than
bistable, other demonstrator geometries and other imposed stress fields are required. Since this is not in-
cluded in the current report, little can be said about the general tailorability of the stability profiles of CMs
that can be obtained by the here proposed method.

In chapter 2 no model is provided with which the design parameters can be related to the eventual shrink-
age magnitude. Rather, only empirical results are presented. The current work would highly benefit from an
accurate model in which design parameters could be related to eventual stresses and strains; tailoring of the
stability profile of to be produced parts would be one step closer. The results from this report might form
the onset to a simple empirical model in which the heat-induced directional shrinkage magnitude of printed
filament lines can be obtained from the loaded and unloaded shrinkage relations as presented in chapter 2.

As found in the results of chapter 2, variable printing speeds result in variable shrinkage magnitudes. This is
the case both when the material is loaded and when the material is not loaded. The printing speeds thus can
be a design parameter with which the shrinkage magnitude can be variably assigned to regions of a printed
part. This is an import factor when thinking about tailoring of the stability behaviour of different types of
compliant mechanisms.

As following from the results of chapter 3, the observed semi-instantaneous shrinkage in heated FFF printed
parts can most likely be attributed to the shape memory effect of the printed PLA. When looking at the
shrinkage net progression in figure 9b in chapter 2, initially a decline in the shrinkage magnitude can be
found. This decline makes sense and the reason for this is also provided in chapter 2. This decline reaches the
lower limit of 0% shrinkage around a heating time of 300 s. Hereafter the shrinkage net starts to increase
again, meaning that the sample material starts to re-compress the springs that are attached to the shrinkage
measurement device. Solely based on the information that is provided in chapter 2, this re-increase in the
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28 4. Discussion

shrinkage magnitude cannot be explained. When comparing figure 9b in chapter 2 to figure 6b in chapter
3, an interesting observation is done. The increase in crystallinity fraction occurs on a time scale that is far
longer than the time scale of the observed initial material shrinkage of heated PLA. The crystallinity fraction
reaches its maximum value for a heating duration of 1800 s. The crystallinity fraction is however negligible for
low heating durations. The re-increase of the shrinkage magnitude for heating times that are longer than 300
s (figure 9b, chapter 2) thus might be related to the increase in the crystallinity fraction. As an extension to this
observation it can be hypothesized that the initial -major- shrinkage that is observed when introducing FFF
printed parts to heat is caused by the shape memory property of the PLA. On longer time scales the influence
of crystallinity shrinkage might add to the total shrinkage figures as well, meaning that both processes con-
tribute to the total shrinkage magnitude of heated parts. This suspicion is however not further investigated
and more data should be collected in order to determine whether this relation actually exists or not.

As became apparent in chapter 3, the most likely cause of heat-induced shrinkage in FFF printed parts is the
activation of the shape memory. This insight might help to focus on specific FFF features in order to max-
imize the heat-induced material shrinkage and force-delivering potential of PLA in future work. The shape
memory is stored during interactions with the narrowing nozzle. In the current work a nozzle with a diam-
eter reduction from 1.75 mm to 0.4 mm is used. Nozzles with a diameter reduction of e.g. 1.75 mm to 0.25
mm are also commercially available. Evidently, a higher diameter reduction will lead to different filament-
nozzle interactions, potentially yielding an even higher shrinkage and force-delivering property than is found
in chapter 2.

In chapter 2 the relation between the shrinkage magnitude and the printing speed has been established.
From chapter 3 it became highly plausible that the shape memory effect is underlying to this shrinkage. The
speed dependent shrinkage profile as shown in figure 7 of chapter 2 can hereby be interpreted. For increasing
printing speeds, increasing shrinkage magnitudes are found. At extremely low printing speeds a filament vol-
ume element remains relatively long inside the heated nozzle. Due to this longer heating time, the material
can be fully heated, as opposed to faster printing speeds. The material temperature will then be close to the
nozzle temperature. The nozzle temperature is significantly higher than the melting temperature of PLA. The
PLA will therefore enter a "melted" (i.e. low-viscosity or rubbery liquid) state within the printing nozzle for
low printing speeds. When the viscosity of a material is low, it is able to flow under the shear effects that are
induced by the reducing nozzle diameter and the applied feeding pressure. The filament volume can hereby
better conform to the reduced diameter. Consequently this gives less stretching and straining of individual
polymer chains than would be the case for polymeric material that has a higher viscosity. Storage (or freez-
ing) of polymer stretch and strain is essentially what causes the shape memory effect. For increasing printing
speeds the heating of the filament material will be decreasingly thorough, yielding a higher viscosity. This
increases the potential for storage of material shrinkage. This suspected relation is as of yet not explicitly
investigated. Further research should be conducted to confirm or reject this hypothesis.

Future research

Based on the work that is presented in this report some suggestions for further research can be done. Firstly,
no fundamental modelling of the observed shrinkage behaviour is performed. In future work modelling of
the shrinkage behaviour might however be interesting. As a starting point, the shrinkage relations as provided
in chapter 2 of this report could be used to create an empirical shrinkage model for PLA filament lines. By
superposition of different print lines, and by connecting the filament elements in a finite element type of way,
the observed shrinkage behaviour might already be roughly approached. Results from this model could be
used to create custom g-code that can be directly fed to FFF printers. By including printing speed gradients
to this g-code, a distributed shrinkage profile could be imposed onto the printed parts when they are heated.
Secondly, the next step in the application of the here presented prestressing method is to use this method
for prestressing of more complex monostable compliant mechanisms. An example of a geometry that would
be suited for this is the helicoidal shell as presented by Radaelli [16]. Finally, future research could be aimed
towards FFF printers that have dual nozzle capabilities. By printing with two materials, fully printed geome-
tries can be obtained that can be partially prestressed by heat introduction. A short elaboration on this can
be found in section 4.3 of chapter 2.



5
Conclusion

The goal of this thesis project was to create a method with which (pre)stress can be imposed onto monos-
table compliant mechanisms. This prestress was ought to bring about a permanent change in the stability
behaviour; from a monostable state into a non-monostable state. The prestress inducement should be di-
rectly related to the production method with which the part is created. The production method that is chosen
for this study is FFF.

By heating unconstrained FFF printed parts to a temperature higher than the glass transition temperature, a
significant shrinkage of up to 20% can be obtained. When the shrinking material needs to perform mechan-
ical work in the form of spring compression, the maximum attainable shrinkage figure reduces to a value
that is still around 2%-3%. The printing speed shows to be a parameter with which the shrinkage magni-
tude can be scaled between 0% shrinkage (extremely low printing speeds) and the maximum shrinkage value
(high printing speeds). The heating time, heating temperature and geometrical dimensions all proved to be
of influence on the shrinkage behaviour. An increase in parameter value generally resulted in an increased
shrinkage magnitude. With a composed set of optimum parameters, a monostable-to-bistable stability tran-
sition is performed for a rotational demonstrator model.

Results from the conducted research seem to suggest that heat-induced changes in the crystallinity fraction
of PLA only minutely influence the shrinkage behaviour when heated for a short time (i.e. lower than a few
minutes). The state of literature currently only has one other possible explanation for the material shrinkage,
which is based on the shape memory property of polymeric materials. The likelihood of shape memory as the
main shrinkage causing mechanic is therefore high. Contribution of crystallinity to the total shrinkage fig-
ures cannot be fully excluded. It does however seem that crystallinity-induced shrinkage occurs on far longer
timescales than the shape memory induced shrinkage.

The general goal of this thesis project is successfully achieved. Questions regarding e.g. the application of this
theory for obtaining tailored stability profiles, application to different dimensional scales and application to
different geometries are as of yet unanswered. This shows that a lot of further research on this topic still can
be done for advancements of this technique.
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Appendix A: Review on the stress inducing potential of

different manufacturing methods

1. Introduction

The purpose of this thesis is to find a way in which a
prescribed stress pattern can be imposed onto a ma-
terial, solely by the means of inherent mechanics of
the used manufacturing process. This imposed stress
pattern is ought to achieve a permanent change in the
stability behaviour of a compliant mechanism; from
monostable into non-monostable. Over time count-
less different production methods have been created.
Each of these methods has its own advantages and
disadvantages. In conventional production settings
the introduction of stresses during manufacturing is
considered to be a negative by-effect of the process
[1–3]. To comply with the goal of this thesis, which
is to deliberately induce stresses by the means of the
manufacturing process, the usability of manufacturing
methods should be reassessed on a fundamental level
and in a non-conventional manner. In conventional
production approaches the existence of e.g. thermal
gradients will lead to undesired internal stress build-
up and potentially even to warping and deformation
of the workpiece [4]. In the current study this oc-
currence might however be considered to be a stress
inducing method that fits the purpose of this thesis
well.

It is not yet evident which process is the best fit
for purpose to this study. To be able to choose the
method that shows the highest stress inducing poten-
tial, a review on some of the most common (additive)
manufacturing processes is performed. The results
of this investigation are presented in this appendix.
Subtractive production methods such as milling, lath-
ing, laser cutting and electrical discharge machining
are not included in this study. Subtractive methods
work with a material volume that is partially chis-
elled, milled or cut away. By these actions generally
only the very top layer of the material is mechani-
cally affected by residual stresses, typically reaching
to depths not further than 300 µm from the area
where material is removed [2]. This affected depth is
deemed too shallow to bring about significant changes
to the macro stability behaviour of compliant mecha-
nisms that are created with subtractive manufactur-
ing methods. An exception to this is the laser cutting
technique in which the induced residual stress fields
can bridge distances on the macro scale (affected areas
of ∼5 mm have been reported on [5]). Laser bend-
ing/forming can be considered to be a toned-down
version of laser cutting. Laser bending/forming is in-
cluded in this study.

For the sake of conciseness the considered manufac-

turing processes are not individually elaborated on in
this appendix. Rather, a general grading is given to a
set of criteria. References for further information on
all criteria are provided.

2. Method

All manufacturing processes that are considered in
this work are shown in table 1. The abbreviations that
are used in the family-column are defined in the fol-
lowing way: AM: additive manufacturing, PBF: pow-
der bed fusion (subgroup of AM), DED: direct energy
deposition (subgroup of AM), ME: material extrusion
(subgroup of AM), BJ: binder jetting (subgroup of
AM), photo: Vat Photo-polymerization (subgroup of
AM).

An investigation is performed on all manufactur-
ing methods that are mentioned in table 1 through a
literature study. The individual applicability of each
method with regard to the scope of this thesis project
is assessed through several criteria. Sources that pro-
vide answers to the criteria are formed by academic
literature and available information from manufactur-
ing companies and industrial service providers.

Table 1: The list of considered manufacturing methods.
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This thesis work focusses on compliant mechanisms
that have dimensions on to the macro scale (typical
dimensions of 50 mm to 100 mm). The objective of
this work is to create a compliant mechanism with
a single manufacturing method. This manufacturing
method should impose stresses onto the created work-
piece as well, such that the compliant mechanism can
attain non-monostable behaviour.

Inherent to compliant mechanisms are system re-
gions that show high compliance. The compliance of
a mechanism’s region is directly related to the com-
bination of the local material properties and the ge-
ometry. Apart from the choice of material, the only
other way to obtain a desired compliance behaviour
is thus by geometrical considerations. This poses sev-
eral functional requirements onto the manufacturing
processes that is used. Compliant regions are gener-
ally obtained in the form of thin-walled flexural sec-
tions [6]. Consequently, thin-walled features need to
be obtainable with the manufacturing process. This
pertains both the absolute obtainable smallest fea-
ture size, as well as the relative aspect ratios between
system features that can be achieved with the pro-
cess. Since the eventual compliance is formed by the
combination of geometry and material, the different
materials that can be processed with the manufactur-
ing method should be considered as well. This results
in the first few assessment criteria, which are stated
below.

Criterion 1: What is the smallest feature size that
can be obtained with the manufacturing method?

The magnitude of the smallest possible feature
size that can be acquired with each manufacturing
method will be investigated. Manufacturing pro-
cesses will not be rejected solely based on the results
for this criterion, even if the smallest feature size
is relatively large. The smallest feature size will
however be used in criterion 3, in which a selection
on quantitative values will take place.

Criterion 2: What materials can be processed?

The materials that can be processed with each
method have a direct influence on the attainable
compliance that can be achieved with the manufac-
turing method. The materials that can be processed
with each method are therefore identified as well.
Almost all manufacturing processes are able to
process more than just one material. Most processes
can handle a multitude of materials that belong to a
material group, like steel (alloys), aluminium (alloys)
or ceramics. The material groups that are considered
in this work are abbreviated in the following way - S:
steel (including steel alloys), A: aluminium (including
aluminium alloys), T: titanium (including titanium
alloys), C: ceramics, CP: commodity polymers [7],

EP: engineering polymers [7]. Zinc-based alloys,
copper-based alloys, nickel-based alloys, etc. are not
explicitly included as separate material groups in this
work. Some manufacturing processes will be able to
process these (and other) material groups. These
groups do however show little added significance with
regard to the scope of this review. The considered
material groups are therefore limited to the set
formed by S, A, T, C, CP and EP.

Criterion 3: What is the highest attainable compli-
ance?

The equivalent attainable compliance C for each in-
dividual production process is a measure that is here
created to quantitatively compare the different pro-
duction methods to each other. This equivalent com-
pliance value is calculated by calculating the high-
est possible compliance value of a cantilever beam
that can be produced with each of the manufactur-
ing methods. The equivalent compliance is calculated
according to equation 1.

C =
4L3

wh3E
(1)

Equation 1 is directly derived from Euler-Bernoulli
beam theory for a cantilever beam with a rectangular
cross-section. The compliance value C represents
the compliance in the direction of the applied force,
which is perpendicular to the longitudinal direction
of the cantilever beam. In equation 1 L is the length
of the beam. This length is fixed to a length of 0.1 m
for this study. As the resulting compliance value C
will only be used for a relative comparison between
the different manufacturing methods, the actual value
for L is not of high importance here. This value will
be the same for all manufacturing methods, hereby
being a mere scaling factor for the C value. The w
and h components in equation 1 are chosen such that
they both correspond to the smallest feature size
that can be acquired with the respective production
process. This value directly follows from Criterion
1. E in equation 1 represents the Young’s modulus.
For the calculation of the equivalent compliance,
E is chosen such that it matches the lowest value
that is possible with the material groups that can be
processed with the production process (Criterion 2).
This is done as to obtain a measure for the highest
possible compliance that could be acquired with the
manufacturing process under consideration. Each
of the aforementioned material-groups is assigned
its own representative E-value: S: 210 GPa [8], T:
110 GPa [8], A: 70 GPa [9], CP: 1.8 GPa [10], EP:
3.0 GPa [11], C: 120 GPa [12]. With equation 1 a
value for the compliance can be calculated such that
the different production techniques can be compared
to each other. A minimum compliance value of 1
m/N is set as the minimally required attainable
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compliance. Manufacturing processes that show
compliance values lower than 1 m/N are rejected.
This compliance value of 1 m/N is chosen such that
it roughly matches the compliance value of a steel
leaf spring with a length 0.1 m, a thickness 0.1 mm
and a width of 20 mm [13].

Criterion 4: Can thin-walled features be obtained
with the manufacturing process?

Thin-walled features are here defined to have a
minimal aspect ratio of 1:20 between the major
and the minor geometrical dimensions. The 1:20
ratio is chosen quasi-arbitrary; no strict rules on
the definition of thin-walled elements for compliant
mechanisms exist. An aspect ratio of 1:20 is however
adhered to in literature [14]. When aspect ratios of
1:20 cannot be achieved, the manufacturing method
will not be further considered.

The first 4 criteria focus on the possibilities of
obtaining compliant regions within the compliant
mechanisms that will be produced. The following
three criteria look at the shape forming possibilities
and the induced residual stresses that are associated
with each manufacturing processes.

Criterion 5: Is the manufacturing process a shape
forming process?

A shape forming manufacturing process is here
defined as a manufacturing process in which the base
material can be shaped into a 2D or 3D geometry
that includes geometrical features. Shape forming
to some degree is necessary to acquire compliant
mechanisms. Without this shape forming option
only the shape of the base material or that of a flat
plate can be obtained. Although it is likely that
internal stress fields (and therewith resulting strains)
can be obtained with non-shape forming production
processes as well, it will be hard to obtain functional
compliant mechanism with this. For this reason
non-shape forming manufacturing processes will be
rejected from further consideration.

Criterion 6: What are the typical residual stress
magnitudes that can be reached with the manu-
facturing process?

To realize a stability state transformation, significant
stress magnitudes are required. The stresses in the
compliant mechanism are ought to result in strains
that are of such magnitude that this stability state
transformation can occur. The different manufactur-
ing methods cannot be solely assessed on their (resid-
ual) stress inducing potential; a certain amount of

stress will yield different strains for different mate-
rials. For this reason the acquired residual stress
values are normalized with the Young’s modulus of
the respective material for which the residual stress
is found. The result from this will be an equivalent
residual strain value. The equivalent residual strains
of the different manufacturing methods can be better
compared to each other. When for a specific manu-
facturing method no residual stress value is found in
literature, the literature searching scope is broadened
to also include reporting on production shrinkages and
warping magnitudes.

A minimally required equivalent residual strain is
set to 1%. With this minimum residual strain it is
expected that an alteration in the stability behaviour
is possible. Manufacturing methods that cannot
reach equivalent residual strains of 1% or higher are
deemed to be insufficient for the scope of this study.

Criterion 7: What is the cause of the residual
stress?

Several different phenomena can cause residual
stresses and strains in workpieces that are produced.
The phenomena that are considered in this work are:

TG: Temperature Gradient - Manufacturing pro-
cesses always have a certain time-dependency; not
all material of the part that is manufactured is
instantaneously processed. Rather, the processing
is executed sequentially (as in many additive man-
ufacturing methods) or subject to a gradual cooling
process (for e.g. moulding and casting techniques).
When the manufacturing process poses a thermal
input onto the manufactured part, this will evidently
lead to temperature gradients over the workpiece.
Thermal gradients directly lead to spatial differences
in thermal expansion/shrinkage for different volume
elements of the part. This results in the creation of
residual stresses and strains.

TGM: Temperature Gradient Mechanism - The TGM
mainly occurs in manufacturing processes in which
a focused thermal source is applied to the processed
workpiece. Laser-based manufacturing processes
for example heavily experience the TGM. During
incidence of the energy bundle to the workpieces’
material, the top layer (the heat affected volume)
will experience thermal expansion, while the material
below the top layer remains unaffected. This will
lead to compressive stresses directly around the
heat affected volume, eventually leading to plastic
deformations at the front of this heat affected volume.
When the energy bundle moves away, the material
cools down and subsequently it experiences thermal
shrinkage. Due to the plastic deformations that
have taken place, this thermal shrinkage will now be
accompanied by the rise of tensile stress in the heat
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affected volume.

Cr: Crystallization - The crystal composition of a
material can change under the influence of pressure or
temperature. The latter factor especially can occur
during the manufacturing processes that are consid-
ered in this review. Different solid crystal phases all
have different packings and densities [15]. When the
crystal composition of a system is (partially) altered
this will lead to internal residual stresses. These
stresses are mainly on the micro and meso scale and
are therefore not of major influence on macroscopic
straining behaviour [15]. On th contrary, when
considering polymeric materials, the crystallization
of amorphous regions within semi-crystalline parts
leads to an alteration in the relative crystalline and
amorphous volume fractions. These altered volume
fractions result both in a change of the total (macro)
workpiece volume, as well as in the rise of residual
stresses.

SM: Shape Memory - Some polymeric and metal
materials show the shape memory effect. These
materials can change their shape between an original
shape and a -stimulus induced- deformed shape.
Under the influence of an activation stimulus the
memory is activated, resulting in deformational
behaviour that is either permanent or temporary.

SiS: Sintering Shrinkage - When material is sintered
it experiences densification under the influence of
heat (or in some cases pressure). As the thermal
distribution within a material volume is not in-
stantaneously homogeneous during sintering (i.e. a
manifestation of the TG principle) this can result in
internal residual stresses.

SS: Solidification Shrinkage - The density of the
liquid form of material is different than the density of
the solid form of that same material. Manufacturing
processes that use liquid material to obtain solid
workpieces (e.g. casting and moulding) solidify
gradually. This gradual solidification process results
in residual stresses due to its non-homogeneous
nature. Solidification shrinkage is often, but not
always, in close relation to the existence of the TG.

PD: Plastic Deformation - When (heated) solid
material is deformed by e.g. forming techniques,
evidently plastic deformation occurs. Due to plastic
deformations residual stresses can arise.

3. Results

The considered manufacturing processes, together
with the results to all respective assessment criteria,

are shown in table 2. Entries represented in red in-
dicate that the minimum criterion requirement as set
in section 2 is not met. For some entries in table 2 no
information is found; the herewith existing informa-
tion gaps are indicated by ?. Furthermore, due to the
nature of some manufacturing processes, not all set
criteria are applicable to all processes. If a criterion
is not applicable, this is indicated with − in table 2.
The column Contender? indicates whether the manu-
facturing process passes all minimum requirements as
set in section 2. When a process is deemed to not be
a contender, the column Reason provides the criteria
based on which this decision is made.
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4. Manufacturing process assessment and se-
lection

In section 3 the results to all criteria as mentioned in
section 1 are shown. Based on these tabulated results
a single manufacturing process can be chosen that fits
the purpose of this thesis project best. A first selec-
tion is done based on the Contender? column. This
column shows whether a manufacturing process can
be directly excluded from the study based on the re-
sults for one or more of the assessment criteria. Exclu-
sion is here indicated by X. When all assessment crite-
ria are met this is indicated with ✓ in the Contender?
column. Based on this first selection, 6 manufactur-
ing processes remain. These processes are: FFF, RC,
MJM, IM, CM and LF.

When looking at criterion 6 in table 2 it can be seen
that solidification shrinkage of metals (SS), the combi-
nation of the shape memory effect and crystallization
(SM and Cr) of polymers and the sintering (SiS) of
ceramics yield the largest equivalent residual strain
values. The combination of SM-strain and Cr-strain
for polymers gives the largest value in this regard,
with reported shrinkages of up to 35% obtained with
the FFF printing technique [38]. This makes FFF an
interesting contender for the use in this thesis work.
As additional benefits both the shrinkage magnitude
and the shrinkage direction can be steered with the
FFF technique by selecting the right printing param-
eters [38,100]. This steering-property is far less abun-
dant in e.g. moulding or casting techniques. The goal
of this thesis work is to obtain tailorable stress fields
with which significant and predefined material strains
can be obtained. FFF seems to be a well fitting tech-
nique for this. Moreover, the FFF manufacturing pro-
cess is widely available and has very low operational
costs [101]. This makes this production process an
even more interesting option for the current work.
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Appendix B: The shrinkage measurement device

PI-stage tests

To validate the effective spring stiffness as experi-
enced by the PLA samples, and to establish a value
for the static and dynamic friction forces, several
measurements on the shrinkage measurement device
(SMD) have been performed. These measurements
are done on a PI M-505 translational stage (Physik
Instrumente GmbH & Co. KG, Karlsruhe, Germany).
Attached to this translational stage is a LSB200 low
capacity load cell (FUTEK Advanced Sensor Tech-
nology, Inc., Irvine, CA, USA). A general explanation
on the working principle of the SMD can be found in
chapter 2, section 2.1.1.

1. The setup

Before the measurements can be executed, first the
SMD needs to be properly constrained. Without these
constraints the device might translate or rotation dur-
ing the measurements, giving inaccurate test results.
For constraining of the device, several Thorlabs (New-
ton, NJ, USA) components are used, all mounted to
a Thorlabs aluminium breadboard. The setup that is
built is shown in figure 1.

(a) Top view of the test setup.

(b) Side view of the test setup.

Figure 1: The SMD test setup for testing with the PI transla-
tional stage.

The outer edges of both end plates of the SMD are
slid into 4 separate 25 mm Optical Construction Rails
that are bolted to the breadboard. The two leftmost
construction rails in figure 1a are slightly rotated be-

fore fastening. This is done to put minute tension on
the SMD, hereby constraining the system in the di-
rection of translational motion of the PI-stage. To get
the approximate height alignment, the SMD is put on
two equal-height steel step blocks. For the fine height-
alignment the ratchet thimble screw of the PI-stage
is used. The different interfaces that connect the PI-
stage and the SMD have been 3D printed (PLA) or
laser cut (steel). Connection with the PI-stage is ob-
tained by M3 bolts.

2. Spring stiffness

In the first test on the PI-stage the actual effective
spring stiffness is determined. Two springs, each with
a stiffness of 0.085 N/mm, are used here. According to
equation 1 for the equivalent parallel spring stiffness,
the total spring stiffness should be 0.17 N/mm.

Keq = K1 +K2 = 2K (1)

Both springs that are used in the SMD are tested
separately. The test setup that is used for this mea-
surement is shown in figure 2. The force-displacement
graphs of both springs are added to get the equiva-
lent force-displacement curve. This curve is shown in
figure 3. The maximum applied PI-stage compression
is 10 mm. This compression magnitude is larger than
the maximum compression (6%) that is found during
the SMD tests as presented in chapter 2. This assures
that the here obtained values are valid to all tests that
are performed in chapter 2.

Figure 2: Test setup for measurement of the stiffness of a single
spring.

In figure 3 it can be seen that the compression path
is almost perfectly linear. A linearised line, obtained
with the least squares method, is added to this graph
for comparison.

During sample testing as presented in chapter 2, the
compression stiffness is of most importance as this is
the stiffness that the shrinking PLA must counter-
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Figure 3: Equivalent force-displacement curve for the two com-
bined springs.

act. The linearised equivalent stiffness of the springs
is calculated by making use of equation 2.

Keq,real =
∆Feq,linearised

∆disp,linearised
(2)

When entering the linearised compression values
into equation 2, a Keq,real of 0.148 N/mm is found.
This is approximately 87% of the Keq that is obtained
with equation 1.

As a second test both springs have been attached to
the SMD and the moving cart is now actuated by the
PI-stage. In this test friction effects due to guiding
rail - cart interactions are included. The result of this
test is shown in figure 4. When again using equation
2, a compressive linearised Keq,real of 0.158 N/mm is
now found.

Figure 4: Force-displacement curve for the SMD.

The increase in compression stiffness between fig-
ures 3 and figure 4 is peculiar. A net difference of
0.010 N/mm is found while no changes to the stiff-
ness elements are made. It appears that within the
SMD a displacement dependent friction element is at
play. This displacement dependent friction hereby
contributes as pseudo-stiffness to the total stiffness
figure. Possible causes for this pseudo-stiffness could
be e.g. non-parallelity of the two guiding rails, non-
straightness of the individual guiding rails or non-
concentricity of either of the individual guiding rails.
A further investigation into the root cause of this oc-
currence has not been conducted.

The hysteresis loop formed by the compression and
decompression paths is larger in figure 4 compared to
figure 3. This increase in hysteresis can be attributed
to the non-conservative friction forces that need to
be accounted for in the fully assembled SMD. Once
more it is emphasized that a displacement dependency
appears to be present here. It can be seen that for
the compression path initially a small step in applied
force is required. This step, that can be found around
a displacement of 0.1 mm, indicates the overcoming
of the static friction of the system. A more elaborate
test on this is presented in section 3.

3. Friction

The SMD’s moving cart slides over steel guiding rails
by the means of PTFE sleeve bearings. The addi-
tion of these bearings inherently adds both static and
dynamic friction to the motion path. The friction ef-
fects are directly experienced by the shrinking PLA
and it is therefore important to have these friction
force magnitudes available. For this reason a test on
the PI-stage is performed to find the magnitude of
both the static and the dynamic friction forces. N.B.
for these tests the springs are removed from the SMD.
The results of this test are shown in figure 5.

Figure 5: Friction test for the SMD.

As the measurement resolution of 0.02343 N is in
the same order of magnitude as the friction values,
no definitive conclusions can be drawn from this test.
From figure 5 it is found that the frictional effects
are only of a limited magnitude. A maximum friction
force spike of 0.141 N is found. The average dynamic
friction force over the cart’s motion range is 0.077 N.
The linearised trend of the dynamic friction force is
added to figure 5 as well. This trend is again obtained
with the least squares method. When looking at this
line, an increase in the frictional force over the dis-
placement range is found. This observation confirms
the suspicion of the presence of pseudo-stiffness in the
SMD. When using equation 2 on this linear trend, a
pseudo-stiffness value of 0.006 N/mm is found. As the
resolution of the force measurements is relatively low,
the value of 0.006 N/mm can only be considered to be
a mere approximation of the true value. This value is
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however in the same ballpark as the before mentioned
0.010 N/mm.

A peak at the onset of the motion range correspond-
ing to the overcoming of static friction is not clearly
observed in figure 5. Possibly this force peak falls
within the load cell’s measurement resolution and is
therefore not distinguishable in figure 5. It could also
mean that the static frictional force is of lower magni-
tude than the dynamic frictional force. Interestingly,
the static friction force peak was however observed
in figure 4. The combination of non-lubricated steel
with PTFE yields a dynamic friction coefficient be-
tween 0.1 and 0.15 and a static friction coefficient of
0.08, according to literature [1]. The total mass of
the steel cart and the two PTFE sleeve bearings is
35g, based on the CAD model. This mass equals a
weight of 0.343 N. The formula for coulomb friction
as shown in equations 3 and 4 [1] is used to compare
the theoretical friction values to the values as pre-
sented in figure 5. In equations 3 and 4, Ff,. . . is the
dry frictional force (either static or dynamic), µ. . . is
the coefficient of friction (either static or dynamic)
and Fn is the exerted normal force.

Ff,static ≤ µstaticFn (3)

Ff,dynamic = µdynamicFn (4)

The normal force provided by the cart assembly is
fully defined by its own weight. As the cart is symmet-
rically carried by two guiding rails, the normal force
on each carrying interface is the total cart’s weight
halved. This gives a Fn value of 0.171 N. Inserting
this value into equation 4 gives a Ff,dynamic that lies
between 0.017 N and 0.026 N. A Ff,static of 0.014 N is
found by using equation 3. All results are summarized
in table 1.

Table 1: Comparison of results of the friction force measure-
ments and theoretical friction force values.

Ff,static [N] Ff,dynamic [N]
Measurement (avg) ≤0.077 0.077
Theoretical (avg) 0.014 0.022

The theoretical maximum static friction force ap-
pears to be lower than the measurement resolution
of the PI-stage. Moreover, the theoretical value
for Ff,static is lower than the theoretical value for
Ff,dynamic. These two factors explain why the mea-
sured static friction force is not distinguishable in fig-
ure 5. The measured dynamic friction value is roughly
3 times larger than the value that is expected based
on the theoretical value. The SMD has two collinear
guiding rails for a single degree of freedom. This im-
plies the existence of over-constraints in the linear
guiding system. The SMD has two sleeve bearings
that slide over the guiding rails, each providing 4 con-
straints. To obtain a single degree of freedom with
the SMD, 5 constraints are minimally needed. This
means that the sliding cart has 3 over-constraints in

total. As a result of these over-constraints, jamming
can occur. Due to the jamming phenomenon extra
frictional force might be experienced by the actuator.

During its intended operation the SMD is heated
in the oven. Consequently radial expansion of both
the PTFE sleeve bearings as well as the steel guid-
ing rail will occur. As the thermal expansion coeffi-
cient of PTFE is roughly an order of magnitude larger
than that of steel [2], no thermally-induced locking is
expected to take place. The chances on thermally-
induced jamming might however increase due to this.
The risks and consequences of thermally-induced and
mechanically-induced jamming are attempted to be
reduced by accurate manufacturing, attachment of
the pulling force in the exact centreline of the cart
and by having elongated sleeve bearings.
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Appendix C: The demonstrator in detail

In chapter 2 a demonstrator is presented. This
demonstrator is created and used to show that post-
print heat introduction to FFF printed PLA is able
to result in significant material shrinkage. With this
shrinkage a prestress can be applied to the system
with which a permanent stability switch can be ob-
tained. Details and design considerations about the
demonstrator are provided in this appendix.

1. Design choices & design iterations

During the design phase of the demonstrator several
iteration steps are made. The design process of the
demonstrator is discusses in this section.

Demonstrator version 1

The working principle of the first version of the pla-
nar twisting demonstrator is shown in figure 1. By
printing the middle beam (orange) with a relatively
high printing speed and the outer beams (blue) with
a lower printing speed, a relative shrinkage differ-
ence will start to exist when the material is heated.
The middle beam shows a relatively large shrink-
age, whereas the outer beams will have a less sig-
nificant shrinkage. The three PLA beams are inter-
connected by clamping them between rigid aluminium
beams. By this rigid connection, the beam with the
largest shrinkage will impose a compressive force on
the beams that show a lower shrinkage. When this im-
posed compressive load surpasses the critical buckling
load of the outer beams, the demonstrator will show
an out of plane twist. The result of this twisting mo-
tion is a relative rotation between the two aluminium
beams, as depicted in figure 1b.

(a) Prior to heating (b) After heating

Figure 1: Representation of the working principle of the planar
twisting demonstrator version 1.

A preliminary ANSYS APDL simulation on this
demonstrator has been made. The result of this sim-
ulation can be found in figure 2. Here it can be seen
that by shrinkage of the middle beam the aforemen-
tioned twisting motion can be realised. An elabora-
tion on the APDL model is provided in section 2 of
this appendix.

Figure 2: Preliminary APDL simulation of the planar demon-
strator version 1.

A prototype of this first demonstrator version is
built. The middle beam is printed with a printing
speed of 80 mm/s. The outer beams both are printed
with a printing speed of 10 mm/s. Geometrically all
three beams are of equal size; the width is 10 mm, the
length is 150 mm and the thickness is 1 mm. Both
outer beams are placed on a distance of 75 mm from
the middle beam. The complete assembly is put in a
preheated oven at 110◦C for a duration of 45 minutes.
The result after heating is shown in figure 3. Unfortu-
nately it appeared that all beams showed a different
shrinkage magnitude than was expected. The shrink-
age distribution over the different beams showed an
almost linearly descending amount of shrinkage from
top to bottom in figure 3. With this shrinkage distri-
bution no out of plane rotation was obtained. More-
over it is found that the top beam in figure 3 has
locally buckled during the heating cycle.

Figure 3: Post-heating results for planar demonstrator version
1.
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An explanation for the shrinkage behaviour can
be found in the fundamentals of the PLA material
shrinkage. As the PLA is gradually heated, at some
point it surpasses its glass transition temperature (Tg

- 50◦C [1]). Heating above this Tg is a prerequisite to
enable the shape memory effect and therewith the ac-
companying material shrinkage. Another effect that
starts occurring above Tg is the vast reduction of ma-
terial stiffness in both the axial and the transverse
(bending) directions. For polymeric materials this is
an inherent consequence of heating material above the
Tg. During heating of demonstrator version 1, the
middle beam tries to shrink more than the outer two
beams. Consequently the two outer beams experi-
ence an initially equal axial compressive force. Due to
small clamping errors and/or production errors, one of
the two outer beams might have a slightly lower crit-
ical buckling load. As both the axial and the trans-
verse stiffnesses are greatly reduced in the rubbery
state, the compressive force might result in buckling
already at extremely low compressive forces. The top
beam in figure 3 seems to have had a lower critical
buckling load than the lowest beam. This top beam
buckled first, hereby even further reducing its axial
stiffness. The lowest beam has a relatively higher ax-
ial stiffness than the top beam while the middle beam
proceeds to shrink. As a result of this shrinking of the
middle beam, the beam with the lowest axial stiffness
will only further be compressed. A schematic repre-
sentation of this can be found in figure 4.

Figure 4: Schematic representation of demonstrator version 1,
in which the outer two PLA beams show a different axial stiff-
ness. The leftmost beam (blue) is stiff and starts functioning
as a pivot point for the aluminium beams (grey). The PLA
middle beam (orange) proceeds to shrink under the influence
of heat. The rightmost PLA beam (spring) has a low stiffness
and is compressed.

Demonstrator version 2

To prevent this local buckling phenomenon from hap-
pening, it must be ensured that both outer beams
preserve equal amounts of stiffness. This also needs
to hold during heating of the material. For this rea-
son an iteration on demonstrator version 1 is made
(i.e. demonstrator version 2). In this new version
the outer beams are interchanged for steel leaf flex-
ures. Furthermore, all dimensions have been reduced
to decrease the total weight of the system. With this
weight reduction the shrinking PLA needs to provide
less force to realize the out-of-plane twisting motion.
For this new version the PLA middle beam now has
a length of 80 mm, a width of 3 mm and a height of 1

mm. The beam is clamped such that the normal dis-
tance between the aluminium bars is 60 mm. The leaf
flexures have a thickness of 0.1 mm and a width of 3
mm. The flexures are both placed at a distance of 20
mm from the PLA middle beam. This demonstrator
version is shown in figure 5.

(a) Prior to heating. (b) After heating.

Figure 5: Representation of the working principle of the planar
twisting demonstrator version 2.

As shown in figure 5b, both leaf flexures have
buckled out of plane after heating in the oven. Buck-
ling of both flexures occurred in the same direction.
This same sense buckling poses a rotational moment
on both aluminium bars. When the temperature is
above the Tg of the PLA, the PLA will barely resist
the rotational motion that is induced by this moment.
Consequently both aluminium bars rotate. When the
temperature reduces to a point sub-Tg this rotation
is frozen into the clamped parts of the PLA. This
occurrence can be seen in figure 5b. Demonstrator
version 2 is thus able to induce stress into the leaf
flexures. An out of plane twisting motion of one
aluminium bar with respect to the other aluminium
bar is however not obtained. Another reason for the
system not twisting can be found in the fact that
this demonstrator is put in the oven horizontally.
Theoretically the shrinking PLA middle beam would
impose a twist onto the demonstrator due to the
constraints that are provided by the leaf flexures. As
the demonstrator is put in the oven horizontally this
means that the twist that is induced by the PLA
now should also overcome a part of the weight of the
aluminium bars, the bolts and the nuts. Moreover,
overcoming friction between the aluminium bars and
the oven’s bottom plate partially takes up the PLA
shrinkage potential. The PLA sample cannot provide
sufficient force for this and instead of twisting, the
flexures both buckle out of plane. Putting demon-
strator version 2 upright in the oven will not be
the solution to this problem. When the PLA enters
the rubbery state, most of its bending stiffness will
be lost. Also the thin steel leaf flexures show low
amounts of bending stiffness. Due to the weight
of the aluminium bars, the bolts and the nuts the
system will collapse in the oven when put in upright.

Demonstrator version 3

To get a system that is able to stand upright in the
oven, the focus is shifted from a planar demonstra-
tor to a spatial one. This iteration resulted in the
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demonstrator version 3, which is the final version.
This final version 3 is shown in figure 6. An elabora-
tion on this final demonstrator version can be found in
chapter 2, section 2. This demonstrator version is of
double symmetric nature, giving 4 connection points
for the wire flexures. Double symmetry is mainly
opted for because the herewith resulting cross shape
(red crosses in figure 6) provide an easy-to-use clamp-
ing interface for the torsion machine. Clamping is
realised by inserting two M3 bolt-nut combinations
into opposing holes in both of the red crosses for each
demonstrator. The torsion machine is able to clamp
to these bolts.

Figure 6: Representation of the final demonstrator.

For the demonstrator it is of importance that the
axial stiffness profile is sufficiently low such that the
PLA is able to provide the required critical buckling
load. Moreover the system should show a sufficiently
large bistable range of motion after shrinkage of the
PLA. Design parameters that are here of influence are:
the wire flexure diameter d, the wire flexure length L
and the flexure position with respect to the centre line
x. Since the gravity acting on the upper red cross is
collinear with the PLA shrinkage direction, the weight
of this steel assists in the flexure buckling. In the
dimensional design it must be assured that the weight
of the upper steel cross can be fully supported by
the wire flexures without buckling when being in the
upright position. If this would not be the case, the
additional effect of the shrinking PLA is redundant
and no point regarding the PLA shrinkage potential is
proven with this demonstrator. It is evident that the
aforementioned design parameters should be chosen
such that all requirements will be met.

For considerations regarding the design parameters
Euler’s Critical Load criterion is used [2]. The
formula for this critical load is shown in equation
1. Here Pcr is represented in newtons [N], E is the
Young’s Modulus [Pa] - 210 GPa for spring steel,
I is the second moment of inertia [m4] of which
the formulaic form is shown in equation 2. K is
the column effective length which is a dimensionless
factor. For this wire flexure situation, K yields a
recommended value of 1.2 [3]. L is the column length

[m], which is here considered to be one of the design
variables. d in equation 2 is the wire flexure diameter
[m], which is one of the other design variables. As
there are 4 wire flexures acting in parallel on the steel
cross, Pcr is premultiplied by 4. This is indicated by
the red number in equation 1.

Pcr = 4
π2EI

(KL)2
(1)

I =
πd4

64
(2)

Wire flexure diameter - Since both the wire
diameter d and the wire length L are independent
from each other according to equation 1, either of
the two can be chosen quasi-randomly. For the
wire flexures only a select amount of diameters are
commercially available. Moreover, the wire flexure
rods must be straight. This is not very common for
sub-millimetre wire diameters. A straight spring steel
wire with a diameter of 0.3 mm is chosen. Herewith
design variable d is fixed.

Wire flexure length - The mass of the red steel
cross is 12.58g. By multiplying this by the gravita-
tional constant of 9.81 m/s2 a weight of 0.123N is
found. As the 4 parallelly orientated wire flexures
should not buckle under this weight, it can be stated
that Pcr should at least be greater than 0.123N. When
combining this with the now available wire diameter
of 0.3mm, equation 1 can be used for determining the
maximum allowed wire length under which no buck-
ling occurs. Rearrangement of the equation 1 gives
equation 3.

L ≤
√

4π2EI

Pcr

1

K
(3)

When entering all variable values, equation 3
results in a maximum wire flexure length of 0.136
m. With this length the system is on the verge of
buckling. To be somewhat further from this limit
value, a wire flexure length of 0.1 m is chosen for
the demonstrator. A length of 0.1 m gives a Pcr of
0.229 N according to equation 1. 0.123 N (53.9%)
of the buckling force will be delivered by gravity.
This leaves 0.106 N (46.1%) of buckling force to be
delivered by the shrinking PLA.

Wire flexure position - The last design parame-
ter is the distance between the wire flexure connec-
tion point and the centreline that is defined by the
PLA beam. This distance is here indicated by x. As
presented in the work by Ahmad [4], distance x has
direct influence on the magnitude of the relative rota-
tion angle (θ) between the top and bottom cross for
a given middle beam shrinkage. Furthermore this ro-
tation angle is dependent on the previously set wire
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length L. The formula presented by Ahmad that re-
lates the system parameters to the rotation angle is
shown in equation 4. In this equation Sh is the con-
traction strain, lf is the wire flexure length [m] (in this
work indicated by design variable L) and lfr is the di-
rect distance [m] between the PLA centreline and the
wire flexure connection point on the steel cross (in
this work indicated by design variable x).

θ =
180

π

√
(2Sh − S2

h)
(lf )2

(lfr)2
(4)

In the here discussed case the wire length lf is set
to 0.1 m, giving lfr as the only variable to prescribe
the rotational angle for a given PLA shrinkage Sh. To
demonstrate proper functioning of the monostable-to-
bistable switch, a one-sided shrinkage induced rota-
tion angle of 45◦ is desired. The total range of mo-
tion equals twice the one-sided rotation, which would
thus give a total range of motion of 90◦. Although
at this point in the process no concrete PLA shrink-
age magnitudes are known, preliminary results have
shown that non-loaded PLA strips are able to con-
tract to shrinkage levels as much as 20%. It is here
assumed that shrinkage in this mildly loaded case will
reduce by one order of magnitude compared to shrink-
age in the non-loaded case. Based on the preliminary
tests this seems to be a realistic scaling. An attain-
able shrinkage strain of 2% will therefore be used here.
When inserting this value into equation 4 with the re-
quirement of having an approximate one-sided rota-
tion angle of 45◦, this gives a value for lfr of 0.0255 m.
The total direct distance between two opposing wire
flexure connections thus equals 0.051m. This value is
slightly increased to a distance of 0.055 m in the final
demonstrator.

Figure 7: Technical drawing of the steel cross. All dimensions
are in [mm].

The steel crosses are lasercut from 2 mm steel sheet
material. For the wire flexure connections holes with a
diameter of 1 mm are cut in the material. To provide
an interface with the torsion machine, holes with a

diameter of 3 mm are added to the crosses as well.
M3 bolt-nut combinations can be inserted in these
holes. The resulting steel cross dimensions are shown
in figure 7.

2. APDL simulation

A finite element (FE) simulation of the demonstrator
is made in ANSYS APDL version 2021 R2. The rea-
sons for having this simulation at hand are provided
in chapter 2, section 2.2.3. The code that is used can
be found in section 3 of this appendix.

In chapter 2 the following information is provided:

From chapter 2, section 2.2.3

“The goal of this simulation is not to model
the polymer shrinkage behaviour on a funda-
mental level. Instead, the material shrinkage is
imposed upon the PLA middle beam, hereby
forcing a relative rotational motion between
the top and bottom crosses. In this manner
the kinematic demonstrator behaviour is sim-
ulated. The simulation is performed fully in
the mechanical domain. Heat-induced PLA
shrinkage is realised by assigning a coefficient
of thermal expansion (CTE) to the PLA alone;
for the steel parts the CTE is set to 0. In
the first simulation step the ambient temper-
ature is lowered, resulting in PLA shrinkage
only. As a consequence of the PLA shrinkage,
the wire flexures will be prestressed. This re-
sults in flexure buckling when the critical buck-
ling load is exceeded. After buckling the sim-
ulation proceeds to the next step, where the
rotational snap-through behaviour of the now
bistable demonstrator is simulated.”

To relate a change in ambient temperature to a pre-
ferred PLA shrinkage in APDL, a relation between the
two must be defined. The definition of this relation is
elaborated on here. Variable names are indicated in
this text by the typewriter font. These exact vari-
able names can also be found in the APDL code that
is included in section 3.

First a desired shrinkage value (value between 0-
1) is defined in the variable set under the variable
name shrinkage. T delta (∆T ) is set as the applied
change in ambient temperature. This value is set to
100◦C. The formula for linear thermally induced ma-
terial shrinkage is shown in equation 5. By rewriting
this formula an expression for the coefficient of ther-
mal expansion α (CTE) can be found (equation 6).

∆L = α∆T L (5)

α =
∆L

∆T L
(6)
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α from equation 6 can be expressed in the variables
height, shrinkage and ∆T . Variable height repre-
sents the initial length of the PLA middle beam. This
results in equation 7.

α = ����height × shrinkage

∆T ×����height
=

shrinkage

∆T
(7)

Thermal shrinkage in APDL is defined by equation
8.

ϵ = α(TUNIF− TREF) (8)

In this equation TUNIF is the uniform temperature
that is assigned to all system nodes. In the here per-
formed simulation TUNIF is set to the ∆T value of
100◦C. TREF is the reference temperature that dic-
tates the thermal expansion. When substituting α in
equation 8 for equation 7, equation 9 results.

ϵ =
shrinkage

∆T
(∆T − TREF) (9)

In equation 9 variable TREF can thus be used to vary
the portion of applied material shrinkage of the PLA.
When TREF equals the value of ∆T , ϵ is 0. When TREF

equals 2∆T , ϵ will correspond to the strain that fol-
lows from the set shrinkage. The applied shrinkage
portion (prescribed by ∆T ≤TREF≤ 2∆T ) is utilized
for applying shrinkage in an increasing step-wise man-
ner over multiple time steps. This can be seen in the
APDL code (section 3) lines 175 to 294. When the de-
sired shrinkage is not imposed stepwise, the solution
will not converge.

3. APDL code

The APDL code for a PLAmiddle beam of dimensions
2 mm x 2 mm and a desired shrinkage magnitude of
3% is shown below. Between lines 21 to 47 (in blue)
material properties for PLA and steel are defined.
The material properties for steel are isotropic whereas
the material properties for the PLA are modelled
as transversely isotropic material. Lines 49 to 112
(green) define the geometric variables of the system.
To some nodes a small perturbation (rand disp) is
applied to include non-idealities. These non-idealities
are required for the system to be able to converge dur-
ing the buckling stage. Lines 114 to 153 are dedicated
to the meshing of the geometry. Line elements are
meshed into 50 elements each, as indicated by vari-
able MESH NO. The simulation includes geometric non-
linearity. For this reason the PRERR APDL-command
for finding the percent error in the structural energy
norm could unfortunately not be used to perform a
meshing convergence study. Therefore a convergence
study has been performed of which the results are
shown in figure 8. Convergence of the rotational mo-
tion of KeyPoint 5 (see figure 9) under axial PLA

shrinkage is used as convergence indicator. The con-
vergence criterion is set to a rotational difference that
should be smaller than 1e−4 for a subsequent increase
of the meshing number MESH NO. MESH NO is started
at a value of 10 and increased repeatedly by an addi-
tional value of 10. Convergence was found when going
from 40 divisions per element to 50 divisions per ele-
ment. A MESH NO value of 50 is therefore used in the
APDL simulations.

Figure 8: Results of the meshing convergence study.

Boundary conditions are applied in lines 155 to
160. KeyPoint 2 in figure 9 is constrained in all its
degrees of freedom. KeyPoint 5 in figure 9 has free-
dom in the translational and rotational Y-direction.
The Y-direction in this model is collinear with the
PLA middle beam. NSUBST is set to 200 for this
model. When the value of shrinkage is changed,
it sometimes is required to mildly alter the NSUBST

value by a few steps for the model to be able to
converge.

Some additional points of attention for this simula-
tion:

� The analysis type is static (ANTYPE,STATIC - line
18).

� Non-linearity is accounted for (NLGEOM,ON - line
168).

� 3D 2-node beam elements are used
(ET,1,BEAM188 - line 19).

� During rotation through the bistable
path the arc length method is enabled
(ARCLEN,ON,1e-1,1e-5 - line 298).

1 /CLEAR ,START

2
3 !set variables

4
5 height = 0.1

6 width = 0.055/2

7 shrinkage = 0.03

8 T_delta = 100

9 thermal_coef = shrinkage/T_delta

10 rand_disp = 0.0008

11 LOAD_VALUE = 2

12 MESH_NO = 50
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13 radius_strip = 0.00015

14
15 /PREP7

16 smrt ,off

17
18 ANTYPE ,STATIC

19 ET ,1,BEAM188

20
21 ! MATERIAL PROPERTIES - PLA

22 MPTEMP ,1,0

23 MPDATA ,DENS ,1,,1250

24 MPDATA ,EX ,1,,4.04E9

25 MPDATA ,EY ,1,,3.98E9

26 MPDATA ,EZ ,1,,4.04E9

27 MPDATA ,PRXY ,1,,0.34

28 MPDATA ,PRYZ ,1,,0.34

29 MPDATA ,PRXZ ,1,,0.37

30 MPDATA ,GXY ,1,,1.5

31 MPDATA ,GYZ ,1,,1.5

32 MPDATA ,GXZ ,1,,1.5

33 MPDATA ,CTEX ,1,,thermal_coef

34 MPDATA ,CTEY ,1,,thermal_coef

35 MPDATA ,CTEZ ,1,,thermal_coef

36
37 ! MATERIAL PROPERTIES - STEEL

38 MPDATA ,DENS ,3,,8000

39 MPDATA ,EX ,3,,210E9 !195

40 MPDATA ,EY ,3,,210E9

41 MPDATA ,EZ ,3,,210E9

42 MPDATA ,PRXY ,3,,0.3

43 MPDATA ,PRYZ ,3,,0.3

44 MPDATA ,PRXZ ,3,,0.3

45 MPDATA ,CTEX ,3,,0

46 MPDATA ,CTEY ,3,,0

47 MPDATA ,CTEZ ,3,,0

48
49 ! DEFINE CROSS SECTIONS

50 ! STEEL BEAM

51 SECTYPE ,1,BEAM ,RECT ,,0

52 SECOFFSET ,CENT

53 SECDATA , 0.002, 0.00675

54
55 SECTYPE ,2,BEAM ,CSOLID ,,0

56 SECOFFSET ,CENT

57 SECDATA ,radius_strip ,10,4

58
59 ! PLA MIDDLE BEAM

60 SECTYPE ,3,BEAM ,RECT ,,0

61 SECOFFSET ,CENT

62 SECDATA , 0.002, 0.002

63
64 ! DEFINE KEYPOINTS

65 K,1,-width ,-height /2,0

66 K,2,0,-height /2,0

67 K,3,width ,-height /2,0

68 K,4,width ,height/2,rand_disp

69 K,5,0,height /2,0

70 K,6,-width ,height/2,-rand_disp

71 K,7,width ,0+ rand_disp /2

72 K,8,-width ,0-rand_disp /2

73 K,9,0,-height/2,-width

74 K,10,0,-height/2,width

75 K,11,rand_disp ,height/2,-width

76 K,12,-rand_disp ,height/2,width

77 K,13, rand_disp/2,0,-width

78 K,14,- rand_disp /2,0,width

79
80 ! Define Lines , index on sections

81 ! STEEL FRAME

82 *GET ,Line_ID1 ,LINE ,0,NUM ,MAXD

83 L,1,2

84 L,2,3

85 L,4,5

86 L,5,6

87
88 ! PLA

89 *GET ,Line_ID2 ,LINE ,0,NUM ,MAXD

90 L,2,5

91
92 ! STEEL

93 *GET ,Line_ID3 ,LINE ,0,NUM ,MAXD

94 L,1,8

95 L,8,6

96 L,3,7

97 L,7,4

98 *GET ,Line_ID4 ,LINE ,0,NUM ,MAXD

99
100 ! STEEL FRAME ROTATED

101 L,2,9

102 L,2,10

103 L,5,11

104 L,5,12

105 *GET ,Line_ID5 ,LINE ,0,NUM ,MAXD

106
107 ! STEEL STRIP ROTATED

108 L,11,13

109 L,9,13

110 L,10,14

111 L,14,12

112 *GET ,Line_ID6 ,LINE ,0,NUM ,MAXD

113
114 ! MESHING OF LINES

115 ! STEEL FRAME

116 TYPE ,1

117 SECNUM ,1

118 LSEL ,S,LINE ,,Line_ID1+1,Line_ID2

119 LESIZE ,ALL ,,,MESH_NO

120 MAT ,3

121 LMESH ,ALL

122
123 ! PLA MIDDLE BEAM

124 TYPE ,1

125 SECNUM ,3

126 LSEL ,S,LINE ,,Line_ID2+1,Line_ID3

127 LESIZE ,ALL ,,,MESH_NO

128 MAT ,1

129 LMESH ,ALL

130
131 ! WIRE FLEXURE

132 TYPE ,1

133 SECNUM ,2

134 LSEL ,S,LINE ,,Line_ID3+1,Line_ID4

135 LESIZE ,ALL ,,,MESH_NO

136 MAT ,3

137 LMESH ,ALL

138
139 ! STEEL FRAME ROTATED

140 TYPE ,1

141 SECNUM ,1

142 LSEL ,S,LINE ,,Line_ID4+1,Line_ID5

143 LESIZE ,ALL ,,,MESH_NO

144 MAT ,3

145 LMESH ,ALL

146
147 ! WIRE FLEXURE

148 TYPE ,1

149 SECNUM ,2

150 LSEL ,S,LINE ,,Line_ID5+1,Line_ID6

151 LESIZE ,ALL ,,,MESH_NO

152 MAT ,3

153 LMESH ,ALL

154
155 ! BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

156 DK ,2,ALL

157 DK ,5,UX

158 DK ,5,UZ
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159 DK ,5,ROTZ

160 DK ,5,ROTX

161
162 /ESHAPE ,1

163 PSTRES ,ON

164 FINISH

165 /OUTPUT ,SCRATCH

166
167 /SOLUTION

168 NLGEOM ,ON

169 ANTYPE ,STATIC

170 OUTRES ,all ,all

171 ARCLEN ,OFF

172 NSUBST ,200

173 TUNIF ,T_delta

174
175 ! STEP 1

176 TIME ,0

177 TREF ,T_delta

178 SOLVE

179
180 ! STEP 2

181 TIME ,0.05

182 TREF ,T_delta+T_delta *0.001

183 !FK ,5,MY , -0.01

184 SOLVE

185
186 ! STEP 3

187 TIME ,0.1

188 TREF ,T_delta+T_delta *0.005

189 SOLVE

190
191 ! STEP 4

192 TIME ,0.15

193 TREF ,T_delta+T_delta *0.01

194 SOLVE

195
196 ! STEP 5

197 TIME ,0.2

198 TREF ,T_delta+T_delta *0.02

199 SOLVE

200
201 ! STEP 6

202 TIME ,0.25

203 TREF ,T_delta+T_delta *0.04

204 SOLVE

205
206 ! STEP 7

207 TIME ,0.3

208 TREF ,T_delta+T_delta *0.06

209 SOLVE

210
211 ! STEP 8

212 TIME ,0.35

213 TREF ,T_delta+T_delta *0.08

214 SOLVE

215
216 ! STEP 9

217 TIME ,0.4

218 TREF ,T_delta+T_delta *0.1

219 SOLVE

220
221 ! STEP 10

222 TIME ,0.45

223 TREF ,T_delta+T_delta *0.15

224 SOLVE

225
226 ! STEP 11

227 TIME ,0.5

228 TREF ,T_delta+T_delta *0.2

229 SOLVE

230
231 ! STEP 12

232 TIME ,0.55

233 TREF ,T_delta+T_delta *0.25

234 SOLVE

235
236 ! STEP 13

237 TIME ,0.6

238 TREF ,T_delta+T_delta *0.3

239 SOLVE

240
241 ! STEP 14

242 TIME ,0.65

243 TREF ,T_delta+T_delta *0.35

244 SOLVE

245
246 ! STEP 15

247 TIME ,0.7

248 TREF ,T_delta+T_delta *0.4

249 SOLVE

250
251 ! STEP 16

252 TIME ,0.75

253 TREF ,T_delta+T_delta *0.45

254 SOLVE

255
256 ! STEP 17

257 TIME ,0.8

258 TREF ,T_delta+T_delta *0.5

259 SOLVE

260
261 ! STEP 18

262 TIME ,0.85

263 TREF ,T_delta+T_delta *0.55

264 SOLVE

265
266 ! STEP 19

267 TIME ,0.9

268 TREF ,T_delta+T_delta *0.6

269 SOLVE

270
271 ! STEP 20

272 TIME ,0.95

273 TREF ,T_delta+T_delta *0.7

274 SOLVE

275
276 ! STEP 21

277 TIME ,1

278 TREF ,T_delta+T_delta *0.8

279 SOLVE

280
281 ! STEP 22

282 TIME ,1.05

283 TREF ,T_delta+T_delta *0.85

284 SOLVE

285
286 ! STEP 23

287 TIME ,1.1

288 TREF ,T_delta+T_delta *0.9

289 SOLVE

290
291 ! STEP 24

292 TIME ,1.15

293 TREF ,T_delta+T_delta *1

294 SOLVE

295
296 ! STEP 25

297 TIME ,1.5

298 ARCLEN ,ON ,1e-1,1e-5

299 FK ,5,MY,LOAD_VALUE

300 SOLVE

301
302 /OUTPUT

303 FINISH

304
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305 /POST26

306 NSOL ,2,103,ROT ,Y

307 RFORCE ,4,2,M,Y

308 PROD ,5,4,,,,,,-1000

309 PRVAR ,4

310 /AXLAB ,X, ROTATION (rad)

311 /AXLAB ,Y, TOTAL LOAD (Nm)

312 /GRID ,1

313 /XRANGE ,-1.4 ,1.4

314 /YRANGE ,-5,5

315 XVAR ,2

316 PLVAR ,5

317 /NOERASE

318 /ERASE

319
320 FINISH

Figure 9: Model in ANSYS APDL, including the material prop-
erties that are used.

From this ANSYS model both the tangent stiffness
as well as the secant stiffness as experienced by the
PLA middle beam can be determined. Due to the ro-
tational buckling behaviour of the wire flexures, the
axial stiffness as experienced by the shrinking PLA is
not linear. Both the tangent stiffness profile as well
as the secant stiffness profile can be extracted from
the force-displacement graph as shown in figure 10a.
The tangent stiffness is shown figure 10b. A total ax-
ial shrinkage of 5 mm for a PLA beam of 100 mm
(5% shrinkage) is simulated for. The secant stiffness
is calculated by using equation 10. For determination
of the secant stiffness a shrinkage value of 3 mm (3%)
shrinkage is taken. This shrinkage value seems to be
well attainable based on preliminary testing. In equa-
tion 10 s represents the axial shrinkage magnitude as
shown on the horizontal axes of figures 10a and 10b.

Ksec =
Fs=0.003 − Fs=0

0.003
(10)

By using equation 10 a secant axial stiffness of 0.195
N/mm is obtained.

(a) APDL simulation of the axial force profile of the buckling wire
flexures.

(b) APDL simulation of the axial stiffness profile of the buckling
wire flexures.

Figure 10: Results from the APDL simulation regarding the
axial stiffness and the axial force profile.

4. Building procedure

For assembly of the demonstrator, heat-resistant
cyanoacrylate glue is used (MESA products, Almelo,
The Netherlands). This glue has a curing time of
24 hours, implying that the to be glued parts should
be constrained properly for this complete duration.
Moreover, the wire flexures should be glued into the
steel crosses as perpendicular as possible to prevent
significantly lower buckling stiffness or unequal sta-
bility states when being bistable. Assembly of the
demonstrator is split up in two parts. First all wire
flexures are glued to the bottom cross and cured for
24 hours. To assure a straight connection between the
wire flexure and the steel cross, special holders are 3D
printed. These holders are shown in figure 11.

In the second assembly step the top cross is glued
onto the system and cured for 24 hours. To again as-
sure the straight connection between the wire flexure
and the cross, and moreover to have a correct dis-
tance between both crosses, a tower-like geometry is
3D printed that is put between the crosses during the
curing time of the glue. This geometry is shown in
figure 12.

As final step a PLA beam needs to be 3D printed
such that it can be inserted in the demonstrator. The
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Figure 11: 3D printed holders (grey) are used during the man-
ufacturing process to assure a straight and perpendicular glue
connection between the steel cross and the wire flexure during
glue curing.

Figure 12: 3D printed tower-like geometries (grey), used to as-
sure straight connections of the wire flexures during glue curing.
These geometries are also used to set the correct distance be-
tween the two crosses.

design variables for this beam follow from the param-
eter study as performed in chapter 2.

5. Testing procedure

Testing of the demonstrator can roughly be split up in
two separate parts; heating of the demonstrator and
torsion testing. First the demonstrator is heated in
the oven due to which the PLA will start shrinking.
Consequently, the wire flexures will buckle when the
applied compressive forces surpass the buckling force
of the 4 wire flexures combined. As a result of this
buckling the top cross will start to rotate with respect
to the bottom cross around the centreline that is de-
fined by the PLA beam. PLA loses its bending stiff-
ness when heated above the Tg. To prevent potential
sideways collapse of the demonstrator when heated,
the demonstrator is put in a cylindrical glass with a

slightly larger inner diameter than the outer diameter
of the crosses. In case of sideways motion this glass
prevents tipping over of the demonstrator. When the
predefined heating time has passed, the assembly is
taken out of the oven and the shrinkage of the PLA is
determined. Also the rotation angle between the top
and bottom cross is recorded.

The second step of testing is torsion testing. The
machine that is used for this is the ZwickRoell Z005
torsion machine (ZwickRoell GmbH & Co. KG, Ulm,
Germany). Before insertion into this machine is possi-
ble, first M3 bolts-nut combinations need to be added
to the demonstrator to provide a clamping interface
for the machine. This is shown in figure 13.

Figure 13: M3 bolt-nut combinations are inserted in the demon-
strator to provide an interface with the torsion machine.

First, the bottom cross is connected to the torsion
machine by aligning the axis of rotation of the tor-
sion machine with the axis of rotation of the demon-
strator. This aligning is done manually. When prop-
erly aligned, the clamping mechanism of the torsion
machine is fastened. Hereafter the height of the top
clamping mechanism is adjusted to be in line with
the demonstrator’s clamping interface. The clamping
procedure as mentioned above is repeated for clamp-
ing the top. With both sides clamped, the torsion
tests can be executed. The applied rotation angle is
iteratively increased in order to not go beyond the al-
lowed range of motion. Iterative increasing of this an-
gle is done up to the point where a full bistable switch
has been performed (i.e. up to the point where the
torque reaches a value of 0 Nmm).

6. Possible further extension of the demon-
strator

Initially the goal for the demonstrator was to have
a fully printed geometry in which no use of steel
parts or glue was required. This fully printed ge-
ometry, in which the desired monostable-to-bistable
transition could be made, would then be created by
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simultaneously printing with two different materi-
als in a single FFF printer (i.e. using a dual noz-
zle FFF printer). When the two separate materials
that are used have Tgs that lie sufficiently far apart
from each other, heat-induced shrinkage can be en-
abled in one of the materials while the other mate-
rial remains as is. A heating temperature Theating

should then be selected that adheres to the following:
Tg,mat1 ≤ Theating ≤ Tg,mat2. Due to time and money
constraints this fully printed demonstrator idea was
only worked out on a conceptual level. The results
of this conceptual design phase are presented in this
section and they can be used as an onset for future
work on this topic.

As a first step the two materials should be cho-
sen correctly such that heat-induced shrinkage can
take place only for the material with the lowest Tg.
Multiple thermal factors need to be considered that
might negatively influence the general shrinkage be-
haviour of the demonstrator. These thermal factors
are the Tg, the melting temperature (Tm), the re-
quired print nozzle temperature (Tn) and the heated
bed temperature (Tb). T will here be used to indi-
cate the variable ambient temperature that can be
set to enable material shrinkage. As shrinkage is en-
abled when T > Tg, a material combination in which
e.g. Tg,mat1 < Tb,mat2 will result in problems. Here
shrinkage of material 1 will be enabled already dur-
ing the printing process by the required heated bed
temperature of material 2. The relations between the
different thermal requirements of the two materials
that are used are shown in matrix form in table 1.
When a thermal factor of material 1 has no influence
on another thermal factor of material 2, this is indi-
cated with − in the matrix.

Table 1: Matrix representation of requirements on the ther-
mal factors between the shrinking material (mat1) and non-
shrinking material (mat2). The symbolic relations should be
read by putting mat1 on the left side of the operator and mat2
on the right side, e.g. Tx,mat1 > (or <) Ty,mat2.

Tg,mat2 Tm,mat2 Tn,mat2 Tb,mat2

Tg,mat1 < < > >
Tm,mat1 > − > >
Tn,mat1 < < − −
Tb,mat1 < < − −

A list of the most common FFF filament materials
is shown in table 2. In the first column the material
name is provided. In the second column an indication
is given on whether the material qualifies as amor-
phous (A) or semi-crystalline (SC). Semi-crystalline
materials have a rather strictly defined Tg and Tm.
The existence of the Tg in SC materials can be di-
rectly attributed to the amorphous portion of the
material; fully crystalline material does not show a
glassy-to-rubbery transition, this is a property that
only is found for amorphous materials. On the con-
trary, the Tm in SC materials is directly caused by the

crystalline portion of the material. Fully crystalline
material does show a clear glassy-to-(rubbery)liquid
transition at Tm, which cannot be found in fully
amorphous material. SC materials thus have a Tg

and a Tm, whereas fully amorphous materials only
have a Tg. For amorphous materials the rubbery-
to-(rubbery)liquid transition is very gradual. Here
the viscosity of the polymeric material increasingly
reduces for an increasing temperature [5, 6]. In table
2 Tm values are still provided for the fully amorphous
materials. These values are thus not actual melting
points, but they rather represent temperatures that
lie sufficiently far into the rubbery range by which
the material can be considered to be a low viscosity
polymer [7].

Table 2: Most common FFF printing materials with their Tg

[8] and Tm [7]

Material SC/A Tg Tm

PEEK SC 143◦C 357◦C
PEI A 215◦C 340◦C
PA12 SC 40◦C 180◦C
PA11 SC 40◦C 187◦C
PA6 SC 60◦C 223◦C
TPU SC 60◦C 146◦C
PETG A 80◦C 264◦C
PC A 150◦C 265◦C
PPE A 105◦C 320◦C
PP SC -15◦C 179◦C
PE SC -110◦C 141◦C
PLA SC 60◦C 180◦C
ABS A 96◦C 200◦C
PS A 90◦C 242◦C
HIPS A 90◦C 242◦C
PVC A 80◦C 220◦C

In the study as presented in chapter 2, the focus
is on PLA as the shrinking material. As knowledge
is hereby gained on the behaviour of PLA, this ma-
terial will be kept as the shrinking material in the
current investigation as well. Material 1 as men-
tioned in table 1 is therefore PLA. By setting PLA
as the shrinking material, the material requirements
on material 2 that follow from table 1 are also directly
known. Solely based on the Tg and Tm requirements
as shown in table 1 this leaves PEEK, PC, PPE, ABS,
PS, HIPS and PVC as feasible options. The differ-
ence between Tg,mat1 and Tg,mat2 should be sufficiently
large such that only the material with the lowest Tg

will be activated during heat introduction whilst the
other material remains unaffected. In order to assure
this, the following additional criterion is introduced:
Tg,mat2 ≥ Tg,PLA + 50◦C. With this additional crite-
rion only PEEK and PC remain as feasible materials.

PEEK requires a printing nozzle temperature be-
tween 370◦C - 450 ◦C and a heated bed temperature
between 120◦C - 150 ◦C [9]. PC needs a nozzle tem-
perature between 260◦C - 310◦C and a heated bed
temperature between 80◦C-120◦C [10]. PLA has a
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printing nozzle temperature between 190◦C - 220◦C
and a heated bed temperature between 55◦C - 70◦C
[11]. This results in table 3 for the combination of
PLA and PEEK and in table 4 for the combination
of PLA and PC.

Table 3: Matrix representation of requirements on the ther-
mal factors between the shrinking material (PLA) and non-
shrinking material (PEEK). When the operator is coloured
green the criterion is met, when the operator is coloured red
the criterion is not met.

Tg,PEEK Tm,PEEK Tn,PEEK Tb,PEEK

Tg,PLA < < > >
Tm,PLA > − > >
Tn,PLA < < − −
Tb,PLA < < − −

Table 4: Matrix representation of requirements on the ther-
mal factors between the shrinking material (PLA) and non-
shrinking material (PC). When the operator is coloured green
the criterion is met, when the operator is coloured red the cri-
terion is not met.

Tg,PC Tm,PC Tn,PC Tb,PC

Tg,PLA < < >(1) >(2)

Tm,PLA > − >(3) >
Tn,PLA < < − −
Tb,PLA < < − −

In table 3 four criteria are indicated in red. As
Tg,PEEK, Tm,PEEK, Tn,PEEK and Tb,PEEK are all signif-
icantly higher than the corresponding values for PLA,
this might impose significant heat-induced shrinkage
problems already during the printing process. In ta-
ble 4 three criteria are marked in red. These criteria
are numbered from 1 to 3. Remarks on these points,
as well as an interpretation of the severity of these
failed requirements are discussed below.

1. Tg,PLA < Tn,PC indicates that during printing the
temperature of the nozzle for PC might enable
the shape memory effect in the deposited PLA
layers, resulting in shrinkage and warping dur-
ing printing. Tg,PLA has a value of 60◦C whereas
Tn,PC has a lower bound value of around 260◦C.
Even though this difference of 200◦C seems sig-
nificant, the Tn,PC is not directly imposed on the
deposited materials. This is underlined by the
fact that the upper bound of Tn,PLA itself has
a value of 220◦C. Extruded filament material
quickly cools down when it leaves the hot end
of the FFF printer. Although it should still be
tested for, the additional 40◦C for Tn,PC with re-
spect to Tn,PLA is deemed to be not problematic.

2. Tg,PLA < Tb,PC indicates that during print-
ing, the heated bed temperature of PC (lower
bound of 80◦C) is higher than the Tg of PLA
(60◦C). When adhering to these values, the
heated bed temperature required for PC will en-
able the shape memory effect in the PLA layers

that have already been printed. The heated bed
temperature mainly has the purpose of achiev-
ing proper layer-to-bed adhesion for the first few
print layers [12]. Leaving the recommended Tb

range could pose problems on adhesion for the
first few layers of PC. The printing process it-
self is however not negatively affected. By keep-
ing the bed temperature at the Tb value for PLA
(55◦C) there might not be any problems. Here
additional testing should be performed to assess
whether PC adheres to the print bed at lower
print bed temperatures.

3. Tm,PLA < Tn,PC indicates that the melting tem-
perature of PLA (180◦C) is lower than the noz-
zle temperature of PC (260◦C). This could mean
that during printing the PLA starts melting when
PC layers are printed close to the already de-
posited PLA layers. Here the same argumenta-
tion as for remark 1 as mentioned above can be
given. The nozzle temperature itself is not di-
rectly transferred to the deposited material, but
rather it is used to heat up the to be printed
material within the nozzle. From the moment
of heating up to the moment of deposition, al-
ready significant cooling has taken place. As it
is expected that Tn,PC does not influence Tg,PLA

(remark 1), the same can be expected for Tm,PLA.
As with the previous two remarks also here ad-
ditional testing is required to confirm this suspi-
cion.

A printing combination of PLA with PC would
likely be the best option for a dual material and
fully printed demonstrator. Given the requirements
of both PLA and PC, a dual-material FFF printer
like the Raise3D Pro 2 [13] can be used for this.
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Appendix D: G-code layer stacking in Matlab

1. Requirement of the stacking script

FFF printers sequentially execute commands that are
provided by a g-code file. G-code can be created
from CAD models by using a slicer program. Many
slicers are available, with some of the more widely
known programs being PrusaSlicer, Ultimaker Cura
and Slic3r. All of the aforementioned programs are
freeware and open source. For the study as presented
in chapter 2, some requirements were needed for the
generation of g-code that could not, or only in lim-
ited form, be provided by the slicing software. For
this study as many non-investigated variables as pos-
sible should be excluded. Some variations that slicers
add to their generated g-code by default are, amongst
others:

� A different layer thickness for the first deposited
layer than for all subsequent layers.

� A different nozzle temperature for the first de-
posited layer than for all subsequent layers.

� A different printing speed for the first deposited
layer than for all subsequent layers.

� A fan cooling speed that depends on the layer
height and the type of filling (e.g. first layer,
perimeter, solid layer).

� A slightly displaced deposition pattern for each
subsequent layer.

Generally these settings are applied layer-wide, mean-
ing that values only change when changing to the next
slice of the model (i.e. changes in variables are only
dependent on the Z-direction). Although exceptions
to this exist, for now it is assumed that this holds
for all slicing variables. Additionally, the parallel

rectilinear printing pattern appeared to not always
work properly.

To assure that the influence of variations in the
above mentioned parameters is kept as small as pos-
sible, a MATLAB code has been created that is able
to extract a single print layer (i.e. one single slice)
from a g-code file and duplicate this layer for a set
amount of times in the Z-direction (i.e. the height
direction within the printing volume). The current
state of this code is only applicable to models that
show no dimensional variations in the Z-direction.

2. Usage of the code

For using this stacking code, first a g-code file of a
single slice must be available. In the here provided
example a block of dimensions 40x10x1 (L [mm] x W
[mm] x H [mm]) will be prepared for printing. This
block is shown in figure 1. The CAD model of this

block is made in SolidWorks (v2019) and slicing is
done in PrusaSlicer (v2.4.2).

Figure 1: CAD model of the block.

As a first step a duplicate of the CAD model is
made. The height of the model in this duplicate file
must be reduced to exactly match the height of the
first extruded layer as defined in the slicing software.
For PrusaSlicer the default value for the thickness of
the first layer is 0.2 mm. This results in the CAD
model that is shown in figure 2. This model must be
exported to a file that can be imported in the slicing
software. For this example a .STL file is chosen for.

Figure 2: CAD model of the block with reduced height.

The next step is to import the .STL file in the slic-
ing software. In the slicer brims, rafts and skirts
should be disabled. Moreover, a correct printing
speed should be set. N.B. this printing speed will
be the printing speed that is applied to the complete
model. When these settings are adjusted properly the
model can be sliced. This should now result in the file
as shown in figure 3. It is important to assure that
only 1 layer is sliced by the Slicer. If this is not the
case, most likely the layer height of the first layer in
the slicer software should be adjusted.

The sliced model can now be exported to a g-code
file via the export function in the slicer software. The
name that is assigned to the g-code that is here cre-
ated is block.gcode. This code can be found in sec-
tion 4.

As a next step markers need to be manually
added to the g-code such that the MATLAB script
is able to recognize all commands that make up
this single slice. The begin marker is defined as “;
begin layer 1” in the MATLAB script. Another
marker tag can be used, but it should accordingly
be changed in the MATLAB code (line 13 - see sec-
tion 3). The begin marker should be placed between
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Figure 3: Sliced representation of the block with reduced
height.

lines ;0.2 and ; printing object block.STL id:0

copy 0, which are lines 56 and 57 in the code in sec-
tion 4 respectively. The end marker is defined as “;
end layer 1”. Again this marker tag can be changed
if desired. The end marker should be placed after all
commands that make up the first slice, but before the
place where the end sequence of the printer is entered.
The marker should therefore be placed between M107

and ; TYPE:Custom, which are lines 155 and 156 re-
spectively in the code in section 4.

When the markers are added to the g-code file,
the file can be saved under the same name, i.e.
block.gcode in this case. The layer stacking.m

file (see section 3) can be opened in MATLAB. Some
parameters in the m-file can be adjusted by the user.
In line 5 the number of layer multiplications can be
entered. For the current example this value is set to
4 multiplications, resulting in a total of 5 layers. In
line 6 the layer height for the first layer as defined in
the slicer software is entered; 0.2 mm for the current
case. This results in 5 layers with each a height of
0.2 mm. The total height of 1 mm will hereby again
be obtained. In line 7 the name of the g-code file is
entered, being block for this example. N.B. the ex-
tension .gcode must not be added here. As a final
step the correct directory of the g-code file should be
entered in line 58. The MATLAB script can now be
executed and block 4layers 0.2mm incr.gcode (see
section 5) is the result. This code can now be directly
used on a FFF printer to print a PLA block of dimen-
sions 40x10x1 mm3 while assuring that print settings
are consistent over all printed layers.

3. The layer stacking.m MATLAB code

1 %% Gcode layer stacking code
2 clear all; close all; clc;
3 %% Parameters
4

5 no_layers = 4;
6 z_incr = 0.2;
7 doc_name = "block ";
8 ext = ".gcode ";
9 full_name = append(doc_name ,ext);

10 gcode = fileread(full_name);
11

12 A = regexp(fileread(full_name),’\n’,’split ’)’;

13 start_line = find(contains(A,’; begin layer 1’)
);

14 end_line = find(contains(A,’; end layer 1’));
15 steps = end_line -start_line +1;
16

17 % insert G1 Z.2 F720 after start_line
18 ins = cellstr(append ("G1 Z",num2str(z_incr) ,"

F720"));
19 A_beg = A(1: start_line);
20 A_end = A(start_line +1: end);
21 A = [A_beg;ins;A_end ];
22 end_line = end_line +1;
23

24 for i = 1: no_layers
25 newlayer (:,:) = A(start_line:end_line);
26 newlayer (1) = cellstr(sprintf ("; begin

layer %f",i+1));
27 newlayer(end) = cellstr(sprintf ("; end

layer %f",i+1));
28 height_change = find(contains(newlayer ,’ Z’

));
29

30 for j = 1: length(height_change)
31 temp_line = newlayer(height_change(j));
32 idx = strfind(temp_line ,"Z");
33 idx2 = strfind(temp_line ," ");
34 first_part = extractBefore(temp_line ,"Z

");
35 Z_val = extractBetween(temp_line ,"Z","

");
36 Z_val2 = cellstr(append ("Z",num2str(

str2num(char(Z_val))+z_incr*i)));
37 last_part = extractAfter(temp_line ,

Z_val);
38 new_line = append(char(first_part),

Z_val2 ,char(last_part));
39 newlayer(height_change(j)) = new_line;
40 end
41

42 newlayer_stored (:,i) = newlayer;
43 end
44

45 A_first = A(1: end_line);
46 A_last = A(end_line +1:end);
47 A_new = A_first;
48

49 for k = 1: no_layers
50 A_new = [A_new;newlayer_stored (:,k)];
51 end
52 A_new = [A_new; A_last ];
53

54 writecell(A_new ,append(doc_name ,"_",num2str(
no_layers) ,"layers_",num2str(z_incr) ,"
mm_incr.txt") ,"QuoteStrings ",0);

55

56 %% Change to G-code
57

58 directory = ’C:\...’;
59 file = fullfile(directory , append(doc_name ,"_",

num2str(no_layers),"layers_",num2str(z_incr
),"mm_incr.txt"));

60 [tempDir , tempFile] = fileparts(file);
61 status = copyfile(file , fullfile(tempDir ,

append(tempFile ,’.gcode ’)))
62

63 name_file = append(doc_name ,"_",num2str(
no_layers) ,"layers_",num2str(z_incr) ,"
mm_incr.txt")

64 delete(name_file)
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4. The g-code from PrusaSlicer - Block.gcode

1 ; generated by PrusaSlicer 2.4.2+ win64 on
2022 -09 -05 at 12:52:59 UTC

2

3 ;
4

5 ; external perimeters extrusion width = 0.45mm
6 ; perimeters extrusion width = 0.45mm
7 ; infill extrusion width = 0.45mm
8 ; solid infill extrusion width = 0.45mm
9 ; top infill extrusion width = 0.45mm

10 ; first layer extrusion width = 0.42mm
11

12 M73 P0 R0
13 M201 X9000 Y9000 Z500 E10000 ; sets maximum

accelerations , mm/sec^2
14 M203 X500 Y500 Z12 E120 ; sets maximum

feedrates , mm / sec
15 M204 P2000 R1500 T2000 ; sets acceleration (P,

T) and retract acceleration (R), mm/sec^2
16 M205 X10 .00 Y10 .00 Z0.20 E4.50 ; sets the jerk

limits , mm/sec
17 M205 S0 T0 ; sets the minimum extruding and

travel feed rate , mm/sec
18 M107
19 ;TYPE:Custom
20 M862.3 P "MK2.5" ; printer model check
21 M862.1 P0.4 ; nozzle diameter check
22 M115 U3.11.0 ; tell printer latest fw version
23 G90 ; use absolute coordinates
24 M83 ; extruder relative mode
25 M104 S215 ; set extruder temp
26 M140 S60 ; set bed temp
27 M190 S60 ; wait for bed temp
28 M109 S215 ; wait for extruder temp
29 G28 W ; home all without mesh bed level
30 G80 ; mesh bed leveling
31 G1 Z0.2 F720
32 G1 Y-3 F1000 ; go outside print area
33 G92 E0
34 G1 X60 E9 F1000 ; intro line
35 G1 X100 E12.5 F1000 ; intro line
36 G92 E0
37 G21 ; set units to millimeters
38 G90 ; use absolute coordinates
39 M83 ; use relative distances for extrusion
40 M900 K0.05 ; Filament gcode LA 1.5
41 M900 K30 ; Filament gcode LA 1.0
42 M107
43 ;LAYER_CHANGE
44 ;Z:0.2
45 ;HEIGHT :0.2
46 ;BEFORE_LAYER_CHANGE
47 G92 E0.0
48 ;0.2
49

50

51 M73 P11 R0
52 G1 E-.8 F2100
53 M73 P19 R0
54 G1 Z.4 F720
55 ;AFTER_LAYER_CHANGE
56 ;0.2
57 ; printing object block.STL id:0 copy 0
58 G1 X105 .219 Y109 .608 F10800
59 G1 Z.2 F720
60 M73 P21 R0
61 G1 E.8 F2100
62 M204 S800
63 ;TYPE:Solid infill
64 ;WIDTH :0.42692
65 G1 F3600
66 G1 X144 .611 Y109 .608 E1 .2578
67 G1 X144 .611 Y109 .224 E.01226
68 M73 P23 R0
69 G1 X105 .389 Y109 .224 E1 .25238
70 M73 P24 R0
71 G1 X105 .389 Y108 .84 E.01226
72 M73 P26 R0
73 G1 X144 .611 Y108 .84 E1 .25238
74 G1 X144 .611 Y108 .456 E.01226
75 M73 P28 R0
76 G1 X105 .389 Y108 .456 E1 .25238
77 G1 X105 .389 Y108 .072 E.01226

78 M73 P30 R0
79 G1 X144 .611 Y108 .072 E1 .25238
80 G1 X144 .611 Y107 .688 E.01226
81 M73 P32 R0
82 G1 X105 .389 Y107 .688 E1 .25238
83 M73 P33 R0
84 G1 X105 .389 Y107 .304 E.01226
85 M73 P35 R0
86 G1 X144 .611 Y107 .304 E1 .25238
87 G1 X144 .611 Y106 .92 E.01226
88 M73 P37 R0
89 G1 X105 .389 Y106 .92 E1 .25238
90 G1 X105 .389 Y106 .536 E.01226
91 M73 P39 R0
92 G1 X144 .611 Y106 .536 E1 .25238
93 G1 X144 .611 Y106 .152 E.01226
94 M73 P41 R0
95 G1 X105 .389 Y106 .152 E1 .25238
96 M73 P42 R0
97 G1 X105 .389 Y105 .768 E.01226
98 M73 P44 R0
99 G1 X144 .611 Y105 .768 E1 .25238

100 G1 X144 .611 Y105 .384 E.01226
101 M73 P46 R0
102 G1 X105 .389 Y105 .384 E1 .25238
103 G1 X105 .389 Y105 E.01226
104 M73 P48 R0
105 G1 X144 .611 Y105 E1 .25238
106 G1 X144 .611 Y104 .616 E.01226
107 M73 P50 R0
108 G1 X105 .389 Y104 .616 E1 .25238
109 M73 P51 R0
110 G1 X105 .389 Y104 .232 E.01226
111 M73 P53 R0
112 G1 X144 .611 Y104 .232 E1 .25238
113 G1 X144 .611 Y103 .848 E.01226
114 M73 P55 R0
115 G1 X105 .389 Y103 .848 E1 .25238
116 G1 X105 .389 Y103 .464 E.01226
117 M73 P57 R0
118 G1 X144 .611 Y103 .464 E1 .25238
119 G1 X144 .611 Y103 .08 E.01226
120 M73 P59 R0
121 G1 X105 .389 Y103 .08 E1 .25238
122 M73 P60 R0
123 G1 X105 .389 Y102 .696 E.01226
124 M73 P62 R0
125 G1 X144 .611 Y102 .696 E1 .25238
126 G1 X144 .611 Y102 .312 E.01226
127 M73 P64 R0
128 G1 X105 .389 Y102 .312 E1 .25238
129 G1 X105 .389 Y101 .928 E.01226
130 M73 P66 R0
131 G1 X144 .611 Y101 .928 E1 .25238
132 G1 X144 .611 Y101 .544 E.01226
133 M73 P68 R0
134 G1 X105 .389 Y101 .544 E1 .25238
135 M73 P69 R0
136 G1 X105 .389 Y101 .16 E.01226
137 M73 P71 R0
138 G1 X144 .611 Y101 .16 E1 .25238
139 G1 X144 .611 Y100 .776 E.01226
140 M73 P73 R0
141 G1 X105 .389 Y100 .776 E1 .25238
142 G1 X105 .389 Y100 .392 E.01226
143 M73 P75 R0
144 G1 X144 .781 Y100 .392 E1 .2578
145 M204 S1000
146 ; stop printing object block.STL id:0 copy 0
147 ;WIPE_START
148 G1 F8640;_WIPE
149 M73 P77 R0
150 G1 X141 .49 Y100 .392 E-.76
151 ;WIPE_END
152 G1 E-.04 F2100
153 M73 P78 R0
154 G1 Z.6 F720
155 M107
156 ;TYPE:Custom
157 ; Filament -specific end gcode
158 G1 Z1.2 F720 ; Move print head up
159 G1 X0 Y200 F3600 ; park
160 G1 Z49.2 F720 ; Move print head further up
161 G4 ; wait
162 M104 S0 ; turn off temperature
163 M140 S0 ; turn off heatbed
164 M107 ; turn off fan
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165 M900 K0 ; reset LA
166 M84 ; disable motors
167 M73 P100 R0
168 ; filament used [mm] = 31.61
169 ; filament used [cm3] = 0.08
170 ; filament used [g] = 0.09
171 ; filament cost = 0.00
172 ; total filament used [g] = 0.09
173 ; total filament cost = 0.00
174 ; estimated printing time (normal mode) = 32s
175

176 ; prusaslicer_config = begin
177 ; avoid_crossing_perimeters = 0
178 ; avoid_crossing_perimeters_max_detour = 0
179 ; bed_custom_model =
180 ; bed_custom_texture =
181 ; bed_shape = 0x0 ,250x0 ,250x210 ,0x210
182 ; bed_temperature = 60
183 ; before_layer_gcode = ;BEFORE_LAYER_CHANGE\

nG92 E0.0\n;[ layer_z ]\n\n
184 ; between_objects_gcode =
185 ; bottom_fill_pattern = alignedrectilinear
186 ; bottom_solid_layers = 5
187 ; bottom_solid_min_thickness = 0.5
188 ; bridge_acceleration = 1000
189 ; bridge_angle = 0
190 ; bridge_fan_speed = 100
191 ; bridge_flow_ratio = 1
192 ; bridge_speed = 60
193 ; brim_separation = 0.1
194 ; brim_type = no_brim
195 ; brim_width = 0
196 ; clip_multipart_objects = 1
197 ; color_change_gcode = M600\nG1 E0.4 F1500 ;

prime after color change
198 ; compatible_printers_condition_cummulative = "

printer_notes =~/.* PRINTER_VENDOR_PRUSA3D .*/
and printer_notes =~/.* PRINTER_MODEL_MK2

[^.].*/ and nozzle_diameter [0]==0.4";"
nozzle_diameter [0]!=0.8 and ! (
printer_notes =~/.* PRINTER_VENDOR_PRUSA3D .*/
and printer_notes =~/.* PRINTER_MODEL_MK

(2.5|3) .*/ and
single_extruder_multi_material)"

199 ; complete_objects = 0
200 ; cooling = 1
201 ; cooling_tube_length = 5
202 ; cooling_tube_retraction = 91.5
203 ; default_acceleration = 1000
204 ; default_filament_profile = "Prusament PLA"
205 ; default_print_profile = 0.15mm OPTIMAL
206 ; deretract_speed = 0
207 ; disable_fan_first_layers = 1
208 ; dont_support_bridges = 0
209 ; draft_shield = disabled
210 ; duplicate_distance = 6
211 ; elefant_foot_compensation = 0.2
212 ; end_filament_gcode = "; Filament -specific end

gcode"
213 ; end_gcode = {if max_layer_z <

max_print_height}G1 Z{z_offset+min(
max_layer_z +1, max_print_height)} F720 ;
Move print head up{endif}\nG1 X0 Y200 F3600
; park\n{if max_layer_z < max_print_height

}G1 Z{z_offset+min(max_layer_z +49,
max_print_height)} F720 ; Move print head
further up{endif }\nG4 ; wait\nM104 S0 ;
turn off temperature\nM140 S0 ; turn off
heatbed\nM107 ; turn off fan\nM900 K0 ;
reset LA\nM84 ; disable motors

214 ; ensure_vertical_shell_thickness = 1
215 ; external_perimeter_extrusion_width = 0.45
216 ; external_perimeter_speed = 60
217 ; external_perimeters_first = 0
218 ; extra_loading_move = -2
219 ; extra_perimeters = 0
220 ; extruder_clearance_height = 20
221 ; extruder_clearance_radius = 45
222 ; extruder_colour = ""
223 ; extruder_offset = 0x0
224 ; extrusion_axis = E
225 ; extrusion_multiplier = 1
226 ; extrusion_width = 0.45
227 ; fan_always_on = 1
228 ; fan_below_layer_time = 100
229 ; filament_colour = #FF8000
230 ; filament_cooling_final_speed = 3.4

231 ; filament_cooling_initial_speed = 2.2
232 ; filament_cooling_moves = 4
233 ; filament_cost = 27.82
234 ; filament_density = 1.24
235 ; filament_diameter = 1.75
236 ; filament_load_time = 0
237 ; filament_loading_speed = 28
238 ; filament_loading_speed_start = 3
239 ; filament_max_volumetric_speed = 15
240 ; filament_minimal_purge_on_wipe_tower = 15
241 ; filament_notes = ""
242 ; filament_ramming_parameters = "120 100 6.6

6.8 7.2 7.6 7.9 8.2 8.7 9.4 9.9 10.0| 0.05
6.6 0.45 6.8 0.95 7.8 1.45 8.3 1.95 9.7
2.45 10 2.95 7.6 3.45 7.6 3.95 7.6 4.45 7.6
4.95 7.6"

243 ; filament_settings_id = "Prusa PLA"
244 ; filament_soluble = 0
245 ; filament_spool_weight = 230
246 ; filament_toolchange_delay = 0
247 ; filament_type = PLA
248 ; filament_unload_time = 0
249 ; filament_unloading_speed = 90
250 ; filament_unloading_speed_start = 100
251 ; filament_vendor = Made for Prusa
252 ; fill_angle = 0
253 ; fill_density = 100%
254 ; fill_pattern = alignedrectilinear
255 ; first_layer_acceleration = 800
256 ; first_layer_acceleration_over_raft = 0
257 ; first_layer_bed_temperature = 60
258 ; first_layer_extrusion_width = 0.42
259 ; first_layer_height = 0.2
260 ; first_layer_speed = 60
261 ; first_layer_speed_over_raft = 30
262 ; first_layer_temperature = 215
263 ; full_fan_speed_layer = 4
264 ; fuzzy_skin = none
265 ; fuzzy_skin_point_dist = 0.8
266 ; fuzzy_skin_thickness = 0.3
267 ; gap_fill_enabled = 1
268 ; gap_fill_speed = 60
269 ; gcode_comments = 0
270 ; gcode_flavor = marlin
271 ; gcode_label_objects = 1
272 ; gcode_resolution = 0.0125
273 ; gcode_substitutions =
274 ; high_current_on_filament_swap = 0
275 ; host_type = octoprint
276 ; infill_acceleration = 2000
277 ; infill_anchor = 2.5
278 ; infill_anchor_max = 12
279 ; infill_every_layers = 1
280 ; infill_extruder = 1
281 ; infill_extrusion_width = 0.45
282 ; infill_first = 0
283 ; infill_only_where_needed = 0
284 ; infill_overlap = 0%
285 ; infill_speed = 60
286 ; inherits_cummulative = "0.15mm OPTIMAL ";;
287 ; interface_shells = 0
288 ; ironing = 0
289 ; ironing_flowrate = 15%
290 ; ironing_spacing = 0.1
291 ; ironing_speed = 15
292 ; ironing_type = top
293 ; layer_gcode = ;AFTER_LAYER_CHANGE\n;[ layer_z]
294 ; layer_height = 0.2
295 ; machine_limits_usage = emit_to_gcode
296 ; machine_max_acceleration_e = 10000
297 ; machine_max_acceleration_extruding = 2000
298 ; machine_max_acceleration_retracting = 1500
299 ; machine_max_acceleration_travel = 1500 ,1250
300 ; machine_max_acceleration_x = 9000
301 ; machine_max_acceleration_y = 9000
302 ; machine_max_acceleration_z = 500
303 ; machine_max_feedrate_e = 120
304 ; machine_max_feedrate_x = 500
305 ; machine_max_feedrate_y = 500
306 ; machine_max_feedrate_z = 12
307 ; machine_max_jerk_e = 4.5
308 ; machine_max_jerk_x = 10
309 ; machine_max_jerk_y = 10
310 ; machine_max_jerk_z = 0.2
311 ; machine_min_extruding_rate = 0
312 ; machine_min_travel_rate = 0
313 ; max_fan_speed = 100
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314 ; max_layer_height = 0.25
315 ; max_print_height = 200
316 ; max_print_speed = 100
317 ; max_volumetric_speed = 0
318 ; min_fan_speed = 100
319 ; min_layer_height = 0.07
320 ; min_print_speed = 15
321 ; min_skirt_length = 4
322 ; mmu_segmented_region_max_width = 0
323 ; notes =
324 ; nozzle_diameter = 0.4
325 ; only_retract_when_crossing_perimeters = 0
326 ; ooze_prevention = 0
327 ; output_filename_format = {input_filename_base

}_{layer_height}mm_{filament_type [0]}_{
printer_model}_{print_time }.gcode

328 ; overhangs = 1
329 ; parking_pos_retraction = 92
330 ; pause_print_gcode = M601
331 ; perimeter_acceleration = 800
332 ; perimeter_extruder = 1
333 ; perimeter_extrusion_width = 0.45
334 ; perimeter_speed = 60
335 ; perimeters = 0
336 ; physical_printer_settings_id =
337 ; post_process =
338 ; print_settings_id = XRD
339 ; printer_model = MK2.5
340 ; printer_notes = Don ’t remove the following

keywords! These keywords are used in the "
compatible printer" condition of the print
and filament profiles to link the
particular print and filament profiles to
this printer profile .\
nPRINTER_VENDOR_PRUSA3D\nPRINTER_MODEL_MK2\
n

341 ; printer_settings_id = Original Prusa i3 MK2.5
342 ; printer_technology = FFF
343 ; printer_variant = 0.4
344 ; printer_vendor =
345 ; raft_contact_distance = 0.2
346 ; raft_expansion = 1.5
347 ; raft_first_layer_density = 90%
348 ; raft_first_layer_expansion = 3
349 ; raft_layers = 0
350 ; remaining_times = 1
351 ; resolution = 0
352 ; retract_before_travel = 1
353 ; retract_before_wipe = 0%
354 ; retract_layer_change = 1
355 ; retract_length = 0.8
356 ; retract_length_toolchange = 4
357 ; retract_lift = 0.4
358 ; retract_lift_above = 0
359 ; retract_lift_below = 199
360 ; retract_restart_extra = 0
361 ; retract_restart_extra_toolchange = 0
362 ; retract_speed = 35
363 ; seam_position = nearest
364 ; silent_mode = 0
365 ; single_extruder_multi_material = 0
366 ; single_extruder_multi_material_priming = 1
367 ; skirt_distance = 2
368 ; skirt_height = 3
369 ; skirts = 0
370 ; slice_closing_radius = 0.049
371 ; slicing_mode = regular
372 ; slowdown_below_layer_time = 15
373 ; small_perimeter_speed = 60
374 ; solid_infill_below_area = 0
375 ; solid_infill_every_layers = 0
376 ; solid_infill_extruder = 1
377 ; solid_infill_extrusion_width = 0.45
378 ; solid_infill_speed = 60
379 ; spiral_vase = 0
380 ; standby_temperature_delta = -5
381 ; start_filament_gcode = "M900 K{if

printer_notes =~/.* PRINTER_MODEL_MINI .*/ and
nozzle_diameter [0]==0.6}0.12{ elsif

printer_notes =~/.* PRINTER_MODEL_MINI .*/ and
nozzle_diameter [0]==0.8}0.06{ elsif

printer_notes =~/.* PRINTER_MODEL_MINI
.*/}0.2{ elsif nozzle_diameter [0]==0.8}0.01{
elsif nozzle_diameter [0]==0.6}0.04{ else
}0.05{ endif} ; Filament gcode LA 1.5\n{if
printer_notes =~/.* PRINTER_MODEL_MINI .*/};{
elsif printer_notes =~/.* PRINTER_HAS_BOWDEN

.*/} M900 K200{elsif nozzle_diameter
[0]==0.6} M900 K18{elsif nozzle_diameter
[0]==0.8};{ else}M900 K30{endif} ; Filament
gcode LA 1.0"

382 ; start_gcode = M862.3 P "[ printer_model ]" ;
printer model check\nM862.1 P[
nozzle_diameter] ; nozzle diameter check\
nM115 U3.11.0 ; tell printer latest fw
version\nG90 ; use absolute coordinates\
nM83 ; extruder relative mode\nM104 S[
first_layer_temperature] ; set extruder
temp\nM140 S[first_layer_bed_temperature] ;
set bed temp\nM190 S[

first_layer_bed_temperature] ; wait for bed
temp\nM109 S[first_layer_temperature] ;

wait for extruder temp\nG28 W ; home all
without mesh bed level\nG80 ; mesh bed
leveling\nG1 Z0.2 F720\nG1 Y-3 F1000 ; go
outside print area\nG92 E0\nG1 X60 E9 F1000
; intro line\nG1 X100 E12.5 F1000 ; intro

line\nG92 E0
383 ; support_material = 0
384 ; support_material_angle = 0
385 ; support_material_auto = 1
386 ; support_material_bottom_contact_distance = 0
387 ; support_material_bottom_interface_layers = 0
388 ; support_material_buildplate_only = 0
389 ; support_material_closing_radius = 2
390 ; support_material_contact_distance = 0.2
391 ; support_material_enforce_layers = 0
392 ; support_material_extruder = 0
393 ; support_material_extrusion_width = 0.35
394 ; support_material_interface_contact_loops = 0
395 ; support_material_interface_extruder = 0
396 ; support_material_interface_layers = 2
397 ; support_material_interface_pattern =

rectilinear
398 ; support_material_interface_spacing = 0.2
399 ; support_material_interface_speed = 80%
400 ; support_material_pattern = rectilinear
401 ; support_material_spacing = 2
402 ; support_material_speed = 60
403 ; support_material_style = grid
404 ; support_material_synchronize_layers = 0
405 ; support_material_threshold = 50
406 ; support_material_with_sheath = 0
407 ; support_material_xy_spacing = 60%
408 ; temperature = 210
409 ; template_custom_gcode =
410 ; thick_bridges = 0
411 ; thin_walls = 0
412 ; threads = 12
413 ; thumbnails =
414 ; toolchange_gcode =
415 ; top_fill_pattern = alignedrectilinear
416 ; top_infill_extrusion_width = 0.45
417 ; top_solid_infill_speed = 60
418 ; top_solid_layers = 6
419 ; top_solid_min_thickness = 0.7
420 ; travel_speed = 180
421 ; travel_speed_z = 12
422 ; use_firmware_retraction = 0
423 ; use_relative_e_distances = 1
424 ; use_volumetric_e = 0
425 ; variable_layer_height = 1
426 ; wipe = 1
427 ; wipe_into_infill = 0
428 ; wipe_into_objects = 0
429 ; wipe_tower = 1
430 ; wipe_tower_bridging = 10
431 ; wipe_tower_brim_width = 2
432 ; wipe_tower_no_sparse_layers = 0
433 ; wipe_tower_rotation_angle = 0
434 ; wipe_tower_width = 60
435 ; wipe_tower_x = 170
436 ; wipe_tower_y = 140
437 ; wiping_volumes_extruders = 70,70
438 ; wiping_volumes_matrix = 0
439 ; xy_size_compensation = 0
440 ; z_offset = 0
441 ; prusaslicer_config = end
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5. The resulting g-code
from layer stacking.m -
block 4layers 0.2mm incr.gcode

1 ; generated by PrusaSlicer 2.4.2+ win64 on
2022 -09 -05 at 12:52:59 UTC

2

3 ;
4

5 ; external perimeters extrusion width = 0.45mm
6 ; perimeters extrusion width = 0.45mm
7 ; infill extrusion width = 0.45mm
8 ; solid infill extrusion width = 0.45mm
9 ; top infill extrusion width = 0.45mm

10 ; first layer extrusion width = 0.42mm
11

12 M73 P0 R0
13 M201 X9000 Y9000 Z500 E10000 ; sets maximum

accelerations , mm/sec^2
14 M203 X500 Y500 Z12 E120 ; sets maximum

feedrates , mm / sec
15 M204 P2000 R1500 T2000 ; sets acceleration (P,

T) and retract acceleration (R), mm/sec^2
16 M205 X10 .00 Y10 .00 Z0.20 E4.50 ; sets the jerk

limits , mm/sec
17 M205 S0 T0 ; sets the minimum extruding and

travel feed rate , mm/sec
18 M107
19 ;TYPE:Custom
20 M862.3 P "MK2.5" ; printer model check
21 M862.1 P0.4 ; nozzle diameter check
22 M115 U3.11.0 ; tell printer latest fw version
23 G90 ; use absolute coordinates
24 M83 ; extruder relative mode
25 M104 S215 ; set extruder temp
26 M140 S60 ; set bed temp
27 M190 S60 ; wait for bed temp
28 M109 S215 ; wait for extruder temp
29 G28 W ; home all without mesh bed level
30 G80 ; mesh bed leveling
31 G1 Z0.2 F720
32 G1 Y-3 F1000 ; go outside print area
33 G92 E0
34 G1 X60 E9 F1000 ; intro line
35 G1 X100 E12.5 F1000 ; intro line
36 G92 E0
37 G21 ; set units to millimeters
38 G90 ; use absolute coordinates
39 M83 ; use relative distances for extrusion
40 M900 K0.05 ; Filament gcode LA 1.5
41 M900 K30 ; Filament gcode LA 1.0
42 M107
43 ;LAYER_CHANGE
44 ;Z:0.2
45 ;HEIGHT :0.2
46 ;BEFORE_LAYER_CHANGE
47 G92 E0.0
48 ;0.2
49

50

51 M73 P11 R0
52 G1 E-.8 F2100
53 M73 P19 R0
54 G1 Z.4 F720
55 ;AFTER_LAYER_CHANGE
56 ;0.2
57

58 ; begin layer 1
59 G1 Z0.2 F720
60

61 ; printing object block.STL id:0 copy 0
62 G1 X105 .219 Y109 .608 F10800
63 G1 Z.2 F720
64 M73 P21 R0
65 G1 E.8 F2100
66 M204 S800
67 ;TYPE:Solid infill
68 ;WIDTH :0.42692
69 G1 F3600
70 G1 X144 .611 Y109 .608 E1 .2578
71 G1 X144 .611 Y109 .224 E.01226
72 M73 P23 R0
73 G1 X105 .389 Y109 .224 E1 .25238
74 M73 P24 R0

75 G1 X105 .389 Y108 .84 E.01226
76 M73 P26 R0
77 G1 X144 .611 Y108 .84 E1 .25238
78 G1 X144 .611 Y108 .456 E.01226
79 M73 P28 R0
80 G1 X105 .389 Y108 .456 E1 .25238
81 G1 X105 .389 Y108 .072 E.01226
82 M73 P30 R0
83 G1 X144 .611 Y108 .072 E1 .25238
84 G1 X144 .611 Y107 .688 E.01226
85 M73 P32 R0
86 G1 X105 .389 Y107 .688 E1 .25238
87 M73 P33 R0
88 G1 X105 .389 Y107 .304 E.01226
89 M73 P35 R0
90 G1 X144 .611 Y107 .304 E1 .25238
91 G1 X144 .611 Y106 .92 E.01226
92 M73 P37 R0
93 G1 X105 .389 Y106 .92 E1 .25238
94 G1 X105 .389 Y106 .536 E.01226
95 M73 P39 R0
96 G1 X144 .611 Y106 .536 E1 .25238
97 G1 X144 .611 Y106 .152 E.01226
98 M73 P41 R0
99 G1 X105 .389 Y106 .152 E1 .25238

100 M73 P42 R0
101 G1 X105 .389 Y105 .768 E.01226
102 M73 P44 R0
103 G1 X144 .611 Y105 .768 E1 .25238
104 G1 X144 .611 Y105 .384 E.01226
105 M73 P46 R0
106 G1 X105 .389 Y105 .384 E1 .25238
107 G1 X105 .389 Y105 E.01226
108 M73 P48 R0
109 G1 X144 .611 Y105 E1 .25238
110 G1 X144 .611 Y104 .616 E.01226
111 M73 P50 R0
112 G1 X105 .389 Y104 .616 E1 .25238
113 M73 P51 R0
114 G1 X105 .389 Y104 .232 E.01226
115 M73 P53 R0
116 G1 X144 .611 Y104 .232 E1 .25238
117 G1 X144 .611 Y103 .848 E.01226
118 M73 P55 R0
119 G1 X105 .389 Y103 .848 E1 .25238
120 G1 X105 .389 Y103 .464 E.01226
121 M73 P57 R0
122 G1 X144 .611 Y103 .464 E1 .25238
123 G1 X144 .611 Y103 .08 E.01226
124 M73 P59 R0
125 G1 X105 .389 Y103 .08 E1 .25238
126 M73 P60 R0
127 G1 X105 .389 Y102 .696 E.01226
128 M73 P62 R0
129 G1 X144 .611 Y102 .696 E1 .25238
130 G1 X144 .611 Y102 .312 E.01226
131 M73 P64 R0
132 G1 X105 .389 Y102 .312 E1 .25238
133 G1 X105 .389 Y101 .928 E.01226
134 M73 P66 R0
135 G1 X144 .611 Y101 .928 E1 .25238
136 G1 X144 .611 Y101 .544 E.01226
137 M73 P68 R0
138 G1 X105 .389 Y101 .544 E1 .25238
139 M73 P69 R0
140 G1 X105 .389 Y101 .16 E.01226
141 M73 P71 R0
142 G1 X144 .611 Y101 .16 E1 .25238
143 G1 X144 .611 Y100 .776 E.01226
144 M73 P73 R0
145 G1 X105 .389 Y100 .776 E1 .25238
146 G1 X105 .389 Y100 .392 E.01226
147 M73 P75 R0
148 G1 X144 .781 Y100 .392 E1 .2578
149 M204 S1000
150 ; stop printing object block.STL id:0 copy 0
151 ;WIPE_START
152 G1 F8640;_WIPE
153 M73 P77 R0
154 G1 X141 .49 Y100 .392 E-.76
155 ;WIPE_END
156 G1 E-.04 F2100
157 M73 P78 R0
158 G1 Z.6 F720
159 M107
160

161 ; end layer 1
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162 ; begin layer 2.000000
163 G1 Z0.4 F720
164

165 ; printing object block.STL id:0 copy 0
166 G1 X105 .219 Y109 .608 F10800
167 G1 Z0.4 F720
168 M73 P21 R0
169 G1 E.8 F2100
170 M204 S800
171 ;TYPE:Solid infill
172 ;WIDTH :0.42692
173 G1 F3600
174 G1 X144 .611 Y109 .608 E1 .2578
175 G1 X144 .611 Y109 .224 E.01226
176 M73 P23 R0
177 G1 X105 .389 Y109 .224 E1 .25238
178 M73 P24 R0
179 G1 X105 .389 Y108 .84 E.01226
180 M73 P26 R0
181 G1 X144 .611 Y108 .84 E1 .25238
182 G1 X144 .611 Y108 .456 E.01226
183 M73 P28 R0
184 G1 X105 .389 Y108 .456 E1 .25238
185 G1 X105 .389 Y108 .072 E.01226
186 M73 P30 R0
187 G1 X144 .611 Y108 .072 E1 .25238
188 G1 X144 .611 Y107 .688 E.01226
189 M73 P32 R0
190 G1 X105 .389 Y107 .688 E1 .25238
191 M73 P33 R0
192 G1 X105 .389 Y107 .304 E.01226
193 M73 P35 R0
194 G1 X144 .611 Y107 .304 E1 .25238
195 G1 X144 .611 Y106 .92 E.01226
196 M73 P37 R0
197 G1 X105 .389 Y106 .92 E1 .25238
198 G1 X105 .389 Y106 .536 E.01226
199 M73 P39 R0
200 G1 X144 .611 Y106 .536 E1 .25238
201 G1 X144 .611 Y106 .152 E.01226
202 M73 P41 R0
203 G1 X105 .389 Y106 .152 E1 .25238
204 M73 P42 R0
205 G1 X105 .389 Y105 .768 E.01226
206 M73 P44 R0
207 G1 X144 .611 Y105 .768 E1 .25238
208 G1 X144 .611 Y105 .384 E.01226
209 M73 P46 R0
210 G1 X105 .389 Y105 .384 E1 .25238
211 G1 X105 .389 Y105 E.01226
212 M73 P48 R0
213 G1 X144 .611 Y105 E1 .25238
214 G1 X144 .611 Y104 .616 E.01226
215 M73 P50 R0
216 G1 X105 .389 Y104 .616 E1 .25238
217 M73 P51 R0
218 G1 X105 .389 Y104 .232 E.01226
219 M73 P53 R0
220 G1 X144 .611 Y104 .232 E1 .25238
221 G1 X144 .611 Y103 .848 E.01226
222 M73 P55 R0
223 G1 X105 .389 Y103 .848 E1 .25238
224 G1 X105 .389 Y103 .464 E.01226
225 M73 P57 R0
226 G1 X144 .611 Y103 .464 E1 .25238
227 G1 X144 .611 Y103 .08 E.01226
228 M73 P59 R0
229 G1 X105 .389 Y103 .08 E1 .25238
230 M73 P60 R0
231 G1 X105 .389 Y102 .696 E.01226
232 M73 P62 R0
233 G1 X144 .611 Y102 .696 E1 .25238
234 G1 X144 .611 Y102 .312 E.01226
235 M73 P64 R0
236 G1 X105 .389 Y102 .312 E1 .25238
237 G1 X105 .389 Y101 .928 E.01226
238 M73 P66 R0
239 G1 X144 .611 Y101 .928 E1 .25238
240 G1 X144 .611 Y101 .544 E.01226
241 M73 P68 R0
242 G1 X105 .389 Y101 .544 E1 .25238
243 M73 P69 R0
244 G1 X105 .389 Y101 .16 E.01226
245 M73 P71 R0
246 G1 X144 .611 Y101 .16 E1 .25238
247 G1 X144 .611 Y100 .776 E.01226
248 M73 P73 R0

249 G1 X105 .389 Y100 .776 E1 .25238
250 G1 X105 .389 Y100 .392 E.01226
251 M73 P75 R0
252 G1 X144 .781 Y100 .392 E1 .2578
253 M204 S1000
254 ; stop printing object block.STL id:0 copy 0
255 ;WIPE_START
256 G1 F8640;_WIPE
257 M73 P77 R0
258 G1 X141 .49 Y100 .392 E-.76
259 ;WIPE_END
260 G1 E-.04 F2100
261 M73 P78 R0
262 G1 Z0.8 F720
263 M107
264

265 ; end layer 2.000000
266 ; begin layer 3.000000
267 G1 Z0.6 F720
268

269 ; printing object block.STL id:0 copy 0
270 G1 X105 .219 Y109 .608 F10800
271 G1 Z0.6 F720
272 M73 P21 R0
273 G1 E.8 F2100
274 M204 S800
275 ;TYPE:Solid infill
276 ;WIDTH :0.42692
277 G1 F3600
278 G1 X144 .611 Y109 .608 E1 .2578
279 G1 X144 .611 Y109 .224 E.01226
280 M73 P23 R0
281 G1 X105 .389 Y109 .224 E1 .25238
282 M73 P24 R0
283 G1 X105 .389 Y108 .84 E.01226
284 M73 P26 R0
285 G1 X144 .611 Y108 .84 E1 .25238
286 G1 X144 .611 Y108 .456 E.01226
287 M73 P28 R0
288 G1 X105 .389 Y108 .456 E1 .25238
289 G1 X105 .389 Y108 .072 E.01226
290 M73 P30 R0
291 G1 X144 .611 Y108 .072 E1 .25238
292 G1 X144 .611 Y107 .688 E.01226
293 M73 P32 R0
294 G1 X105 .389 Y107 .688 E1 .25238
295 M73 P33 R0
296 G1 X105 .389 Y107 .304 E.01226
297 M73 P35 R0
298 G1 X144 .611 Y107 .304 E1 .25238
299 G1 X144 .611 Y106 .92 E.01226
300 M73 P37 R0
301 G1 X105 .389 Y106 .92 E1 .25238
302 G1 X105 .389 Y106 .536 E.01226
303 M73 P39 R0
304 G1 X144 .611 Y106 .536 E1 .25238
305 G1 X144 .611 Y106 .152 E.01226
306 M73 P41 R0
307 G1 X105 .389 Y106 .152 E1 .25238
308 M73 P42 R0
309 G1 X105 .389 Y105 .768 E.01226
310 M73 P44 R0
311 G1 X144 .611 Y105 .768 E1 .25238
312 G1 X144 .611 Y105 .384 E.01226
313 M73 P46 R0
314 G1 X105 .389 Y105 .384 E1 .25238
315 G1 X105 .389 Y105 E.01226
316 M73 P48 R0
317 G1 X144 .611 Y105 E1 .25238
318 G1 X144 .611 Y104 .616 E.01226
319 M73 P50 R0
320 G1 X105 .389 Y104 .616 E1 .25238
321 M73 P51 R0
322 G1 X105 .389 Y104 .232 E.01226
323 M73 P53 R0
324 G1 X144 .611 Y104 .232 E1 .25238
325 G1 X144 .611 Y103 .848 E.01226
326 M73 P55 R0
327 G1 X105 .389 Y103 .848 E1 .25238
328 G1 X105 .389 Y103 .464 E.01226
329 M73 P57 R0
330 G1 X144 .611 Y103 .464 E1 .25238
331 G1 X144 .611 Y103 .08 E.01226
332 M73 P59 R0
333 G1 X105 .389 Y103 .08 E1 .25238
334 M73 P60 R0
335 G1 X105 .389 Y102 .696 E.01226
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336 M73 P62 R0
337 G1 X144 .611 Y102 .696 E1 .25238
338 G1 X144 .611 Y102 .312 E.01226
339 M73 P64 R0
340 G1 X105 .389 Y102 .312 E1 .25238
341 G1 X105 .389 Y101 .928 E.01226
342 M73 P66 R0
343 G1 X144 .611 Y101 .928 E1 .25238
344 G1 X144 .611 Y101 .544 E.01226
345 M73 P68 R0
346 G1 X105 .389 Y101 .544 E1 .25238
347 M73 P69 R0
348 G1 X105 .389 Y101 .16 E.01226
349 M73 P71 R0
350 G1 X144 .611 Y101 .16 E1 .25238
351 G1 X144 .611 Y100 .776 E.01226
352 M73 P73 R0
353 G1 X105 .389 Y100 .776 E1 .25238
354 G1 X105 .389 Y100 .392 E.01226
355 M73 P75 R0
356 G1 X144 .781 Y100 .392 E1 .2578
357 M204 S1000
358 ; stop printing object block.STL id:0 copy 0
359 ;WIPE_START
360 G1 F8640;_WIPE
361 M73 P77 R0
362 G1 X141 .49 Y100 .392 E-.76
363 ;WIPE_END
364 G1 E-.04 F2100
365 M73 P78 R0
366 G1 Z1 F720
367 M107
368

369 ; end layer 3.000000
370 ; begin layer 4.000000
371 G1 Z0.8 F720
372

373 ; printing object block.STL id:0 copy 0
374 G1 X105 .219 Y109 .608 F10800
375 G1 Z0.8 F720
376 M73 P21 R0
377 G1 E.8 F2100
378 M204 S800
379 ;TYPE:Solid infill
380 ;WIDTH :0.42692
381 G1 F3600
382 G1 X144 .611 Y109 .608 E1 .2578
383 G1 X144 .611 Y109 .224 E.01226
384 M73 P23 R0
385 G1 X105 .389 Y109 .224 E1 .25238
386 M73 P24 R0
387 G1 X105 .389 Y108 .84 E.01226
388 M73 P26 R0
389 G1 X144 .611 Y108 .84 E1 .25238
390 G1 X144 .611 Y108 .456 E.01226
391 M73 P28 R0
392 G1 X105 .389 Y108 .456 E1 .25238
393 G1 X105 .389 Y108 .072 E.01226
394 M73 P30 R0
395 G1 X144 .611 Y108 .072 E1 .25238
396 G1 X144 .611 Y107 .688 E.01226
397 M73 P32 R0
398 G1 X105 .389 Y107 .688 E1 .25238
399 M73 P33 R0
400 G1 X105 .389 Y107 .304 E.01226
401 M73 P35 R0
402 G1 X144 .611 Y107 .304 E1 .25238
403 G1 X144 .611 Y106 .92 E.01226
404 M73 P37 R0
405 G1 X105 .389 Y106 .92 E1 .25238
406 G1 X105 .389 Y106 .536 E.01226
407 M73 P39 R0
408 G1 X144 .611 Y106 .536 E1 .25238
409 G1 X144 .611 Y106 .152 E.01226
410 M73 P41 R0
411 G1 X105 .389 Y106 .152 E1 .25238
412 M73 P42 R0
413 G1 X105 .389 Y105 .768 E.01226
414 M73 P44 R0
415 G1 X144 .611 Y105 .768 E1 .25238
416 G1 X144 .611 Y105 .384 E.01226
417 M73 P46 R0
418 G1 X105 .389 Y105 .384 E1 .25238
419 G1 X105 .389 Y105 E.01226
420 M73 P48 R0
421 G1 X144 .611 Y105 E1 .25238
422 G1 X144 .611 Y104 .616 E.01226

423 M73 P50 R0
424 G1 X105 .389 Y104 .616 E1 .25238
425 M73 P51 R0
426 G1 X105 .389 Y104 .232 E.01226
427 M73 P53 R0
428 G1 X144 .611 Y104 .232 E1 .25238
429 G1 X144 .611 Y103 .848 E.01226
430 M73 P55 R0
431 G1 X105 .389 Y103 .848 E1 .25238
432 G1 X105 .389 Y103 .464 E.01226
433 M73 P57 R0
434 G1 X144 .611 Y103 .464 E1 .25238
435 G1 X144 .611 Y103 .08 E.01226
436 M73 P59 R0
437 G1 X105 .389 Y103 .08 E1 .25238
438 M73 P60 R0
439 G1 X105 .389 Y102 .696 E.01226
440 M73 P62 R0
441 G1 X144 .611 Y102 .696 E1 .25238
442 G1 X144 .611 Y102 .312 E.01226
443 M73 P64 R0
444 G1 X105 .389 Y102 .312 E1 .25238
445 G1 X105 .389 Y101 .928 E.01226
446 M73 P66 R0
447 G1 X144 .611 Y101 .928 E1 .25238
448 G1 X144 .611 Y101 .544 E.01226
449 M73 P68 R0
450 G1 X105 .389 Y101 .544 E1 .25238
451 M73 P69 R0
452 G1 X105 .389 Y101 .16 E.01226
453 M73 P71 R0
454 G1 X144 .611 Y101 .16 E1 .25238
455 G1 X144 .611 Y100 .776 E.01226
456 M73 P73 R0
457 G1 X105 .389 Y100 .776 E1 .25238
458 G1 X105 .389 Y100 .392 E.01226
459 M73 P75 R0
460 G1 X144 .781 Y100 .392 E1 .2578
461 M204 S1000
462 ; stop printing object block.STL id:0 copy 0
463 ;WIPE_START
464 G1 F8640;_WIPE
465 M73 P77 R0
466 G1 X141 .49 Y100 .392 E-.76
467 ;WIPE_END
468 G1 E-.04 F2100
469 M73 P78 R0
470 G1 Z1.2 F720
471 M107
472

473 ; end layer 4.000000
474 ; begin layer 5.000000
475 G1 Z1 F720
476

477 ; printing object block.STL id:0 copy 0
478 G1 X105 .219 Y109 .608 F10800
479 G1 Z1 F720
480 M73 P21 R0
481 G1 E.8 F2100
482 M204 S800
483 ;TYPE:Solid infill
484 ;WIDTH :0.42692
485 G1 F3600
486 G1 X144 .611 Y109 .608 E1 .2578
487 G1 X144 .611 Y109 .224 E.01226
488 M73 P23 R0
489 G1 X105 .389 Y109 .224 E1 .25238
490 M73 P24 R0
491 G1 X105 .389 Y108 .84 E.01226
492 M73 P26 R0
493 G1 X144 .611 Y108 .84 E1 .25238
494 G1 X144 .611 Y108 .456 E.01226
495 M73 P28 R0
496 G1 X105 .389 Y108 .456 E1 .25238
497 G1 X105 .389 Y108 .072 E.01226
498 M73 P30 R0
499 G1 X144 .611 Y108 .072 E1 .25238
500 G1 X144 .611 Y107 .688 E.01226
501 M73 P32 R0
502 G1 X105 .389 Y107 .688 E1 .25238
503 M73 P33 R0
504 G1 X105 .389 Y107 .304 E.01226
505 M73 P35 R0
506 G1 X144 .611 Y107 .304 E1 .25238
507 G1 X144 .611 Y106 .92 E.01226
508 M73 P37 R0
509 G1 X105 .389 Y106 .92 E1 .25238
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510 G1 X105 .389 Y106 .536 E.01226
511 M73 P39 R0
512 G1 X144 .611 Y106 .536 E1 .25238
513 G1 X144 .611 Y106 .152 E.01226
514 M73 P41 R0
515 G1 X105 .389 Y106 .152 E1 .25238
516 M73 P42 R0
517 G1 X105 .389 Y105 .768 E.01226
518 M73 P44 R0
519 G1 X144 .611 Y105 .768 E1 .25238
520 G1 X144 .611 Y105 .384 E.01226
521 M73 P46 R0
522 G1 X105 .389 Y105 .384 E1 .25238
523 G1 X105 .389 Y105 E.01226
524 M73 P48 R0
525 G1 X144 .611 Y105 E1 .25238
526 G1 X144 .611 Y104 .616 E.01226
527 M73 P50 R0
528 G1 X105 .389 Y104 .616 E1 .25238
529 M73 P51 R0
530 G1 X105 .389 Y104 .232 E.01226
531 M73 P53 R0
532 G1 X144 .611 Y104 .232 E1 .25238
533 G1 X144 .611 Y103 .848 E.01226
534 M73 P55 R0
535 G1 X105 .389 Y103 .848 E1 .25238
536 G1 X105 .389 Y103 .464 E.01226
537 M73 P57 R0
538 G1 X144 .611 Y103 .464 E1 .25238
539 G1 X144 .611 Y103 .08 E.01226
540 M73 P59 R0
541 G1 X105 .389 Y103 .08 E1 .25238
542 M73 P60 R0
543 G1 X105 .389 Y102 .696 E.01226
544 M73 P62 R0
545 G1 X144 .611 Y102 .696 E1 .25238
546 G1 X144 .611 Y102 .312 E.01226
547 M73 P64 R0
548 G1 X105 .389 Y102 .312 E1 .25238
549 G1 X105 .389 Y101 .928 E.01226
550 M73 P66 R0
551 G1 X144 .611 Y101 .928 E1 .25238
552 G1 X144 .611 Y101 .544 E.01226
553 M73 P68 R0
554 G1 X105 .389 Y101 .544 E1 .25238
555 M73 P69 R0
556 G1 X105 .389 Y101 .16 E.01226
557 M73 P71 R0
558 G1 X144 .611 Y101 .16 E1 .25238
559 G1 X144 .611 Y100 .776 E.01226
560 M73 P73 R0
561 G1 X105 .389 Y100 .776 E1 .25238
562 G1 X105 .389 Y100 .392 E.01226
563 M73 P75 R0
564 G1 X144 .781 Y100 .392 E1 .2578
565 M204 S1000
566 ; stop printing object block.STL id:0 copy 0
567 ;WIPE_START
568 G1 F8640;_WIPE
569 M73 P77 R0
570 G1 X141 .49 Y100 .392 E-.76
571 ;WIPE_END
572 G1 E-.04 F2100
573 M73 P78 R0
574 G1 Z1.4 F720
575 M107
576

577 ; end layer 5.000000
578

579 ;TYPE:Custom
580 ; Filament -specific end gcode
581 G1 Z1.2 F720 ; Move print head up
582 G1 X0 Y200 F3600 ; park
583 G1 Z49.2 F720 ; Move print head further up
584 G4 ; wait
585 M104 S0 ; turn off temperature
586 M140 S0 ; turn off heatbed
587 M107 ; turn off fan
588 M900 K0 ; reset LA
589 M84 ; disable motors
590 M73 P100 R0
591 ; filament used [mm] = 31.61
592 ; filament used [cm3] = 0.08
593 ; filament used [g] = 0.09
594 ; filament cost = 0.00
595 ; total filament used [g] = 0.09
596 ; total filament cost = 0.00

597 ; estimated printing time (normal mode) = 32s
598

599 ; prusaslicer_config = begin
600 ; avoid_crossing_perimeters = 0
601 ; avoid_crossing_perimeters_max_detour = 0
602 ; bed_custom_model =
603 ; bed_custom_texture =
604 ; bed_shape = 0x0 ,250x0 ,250x210 ,0x210
605 ; bed_temperature = 60
606 ; before_layer_gcode = ;BEFORE_LAYER_CHANGE\

nG92 E0.0\n;[ layer_z ]\n\n
607 ; between_objects_gcode =
608 ; bottom_fill_pattern = alignedrectilinear
609 ; bottom_solid_layers = 5
610 ; bottom_solid_min_thickness = 0.5
611 ; bridge_acceleration = 1000
612 ; bridge_angle = 0
613 ; bridge_fan_speed = 100
614 ; bridge_flow_ratio = 1
615 ; bridge_speed = 60
616 ; brim_separation = 0.1
617 ; brim_type = no_brim
618 ; brim_width = 0
619 ; clip_multipart_objects = 1
620 ; color_change_gcode = M600\nG1 E0.4 F1500 ;

prime after color change
621 ; compatible_printers_condition_cummulative = "

printer_notes =~/.* PRINTER_VENDOR_PRUSA3D .*/
and printer_notes =~/.* PRINTER_MODEL_MK2

[^.].*/ and nozzle_diameter [0]==0.4";"
nozzle_diameter [0]!=0.8 and ! (
printer_notes =~/.* PRINTER_VENDOR_PRUSA3D .*/
and printer_notes =~/.* PRINTER_MODEL_MK

(2.5|3) .*/ and
single_extruder_multi_material)"

622 ; complete_objects = 0
623 ; cooling = 1
624 ; cooling_tube_length = 5
625 ; cooling_tube_retraction = 91.5
626 ; default_acceleration = 1000
627 ; default_filament_profile = "Prusament PLA"
628 ; default_print_profile = 0.15mm OPTIMAL
629 ; deretract_speed = 0
630 ; disable_fan_first_layers = 1
631 ; dont_support_bridges = 0
632 ; draft_shield = disabled
633 ; duplicate_distance = 6
634 ; elefant_foot_compensation = 0.2
635 ; end_filament_gcode = "; Filament -specific end

gcode"
636 ; end_gcode = {if max_layer_z <

max_print_height}G1 Z{z_offset+min(
max_layer_z +1, max_print_height)} F720 ;
Move print head up{endif}\nG1 X0 Y200 F3600
; park\n{if max_layer_z < max_print_height

}G1 Z{z_offset+min(max_layer_z +49,
max_print_height)} F720 ; Move print head
further up{endif }\nG4 ; wait\nM104 S0 ;
turn off temperature\nM140 S0 ; turn off
heatbed\nM107 ; turn off fan\nM900 K0 ;
reset LA\nM84 ; disable motors

637 ; ensure_vertical_shell_thickness = 1
638 ; external_perimeter_extrusion_width = 0.45
639 ; external_perimeter_speed = 60
640 ; external_perimeters_first = 0
641 ; extra_loading_move = -2
642 ; extra_perimeters = 0
643 ; extruder_clearance_height = 20
644 ; extruder_clearance_radius = 45
645 ; extruder_colour = ""
646 ; extruder_offset = 0x0
647 ; extrusion_axis = E
648 ; extrusion_multiplier = 1
649 ; extrusion_width = 0.45
650 ; fan_always_on = 1
651 ; fan_below_layer_time = 100
652 ; filament_colour = #FF8000
653 ; filament_cooling_final_speed = 3.4
654 ; filament_cooling_initial_speed = 2.2
655 ; filament_cooling_moves = 4
656 ; filament_cost = 27.82
657 ; filament_density = 1.24
658 ; filament_diameter = 1.75
659 ; filament_load_time = 0
660 ; filament_loading_speed = 28
661 ; filament_loading_speed_start = 3
662 ; filament_max_volumetric_speed = 15
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663 ; filament_minimal_purge_on_wipe_tower = 15
664 ; filament_notes = ""
665 ; filament_ramming_parameters = "120 100 6.6

6.8 7.2 7.6 7.9 8.2 8.7 9.4 9.9 10.0| 0.05
6.6 0.45 6.8 0.95 7.8 1.45 8.3 1.95 9.7
2.45 10 2.95 7.6 3.45 7.6 3.95 7.6 4.45 7.6
4.95 7.6"

666 ; filament_settings_id = "Prusa PLA"
667 ; filament_soluble = 0
668 ; filament_spool_weight = 230
669 ; filament_toolchange_delay = 0
670 ; filament_type = PLA
671 ; filament_unload_time = 0
672 ; filament_unloading_speed = 90
673 ; filament_unloading_speed_start = 100
674 ; filament_vendor = Made for Prusa
675 ; fill_angle = 0
676 ; fill_density = 100%
677 ; fill_pattern = alignedrectilinear
678 ; first_layer_acceleration = 800
679 ; first_layer_acceleration_over_raft = 0
680 ; first_layer_bed_temperature = 60
681 ; first_layer_extrusion_width = 0.42
682 ; first_layer_height = 0.2
683 ; first_layer_speed = 60
684 ; first_layer_speed_over_raft = 30
685 ; first_layer_temperature = 215
686 ; full_fan_speed_layer = 4
687 ; fuzzy_skin = none
688 ; fuzzy_skin_point_dist = 0.8
689 ; fuzzy_skin_thickness = 0.3
690 ; gap_fill_enabled = 1
691 ; gap_fill_speed = 60
692 ; gcode_comments = 0
693 ; gcode_flavor = marlin
694 ; gcode_label_objects = 1
695 ; gcode_resolution = 0.0125
696 ; gcode_substitutions =
697 ; high_current_on_filament_swap = 0
698 ; host_type = octoprint
699 ; infill_acceleration = 2000
700 ; infill_anchor = 2.5
701 ; infill_anchor_max = 12
702 ; infill_every_layers = 1
703 ; infill_extruder = 1
704 ; infill_extrusion_width = 0.45
705 ; infill_first = 0
706 ; infill_only_where_needed = 0
707 ; infill_overlap = 0%
708 ; infill_speed = 60
709 ; inherits_cummulative = "0.15mm OPTIMAL ";;
710 ; interface_shells = 0
711 ; ironing = 0
712 ; ironing_flowrate = 15%
713 ; ironing_spacing = 0.1
714 ; ironing_speed = 15
715 ; ironing_type = top
716 ; layer_gcode = ;AFTER_LAYER_CHANGE\n;[ layer_z]
717 ; layer_height = 0.2
718 ; machine_limits_usage = emit_to_gcode
719 ; machine_max_acceleration_e = 10000
720 ; machine_max_acceleration_extruding = 2000
721 ; machine_max_acceleration_retracting = 1500
722 ; machine_max_acceleration_travel = 1500 ,1250
723 ; machine_max_acceleration_x = 9000
724 ; machine_max_acceleration_y = 9000
725 ; machine_max_acceleration_z = 500
726 ; machine_max_feedrate_e = 120
727 ; machine_max_feedrate_x = 500
728 ; machine_max_feedrate_y = 500
729 ; machine_max_feedrate_z = 12
730 ; machine_max_jerk_e = 4.5
731 ; machine_max_jerk_x = 10
732 ; machine_max_jerk_y = 10
733 ; machine_max_jerk_z = 0.2
734 ; machine_min_extruding_rate = 0
735 ; machine_min_travel_rate = 0
736 ; max_fan_speed = 100
737 ; max_layer_height = 0.25
738 ; max_print_height = 200
739 ; max_print_speed = 100
740 ; max_volumetric_speed = 0
741 ; min_fan_speed = 100
742 ; min_layer_height = 0.07
743 ; min_print_speed = 15
744 ; min_skirt_length = 4
745 ; mmu_segmented_region_max_width = 0

746 ; notes =
747 ; nozzle_diameter = 0.4
748 ; only_retract_when_crossing_perimeters = 0
749 ; ooze_prevention = 0
750 ; output_filename_format = {input_filename_base

}_{layer_height}mm_{filament_type [0]}_{
printer_model}_{print_time }.gcode

751 ; overhangs = 1
752 ; parking_pos_retraction = 92
753 ; pause_print_gcode = M601
754 ; perimeter_acceleration = 800
755 ; perimeter_extruder = 1
756 ; perimeter_extrusion_width = 0.45
757 ; perimeter_speed = 60
758 ; perimeters = 0
759 ; physical_printer_settings_id =
760 ; post_process =
761 ; print_settings_id = XRD
762 ; printer_model = MK2.5
763 ; printer_notes = Don ’t remove the following

keywords! These keywords are used in the "
compatible printer" condition of the print
and filament profiles to link the
particular print and filament profiles to
this printer profile .\
nPRINTER_VENDOR_PRUSA3D\nPRINTER_MODEL_MK2\
n

764 ; printer_settings_id = Original Prusa i3 MK2.5
765 ; printer_technology = FFF
766 ; printer_variant = 0.4
767 ; printer_vendor =
768 ; raft_contact_distance = 0.2
769 ; raft_expansion = 1.5
770 ; raft_first_layer_density = 90%
771 ; raft_first_layer_expansion = 3
772 ; raft_layers = 0
773 ; remaining_times = 1
774 ; resolution = 0
775 ; retract_before_travel = 1
776 ; retract_before_wipe = 0%
777 ; retract_layer_change = 1
778 ; retract_length = 0.8
779 ; retract_length_toolchange = 4
780 ; retract_lift = 0.4
781 ; retract_lift_above = 0
782 ; retract_lift_below = 199
783 ; retract_restart_extra = 0
784 ; retract_restart_extra_toolchange = 0
785 ; retract_speed = 35
786 ; seam_position = nearest
787 ; silent_mode = 0
788 ; single_extruder_multi_material = 0
789 ; single_extruder_multi_material_priming = 1
790 ; skirt_distance = 2
791 ; skirt_height = 3
792 ; skirts = 0
793 ; slice_closing_radius = 0.049
794 ; slicing_mode = regular
795 ; slowdown_below_layer_time = 15
796 ; small_perimeter_speed = 60
797 ; solid_infill_below_area = 0
798 ; solid_infill_every_layers = 0
799 ; solid_infill_extruder = 1
800 ; solid_infill_extrusion_width = 0.45
801 ; solid_infill_speed = 60
802 ; spiral_vase = 0
803 ; standby_temperature_delta = -5
804 ; start_filament_gcode = "M900 K{if

printer_notes =~/.* PRINTER_MODEL_MINI .*/ and
nozzle_diameter [0]==0.6}0.12{ elsif

printer_notes =~/.* PRINTER_MODEL_MINI .*/ and
nozzle_diameter [0]==0.8}0.06{ elsif

printer_notes =~/.* PRINTER_MODEL_MINI
.*/}0.2{ elsif nozzle_diameter [0]==0.8}0.01{
elsif nozzle_diameter [0]==0.6}0.04{ else
}0.05{ endif} ; Filament gcode LA 1.5\n{if
printer_notes =~/.* PRINTER_MODEL_MINI .*/};{
elsif printer_notes =~/.* PRINTER_HAS_BOWDEN
.*/} M900 K200{elsif nozzle_diameter
[0]==0.6} M900 K18{elsif nozzle_diameter
[0]==0.8};{ else}M900 K30{endif} ; Filament
gcode LA 1.0"

805 ; start_gcode = M862.3 P "[ printer_model ]" ;
printer model check\nM862.1 P[
nozzle_diameter] ; nozzle diameter check\
nM115 U3.11.0 ; tell printer latest fw
version\nG90 ; use absolute coordinates\
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nM83 ; extruder relative mode\nM104 S[
first_layer_temperature] ; set extruder
temp\nM140 S[first_layer_bed_temperature] ;
set bed temp\nM190 S[

first_layer_bed_temperature] ; wait for bed
temp\nM109 S[first_layer_temperature] ;

wait for extruder temp\nG28 W ; home all
without mesh bed level\nG80 ; mesh bed
leveling\nG1 Z0.2 F720\nG1 Y-3 F1000 ; go
outside print area\nG92 E0\nG1 X60 E9 F1000
; intro line\nG1 X100 E12.5 F1000 ; intro

line\nG92 E0
806 ; support_material = 0
807 ; support_material_angle = 0
808 ; support_material_auto = 1
809 ; support_material_bottom_contact_distance = 0
810 ; support_material_bottom_interface_layers = 0
811 ; support_material_buildplate_only = 0
812 ; support_material_closing_radius = 2
813 ; support_material_contact_distance = 0.2
814 ; support_material_enforce_layers = 0
815 ; support_material_extruder = 0
816 ; support_material_extrusion_width = 0.35
817 ; support_material_interface_contact_loops = 0
818 ; support_material_interface_extruder = 0
819 ; support_material_interface_layers = 2
820 ; support_material_interface_pattern =

rectilinear
821 ; support_material_interface_spacing = 0.2
822 ; support_material_interface_speed = 80%
823 ; support_material_pattern = rectilinear
824 ; support_material_spacing = 2
825 ; support_material_speed = 60
826 ; support_material_style = grid
827 ; support_material_synchronize_layers = 0
828 ; support_material_threshold = 50
829 ; support_material_with_sheath = 0
830 ; support_material_xy_spacing = 60%
831 ; temperature = 210
832 ; template_custom_gcode =
833 ; thick_bridges = 0
834 ; thin_walls = 0
835 ; threads = 12
836 ; thumbnails =
837 ; toolchange_gcode =
838 ; top_fill_pattern = alignedrectilinear
839 ; top_infill_extrusion_width = 0.45
840 ; top_solid_infill_speed = 60
841 ; top_solid_layers = 6
842 ; top_solid_min_thickness = 0.7
843 ; travel_speed = 180
844 ; travel_speed_z = 12
845 ; use_firmware_retraction = 0
846 ; use_relative_e_distances = 1
847 ; use_volumetric_e = 0
848 ; variable_layer_height = 1
849 ; wipe = 1
850 ; wipe_into_infill = 0
851 ; wipe_into_objects = 0
852 ; wipe_tower = 1
853 ; wipe_tower_bridging = 10
854 ; wipe_tower_brim_width = 2
855 ; wipe_tower_no_sparse_layers = 0
856 ; wipe_tower_rotation_angle = 0
857 ; wipe_tower_width = 60
858 ; wipe_tower_x = 170
859 ; wipe_tower_y = 140
860 ; wiping_volumes_extruders = 70,70
861 ; wiping_volumes_matrix = 0
862 ; xy_size_compensation = 0
863 ; z_offset = 0
864 ; prusaslicer_config = end
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Appendix E: Preliminary study on heat-induced

material shrinkage

In the starting phase of the research no specific
knowledge on heat-induced shrinkage was available
other than that as provided by a sparse amount of
literature [1–7]. In order to get familiarized with
the topic, and to investigate the influence of different
printing and heating parameters on the shrinkage be-
haviour of printed material, a preliminary test study
is performed. The goal of this study is to establish
the fundamental knowledge on heat-induced material
shrinkage upon which the final research can be based.
The method and results of this study are presented in
this appendix.

1. Method

In this preliminary study most test samples are
printed on an Ender 3 Pro 3D printer (Shenzhen
Creality 3D Technology Co, Ltd., Shenzhen, China).
Some samples have been printed on a Prusa i3 mk2.5
(Prusa Research, Prague, Czech Republic). For each
test result an explicit indication of the printer that is
used is provided.

A default sample geometry is used for testing. In
this way results of different tests can properly be com-
pared to each other. This sample geometry, together
with the assigned dimensions, is shown in figure 1.
Two ridges are present on the top side of the sample.
These ridges are added such that the samples can be
clamped in an aluminium frame. This clamping will
be useful for some of the performed tests.

Figure 1: The default sample that is used.

All samples are printed with an FFF printer and
subsequently heated in an oven (Silvercrest 9-in-1 Air-
fryer). Dimensions of the samples are measured both
prior to heating and after heating in order to establish
the heat-induced shrinkage strain magnitudes. Mea-
surements are done with a calliper. Each sample has
its unique sample name (ID) written at the top left
corner on the side where the ridges are present. This

marking functions as a reference point to which all
measurement points are defined. The sample ID can
also be seen in figure 2. With respect to this ID mark-
ing, 8 measurement points are defined and numbered.
These measurement points are indicated by blue dots
in figure 2. These dots are located on both oppos-
ing free edges of the sample and they are located 33.3
mm apart from each other. The dots are manually
added to the sample with a permanent marker. Mea-
surement point 1 is defined to be at the corner where
the sample name is located. The numbering conven-
tion with respect to measurement point 1 is shown in
figure 2.

Figure 2: Representation of a sample geometry and measuring
the measuring points.

A complete overview of the preliminary tests is
shown in table 1. In this overview two sections can
be distinguished. In the first section all samples are
indicated with sample IDs that either start with TS,
HB or FS. Samples with these names all are based on
the geometry as presented in figure 2. In the second
section all sample IDs start with BP. For these sam-
ples comparative tests are performed on varying print
speeds. The geometry that is used for these samples
can be found in figure 3. Shrinkage strain values are
recorded for each of the 6 fingers separately.

Figure 3: The beam plate sample that is used.
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Table 1: Overview of the performed preliminary tests.
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2. Results

Results of the preliminary tests are shown in table
2. Result entries that are coloured grey are either
faulty, not measured or not applicable for that par-
ticular test. For all test sample IDs that start with
the prefix BP strains L1 to L6 are recorded. Each of
these strains correspond to the strain of one of the
fingers in figure 3. In the first section of the results
the recorded shrinkage strain between measurement
points 1-4, 4-5, 5-8 and 8-1 can be found. When tak-
ing the average of the shrinkage between measure-
ment points 1-4 and 5-8, this results in the column
Average shrinkage axial. The average shrinkage
strain between points 4-5 and 8-1 results in Average

shrinkage transverse N.B. the term strain is here
used as a measure for the resulting shrinkage. Posi-
tive strain is here defined as shrinkage, negative strain
thus indicates lengthening.

3. Differences between Prusa and Creality
printers

During the preliminary tests two different FFF print-
ers are used; the Creality Ender 3 Pro and the Prusa
i3 mk2.5. During analysis of the preliminary results it
was observed that even though the same g-code and
oven settings are used, significantly different shrink-
age magnitudes were resulting. This is illustrated in
figure 4 where the axial material shrinkage as a func-
tion of heating time is shown for PLA strips. Here
the exact same g-code is used on both printers and
no alterations are made to the oven settings.

Figure 4: Differences in shrinkage magnitude of test samples
printed with the Prusa i3 mk2.5 and the Creality Ender Pro 3.

In figure 4 it can be observed that there is a clear
difference between te shrinkage magnitudes of the
samples that are printed on the Prusa i3 mk2.5 and
the Creality Ender 3 Pro. For all measurement points
the heat-induced shrinkage magnitude seems to be
consistently higher for the Creality printer than for
the Prusa printer. The shrinkage difference is approx-
imately 5% for all setpoint of this measurement set.

When looking at differences between the two print-
ers some remarks can be made.

� The Prusa printer has a direct drive filament
feeding system whereas the Creality printer has
a bowden-tube filament feed.

� The Prusa printer uses an automatic bed-
levelling procedure. For the Creality printer bed
levelling must be done manually.

� The Creality printer was bought new whereas the
Prusa printer has been used extensively. This
might have resulted in wear of components. Es-
pecially when the brass nozzle wears down this
might have influence on the rheology of the noz-
zle.

� The firmware for both machines is based on the
Marlin Firmware. This baseline firmware is al-
tered in a different manner for it to work on the
respective machines. Potentially there is a differ-
ence in the interpretation of (some of the) g-code
commands.

Although none of the above mentioned differences
between the Prusa and Creality machines seems con-
vincing in explaining the significant difference in
shrinkage magnitudes on their own, these factors can
also not be excluded as potential contributors. As it
was deemed to be out the scope of the current study,
no further investigation into this shrinkage discrep-
ancy has been done. Future research might focus on
the fundamental principles that cause this discrep-
ancy between the two machines. Moreover, a com-
parative study on this effect could be performed in
which more types and brands of FFF printers are in-
cluded.
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Table 2: Overview of the results of the performed preliminary tests.
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Appendix F: X-Ray Diffraction diffractograms

For determination of the crystallinity fraction as presented in chapter 3, all samples are analysed by the X-
ray diffraction (XRD) technique. The crystallinity fractions are calculated based on the resulting diffractograms
of each sample. These diffractograms are shown in this appendix. The diffractograms are generated with a
Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer (Bruker Corporation, Billerica, MA, USA). The settings that are used in
the analysis can be found in chapter 3. The XRD data is evaluated in the Bruker DIFFRAC.EVA software.
The crystalline phases are extracted from the data by using the ICDD pdf4 database (International Centre For
Diffraction Data, Newtown Square, PA, USA).

A total of 13 samples is analysed by the XRD technique. The samples are assigned a unique sample number
each, going from XTS1 to XTS13. Each sample has a variation in a single design parameter with respect to the
default sample design as presented in chapter 3. The parameters that are varied are the heating time Ta and
the printing speed Vp. The varied parameter per sample and its assigned value is shown in table 1. Moreover, in
this table it is indicated whether the sample is constrained during heating in the oven. A motivation for sample
constraining during oven heating can be found in chapter 3. In table 1 it is also indicated to what sample set
of chapter 3 each sample belongs.

Table 1: The variations for each sample.

Sample: XTS1 XTS2 XTS3 XTS4 XTS5 XTS6 XTS7 XTS8 XTS9 XTS10 XTS11 XTS12 XTS13
Varied parameter: Ta Ta Ta Ta Ta Vp Vp Vp Vp Vp Vp Vp Vp

Parameter value: 0 s 20 s 300 s 1800 s 3600 s 1 mm/s 30 mm/s 60 mm/s 90 mm/s 1 mm/s 30 mm/s 60 mm/s 90mm/s
Constrained: No No No No No No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes

set 3 set 1 set 2

Figure 1: XRD results for sample XTS1.
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Figure 2: XRD results for sample XTS2.

Figure 3: XRD results for sample XTS3.
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Figure 4: XRD results for sample XTS4.

Figure 5: XRD results for sample XTS5.
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Figure 6: XRD results for sample XTS6.

Figure 7: XRD results for sample XTS7.
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Figure 8: XRD results for sample XTS8.

Figure 9: XRD results for sample XTS9.
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Figure 10: XRD results for sample XTS10.

Figure 11: XRD results for sample XTS11.
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Figure 12: XRD results for sample XTS12.

Figure 13: XRD results for sample XTS13.
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Based on the diffractograms the crystallinity for each sample is determined with the DIFFRAC.EVA software.
Uncertainty on these values is ±0.5%. The results of this are shown in table 2.

Table 2: The crystallinity fraction per sample.

Sample: XTS1 XTS2 XTS3 XTS4 XTS5 XTS6 XTS7 XTS8 XTS9 XTS10 XTS11 XTS12 XTS13
Crystallinity: 0% 0% 3% 19% 18% 5% 2% 3% 2% 3% 3% 4% 3%

set 3 set 1 set 2
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